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Elsevier Analytical Services is proud to present World of Research 2015
– a book that provides a snapshot of essential research indicators for the
world’s most prolific countries and regions in terms of scholarly output.
This book is a great source of information for, among others, research
managers, government officials, and those working for funding bodies. It
will help you prepare for meetings with colleagues from other countries or
regions, inform strategic choices in collaboration, learn from what other
countries and regions are doing well, and be aware of your own country or
region’s challenges and strengths.
Each country or region is unique. It has
its own language, culture, political system, and history. More specifically, in the
context of this book, each country or re-
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country or region
profiles

Including:

gion has its own scientific culture, its own

→ Investment in R&D

expertise and specific areas in which it

→ Shares of world scholarly output

stands out. Over the coming pages you

→ Shares of world citations

will find more than 70 profiles with key

→ Shares of patents filed and 		

statistics, graphs, analyses, and insightful interpretations, each profile focusing
on the country or region in question.

granted
→	Geographic distribution of
citations
→ Domestic and international

However, even though all countries or re-

collaboration

gions are unique, certain patterns recur

→ Researcher mobility

in the data that we report on; in certain

→ Disciplinary strengths and

groupings or clusters of countries and re-

weaknesses

gions, researchers seem to behave in sim-

→ Most prolific institutions and

ilar ways. In this executive summary, we

	their output, growth, and citation

take a bird’s eye view of the data, on the
lookout for such patterns and clusters.

impact
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1

The Key Players

2

The Up and Coming

Research-intensive countries and re-

This group of countries and regions over-

gions, both large ones such as the United

laps greatly with the traditional view of

States (US), the United Kingdom (UK),

emerging markets. It comprises devel-

Germany, and France, as well as smaller

oping scientific nations, such as Brazil,

ones, such as the Netherlands, Switzer-

Russia, India, China (BRIC), but also Po-

land, and Denmark, tend to:

land, South Korea, Iran, and Turkey, for
instance. These countries typically:

→	have relatively large research bases,
→	
have research bases whose size is
→ be highly productive,

near the median of that of all countries,

→	have high field-weighted citation impact (FWCI),

→	
show lower productivity but strong
growth,

→	show a highly mobile researcher base
with an average 70% of active researchers spending some time abroad

→	have their output associated with lower FWCI,

to publish research,
→	
consist of a highly sedentary re→	show a net loss of researchers (more
outflow than inflow),

searcher base, with an average of
60% of the researchers having never
published with an affiliation outside

→	have high levels of international col-

the country,

laboration.
→	show low levels of international collaboration.
If we cluster countries based on the mobility level of their researchers, Japan
is also classified in this group, although
strong growth in output (arguably the
most defining characteristic of this group)
does not apply to Japan.
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3

The Internationally
Dependent

4

The Smallest Science
Footprints

A seemingly heterogeneous group, these

Related to the previous category, but nev-

countries and regions are clustered to-

ertheless different, is a category in which

gether due to the following shared char-

the smallest research nations fall, such

acteristics:

as Latin America’s Cuba but also slightly
larger Mexico, as well as Iraq, Egypt, Ma-

→	smaller research bases,

laysia, and Kuwait, for example. The countries and regions in this category tend to

→	largest impact coming from connec-

show:

tions abroad: either inflow researchers, visiting scholars, or international
collaboration,

→	a clear, often single-discipline focus
in their research activity, as opposed
to a more well-rounded spread across

→	average to high levels of international

disciplines,

collaboration.
→	moderate to high levels of internationIn this group, we find a large number of

al collaboration, and moderate levels

Eastern European countries (for instance

of researcher mobility,

Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Hungary), a
number of Southern European countries

→	
limited networks of influence via

(Spain, Portugal, Greece), a couple of Bal-

citations (i.e. continental, such as

tic countries (Finland, Norway), as well as

Latin American, or linguistic, such as

South Africa, Argentina, and Chile.

French connections for Algeria).

Geographically speaking, this may seem

→	the lowest level of FWCI for mobile

like an odd mix, but what they all have in

researchers, compared to that of the

common is a strong dependency on their

other groups of countries.

international connections. Researchers
from abroad bring impactful work to

This group’s international connections do

these countries, and internationally co-

not bring them the same returns as we

authored publications yield the highest

have seen in the previous category. Even

citation impact.

though they are taking clear steps in this
direction, benefits from international collaboration or mobility appear more limited.
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5

The Attractive
Destinations

→	a highly mobile research population of
on average 81%, even higher than the
Key Players,

The fifth and last category of smaller research countries and regions is charac-

→	around average FWCI in all mobility
classes,

terized by its high mobility and attractiveness for foreign researchers.

→	the highest FWCI from sedentary reIn this group, we find Asian territories

searchers when compared to other

such as Singapore, Hong Kong, as well as

clusters.

Middle Eastern territories such as Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, and the United Arab Emir-

The net inflow, the key characteristic

ates. These countries and regions typi-

for this group of Attractive Destinations

cally have:

countries, is represented in Figure 1 below. It shows net gain in researchers per

→	a high net researcher inflow, indicat-

country: dark cyan countries have rela-

ing that more researchers enter the

tively high net inflow, and on the other end

country or region than those that

of the spectrum we find light cyan coun-

leave,

tries with relatively high net outflows.

Figure 1  A map showing net gain in researchers, i.e. which countries have brain gain
(where more researchers come in than leave), and which ones have brain drain (where
more researchers leave than come in). Please note that we only show data for countries
with more than 170 sedentary researchers, the median value, so that the smallest ones
with lower reliability are excluded.

■ lowest

■ low

■ average

■ high

■ highest

-7% → -1%

-1% → 0%

0% → 1%

1% → 4%

4% → 15%

■ no data
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Other patterns and similarities

Conclusion

In addition to the grouping of countries

We hope that this book offers you a pleas-

and regions that we presented before, we

ant journey through the countries and

have observed other patterns and simi-

regions of the world today, looking for

larities in the data used in preparation for

patterns and similarities in their research

this book.

performance, while at the same time admiring what makes them unique.

For example, there seem to be preferences for certain regions to focus on specific

Dr Judith Kamalski,

subject areas:

 Head of Analytical Services,
Research Management, Elsevier

→	Northern European countries generally show strong foci in the Medical &

Sarah Huggett, Elizabeth Kalinaki,

Health Sciences,

George Lan, Georgin Lau, Dr Lei Pan,
and Steven Scheerooren

→	South America and Africa (mostly developing countries and regions) have

Amsterdam / New York / Singapore

high foci in the Agricultural Sciences,

August 2015

→	
a combination of Asia Pacific and
Eastern European countries (such as
China, Korea, Singapore, Ukraine, and
Russia), display strong foci in Engineering & Technology,
→	
mostly English speaking and/or former Commonwealth countries and regions show foci in the Humanities and
the Social Sciences.
Another interesting pattern that has been
observed previously, and is equally present throughout this book, is that countries and regions with smaller populations
tend to have higher levels of international
collaboration, at least after they have
reached a certain level of research maturity. This size effect is to be expected, as
smaller countries and regions simply have
more necessity to collaborate across borders, whereas larger countries and regions will have most, if not all, expertise
available within their borders.
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Country X
A profile example

11

12

country or region profile

country x

COUNTRY X
The executive summary of findings outlines the main information for each
country or region. It presents the key take-away points from each section.
We use the most recently available robust

ScienceDirect data are from 2014; Sco-

data points from a variety of sources such

pus data are from 2014 (2010-2014

as Scopus for publications and citations,

for citations-based indicators: the longer

ScienceDirect for downloads, UNESCO

window is for stability given the length of

or OECD for economic indicators, and

time citations take to accrue); UNESCO

WIPO for patents (see Appendix B for in-

and OECD data when available are from

formation on each data source).

2012; WIPO data are from 2013.

Headline statistics

0.55%

collaboration

of world citations

Highly international

This section gives an intuitive and visual

It shows four main highlights that are par-

overview of the top insights, bringing out

ticularly relevant to the country or region.

what is especially important for each
country or region.

prolific in the

Agricultural Sciences

0.58%

of gdp as gerd

These four main points act as a summary

These figures may deal with the country

of the most crucial research facts.

or region’s world share of main research
indicators, including output and impact or
innovation. They may also underline particularly striking points about geographical reach, collaboration, or mobility.
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Overall country or region outlook
This section presents an overview of main
research statistics for each country or region, including:
→	Input such as population, Gross Domestic Expenditure on Research &
Development (GERD), researchers.
→	Output such as scholarly publications.
→	Impact measured through the proxy
of citations, highly cited articles, and
downloads.
→	Innovation assessed through patents
filed and granted.
The number of indicators depends on the
availability of data for a given country or
region. (See Appendix C for definitions of
each indicator)

Global distribution of citations
This world map of the global distribution

world Country X’s papers are read and

of citations offers a visual display of the

referenced in the scholarly literature.

geographical impact and reach of Country X’s research. Here, 2010-2014 citations are presented as shares of citations
received by Country X, revealing in which
specific regions and countries of the

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country x

Collaboration patterns
from the same institution.

Collaboration can be analysed through
the affiliations listed by authors on their

→	
Single author: non-collaborative pa-

papers, and classified in four mutually-

pers with only one author.

exclusive types:

The collaboration analysis reveals the

→	
International: with authors from at

country or region’s proportion of each

least two different countries.

type of collaboration (2014 Scopus

→	National: with authors from at least

data) and their respective citation impact

two different institutions within the

(2010-2014 Scopus data). (See Appen-

same country.

dix A for full definitions of each collabora-

→	Institutional: with at least two authors
article share
of country

single author
9.6%

tion type)

institutional
16.4%

national
23.1%

international
52.6%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Researcher mobility can be estimated
from the affiliation mentioned by authors
on their published papers: if this changes,
it is likely the researcher has moved. Four

to Country X.
→	
Outflow:

author

whose

affiliation

country has changed from Country X
to another country.

mobility classes and their proportions are

→	
Transitory: author whose affiliation

identified using 1996-2014 Scopus data:

country has changed from Country X

→	
Sedentary: no change in affiliation

to another country and/or vice-versa

country of author.
→	Inflow: author whose affiliation country has changed from another country
Country X

multiple times.
(See Appendix A for full definitions of
each mobility class)
Rest of the world

active researchers
261,346
outflow

5.4%

inflow

4.9%

transitory

27%

sedentary

63%
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Subject breakdown
The output of each territory is broken

papers Country X publishes in each sub-

down by OECD subject category. This

ject to that of the world. Relative impact is

section offers a view of each country’s re-

determined through Field-Weighted Cita-

search focus in terms of absolute and rel-

tion Impact (FWCI), a sophisticated biblio-

ative output and impact. Absolute output

metrics measure normalised against the

is measured by number of publications.

world and accounting for differences in

Relative output is calculated via an Activ-

output type, age, and scope. (See Appen-

ity Index that compares the proportion of

dix C for full definitions of each indicator)

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,220

1.95

0.85

b Engineering & Technology

1,406

0.50

1.15

535

1.51

0.63

d Medical & Health Sciences

2,829

0.89

1.02

e Natural Sciences

5,576

1.03

1.23

f Social Sciences

1,366

1.39

0.72

c Humanities

fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
This analysis provides details of the out-

(FWCI), and growth by Compound Annual

put (2014), impact (2010-2014), and

Growth Rate (CAGR). (See Appendix C for

growth (2010-2014) of each country’s

full definitions of each indicator)

top five institutions in terms of volume
of scholarly output, using Scopus data.
Output is accounted for by publications,
impact by Field-Weighted Citation Impact

University of Country X
Country X Technical University
Country X University College
fwci

Royal Institute of Country X
Country X University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Country or region
analyses
77 scientific research profiles
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country or region profile

Algeria

ALGERIA
Algeria has a small research footprint that focuses on Engineering & Technology. Given the size of its research output, Algeria produces nearly twice
as much research in that area as the world average.
The most prolific institution in the country

jority of Algerian researchers has stayed

is the University of Sciences and Technol-

in the country since 1996, about half of

ogy Houari Boumediene. Given the coun-

Algeria's research are international col-

try's linguistic and geographic proximity,

laborations.

it is unsurprising that one in ten citations
to Algerian research come from French
researchers. Moreover, although the ma-

Headline statistics
connections

Francophone

High sedentary
researcher base

10% of citations to Algeria's research

The majority of Algeria's researcher base

come from France.

has never published with an affiliation to
an institution outside of Algeria.

focus area

most prolific institution

Engineering & Tech

Houari Boumediene

60% higher than expected based on the

The most prolific institution in Algeria is

world average.

the University of Sciences and Technology Houari Boumediene, producing more
than 400 publications in 2014.
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Overall country or region outlook
Algeria accounts for only 0.54% of the
world's population, but its research footprint is even smaller. Algeria publishes
about 0.20% of the world's scholarly
output, and its research receives about
0.09% of the world's citations.
Relative to its output share, Algeria's research is downloaded at roughly the same
rate, accounting for 0.21% of all world
downloads.

Global distribution of citations
Citations to Algeria's research come from

research contributes to 5% of Algeria's

all over the world and expectedly skew

incoming citations, and Iran, Spain, the

toward Algeria (13%), prolific countries

UK, Germany and Italy, each accounting

such as China (12%), the United States

for 3% of Algeria's incoming citations.

(7%), and those sharing the same language (France at 10%). Other countries
whose citations form a sizeable share of
Algeria's citations include India, whose

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Algeria

Collaboration patterns
comprise

least impactful, cited 55% less than the

nearly half of all publications from Algeria.

world average and account for only 4% of

Consistent with trends in other countries,

Algeria's scholarly output.

International

collaborations

Algeria's international collaborations tend
to have a higher impact than that of other
collaboration types. Algeria's national
collaborations comprise a fifth of its total
scholarly output, and its institutional collaborations make up a bit less than a third.
Algeria's single-authored papers are the
distribution
of articles

single author
4.4%

institutional
31.1%

national
19.8%

international
46.0%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Algeria's researcher population is rather

a net inflow of researchers (its researcher

sedentary: 52% of Algerian researchers

inflow is more than two percentage points

have published under only Algerian affilia-

higher than its researcher outflow). This

tions, suggesting that they have not held

suggests that the country as a whole ben-

academic or research positions in institu-

efits from global researcher mobility, as it

tions outside the country. Algeria's tran-

attracts a higher number of researchers

sitory researcher population comprises

than it loses through migration.

more than a third of the country's total
research population. Algeria experiences

Algeria

Rest of the world

active researchers
5,608
outflow

4.0%

inflow

6.2%

transitory

38%

sedentary

52%
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Subject breakdown
Algeria's research is concentrated almost

the world average. Algeria's research in

entirely in the Natural Sciences and En-

the Agricultural Sciences and the Social

gineering & Technology. Relative to the

Sciences received the highest relative

world, Algeria publishes nearly 60% and

level of citations, though the country pub-

40% more, respectively, in those subject

lishes a lesser proportion of its output in

areas. However, across all subject areas,

those areas than the world does.

Algeria's research is cited much less than

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

244

0.79

0.71

2,262

1.64

0.79

31

0.18

0.47

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

481

0.31

0.71

3,699

1.39

0.67

128

0.27

0.65

d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences
fwci
0

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Algeria's top five universities published

10%. All five institutions produced re-

between 171 and 423 publications in

search that is cited below the world aver-

2014. The Université Badji Mokhtar and

age. Research from the Université of Djil-

the Université Djillali Liabès de Sidi Bel

lali Liabès de Sidi Bel Abbes achieved the

Abbes exhibited the highest levels of

highest FWCI at 0.86.

growth from 2010 to 2014, increasing
their scholarly output annually by nearly

University of Sciences and
Technology Houari Boumediene
Université Badji Mokhtar
fwci

Université Mentouri Constantine
Université Djillali Liabes de Sidi
Bel Abbes
Université Ferhat Abbas

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Argentina

ARGENTINA
Argentina focuses strongly on the Agricultural Sciences, producing over
9,000 publications in the area from 2010 to 2014. The next step to further distinguishing the country's research is to improve the country's FWCI
in the Agricultural Sciences.
Argentina has strong international con-

international collaborations are cited at

nections, especially with other Iberian-

rates well above the world average.

Latin American countries; more than twofifths of Argentina's research is through
international collaborations. Consistent
with other countries' trends, Argentina's

Headline statistics
connections

Latin

High impact of international collaborations

Countries with geographic and cultural

Argentina's FWCI for international col-

proximity to Argentina, such as Brazil and

laborations is 2.5 times higher than its

Spain, cite Argentina's publications at

national-only research.

higher rates.

focus area

Agricultural Sciences

Growth in output by
CONICET

Relative to the world average, Argentina

CONICET's research output has grown

produces nearly 2.4 times as much re-

5.1% per year from 2010 to 2014.

search in the Agricultural Sciences.
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Overall country or region outlook
Argentina published more than 10,700
publications in 2014, representing a
global publication share of 0.48%. As a
point of reference, Argentina accounts
for 0.58% of the global population. The
country's global citation share, highly cited articles share, and download share are
comparable, all ranging between 0.35%
and 0.55%. There is relatively little patenting activity.

Global distribution of citations
After the United States (15.0% of all ci-

publications at higher rates. Citations

tations to Argentina's publications), Ar-

from those countries comprise 4.2% and

gentina itself accounts for 12.2% of all

4.6% of all citations to Argentina's publi-

incoming citations. China is the third larg-

cations.

est source of citations for Argentina with
6.2%. Countries with geographic and
linguistic proximity to Argentina (such
as Brazil and Spain) also cite Argentina's

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Argentina

Collaboration patterns
More than two-fifths of Argentina's publi-

tions achieve the lowest average FWCI,

cations were international collaborations.

well below the world average.

The FWCI associated with those collaborations is almost 2.5 times as high as that
associated with national collaborations,
underscoring the importance for Argentina of collaborating internationally. Less
than one in ten of Argentina's publications
are single-authored, and those publica-

distribution
of articles

single author
9.3%

institutional
24.0%

national
24.3%

international
43.9%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
A slight majority of Argentina's active

of the world average. On the other hand,

researcher population has published at

researchers who have published with af-

least once with an affiliation outside of

filiations to only Argentinian institutions

the country. The majority of those who

comprise 46% of the country's total ac-

have tend to be transitory researchers.

tive researcher base and achieve an FWCI

Similar to the trends in international col-

about 20% below the world average.

laboration, the FWCI associated with
transitory,

internationally

mobile

re-

searchers' outputs is nearly double that

Argentina

Rest of the world

active researchers
24,117
outflow

7.3%

inflow

7.0%

transitory

40%

sedentary

46%
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Subject breakdown
Although Argentina produces the highest

gentina's research in the Medical & Health

absolute amount of research in the Natu-

Sciences is the most impactful across all

ral Sciences, the country focuses heavily

subject areas, being cited 16% more than

on the Agricultural Sciences relative to

the world average.

the rest of the world. It produces nearly
2.4 times more research in that area than
otherwise expected. In terms of FWCI, Ar-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,763

2.38

0.89

b Engineering & Technology

1,759

0.53

1.00

538

1.28

0.64

d Medical & Health Sciences

3,739

0.99

1.16

e Natural Sciences

7,260

1.13

0.95

981

0.84

0.61

c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The two largest research-producing insti-

by 5.1% from 2010 to 2014. Among the

tutions in Argentina are the Universidad

country's most prolific institutions, the

de Buenos Aires and Consejo Nacional

Universidad de Buenos Aires achieves

de Investigaciones Científicas y Técnicas

the highest FWCI at 1.07, or 7% above

(CONICET), each producing over 2,000

the world average.

publications in 2014 alone. CONICET has
been steadily growing its annual output

Universidad de Buenos Aires
CONICET
Universidad Nacional de La Plata
fwci

Universidad Nacional de Cordoba
Comision Nacional de Energia
Atomica

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Australia

AUSTRALIA
Led by highly prolific institutions such as the University of Sydney and the
University of Melbourne, Australia publishes a high share of the world's
research (and most impactful research) relative to its population size.
Australia's research base is very outwardlooking and globally connected. More
than half of its publications are international collaborations, and over two-thirds
of its researchers have spent some time
abroad doing and publishing research.

Headline statistics
Highly cited
research

Strong returns on international collaboration

Nearly 1 out of every 4 publications from

Australia's international collaborations

Australia are among the world's most

achieve an FWCI of 1.96, or nearly twice

highly cited.

the world average.

Highly mobile
research base

most prolific institutions

68% of Australia's researchers have

The University of Sydney and the Univer-

moved abroad and published there.

sity of Melbourne are Australia’s top insti-

Universities of Sydney
and Melbourne

tutions in terms of research output.
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Overall country or region outlook
In terms of research performance, Australia punches well above its weight,
relative to its population size. With only
0.33% of the world's population, Australia produces 3.20% of the world's publications and 4.01% of the world's most
cited articles, and receives 4.55% of the
world's citations and 4.89% of the world's
downloads. Nearly one out of every four
publications (23.5%) by Australia's researchers are among the world's most
cited publications. However, the country's
patenting activity levels are much lower,
accounting for only 0.48% of all patents
filed and granted worldwide.

Global distribution of citations
The top countries citing Australia's re-

er countries that cite Australia's research

search are the United States (18.6% of

at rates higher than expected, given their

all citations), Australia itself (14.2%), Chi-

global share of citations, include Canada

na (7.9%), and the UK (7.3%). Australia's

(3.8%), New Zealand (1.1%), South Africa

research is generally cited at rates higher

(0.7%), and Hong Kong (0.2%).

than expected in other Commonwealth
countries - those sharing a history of being part of the former British Empire. Oth-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Australia

Collaboration patterns
Nearly half of all publications from Aus-

single-authored, and those publications

tralia are international collaborations, and

attain the lowest FWCI.

they achieve an FWCI of 1.96, or nearly
twice the world average. National and
institutional collaborations for Australia
each comprise about a fifth of Australia's
total research output and are cited 23%
to 30% more than the world average.
Less than 10% articles from Australia are

distribution
of articles

single author
9.8%

institutional
22.4%

national
20.3%

international
48.9%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Similar to other advanced research na-

relative outflow and inflow of research-

tions, a high percentage of Australia's

ers, the country experiences a net inflow

active research base is mobile. Only 32%

of 1.2%, suggesting that more research-

have published only under an Australian

ers come and stay permanently in Aus-

affiliation. Of those that are mobile, the

tralia than leave.

largest subset are transitory researchers (46.7%), those who have spent less
than either two years abroad or two years
in Australia, consecutively. Based on the

Australia

Rest of the world

active researchers
116,676
outflow

10%

inflow

11%

transitory

47%

sedentary

32%
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Subject breakdown
Compared to the world average, Australia

in Engineering & Technology. The FWCI

produces relatively more research in the

of Australia's research is well above the

Social Sciences (69.3% above the world

world average across all subject areas,

average) and to a lesser extent, in the

though it is comparatively the lowest in

Agricultural Sciences, the Humanities,

the Social Sciences (1.29).

and the Medical & Health Sciences. The
country produces relatively less research

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

papers

rai

fwci

6,825

1.39

1.49

14,169

0.64

1.62

3,399

1.22

1.68

d Medical & Health Sciences

29,312

1.17

1.65

e Natural Sciences

40,097

0.94

1.52

f Social Sciences

12,631

1.63

1.29

fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The top five research institutions in Aus-

enced the greatest growth in research

tralia all produce more than 5,000 publi-

output over the past five years (7.2%

cations per year and achieve an FWCI well

CAGR).

above the world average. The University
of Melbourne and the University of Sydney tend to produce the most publications
per year. Monash University has experi-

University of Sydney
University of Melbourne
University of Queensland
fwci

University of New South Wales
Monash University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Austria

AUSTRIA
Austria shows a clear commitment to advancing research, with a relatively
high percentage of GDP spent on research and development. Austria produces its most impactful research through international collaboration at
96% above the world average.
As a relatively small player, publishing

European countries. Most of the citations

less than 1% of the world's scientific out-

that Austrian research receives come

put, it is unsurprising that the majority of

from US or German publications and, only

Austrian research is published with an

in third place, from Austria itself.

international co-author, and that Austria
has a highly mobile researcher population, following the pattern of most smaller

Headline statistics
GERD almost
3% of GDP

international collaboration

High citation impact

Austria ranks 10th highest GERD out of all

Austria's international collaboration re-

countries with available data for 2014.

sults in citation impact 96% above the
world average.

>70%

most prolific institutions

mobile researchers

Vienna

The Austrian researcher population is

The top 3 prolific institutions are all in Vi-

highly mobile, showing a preference for

enna, with more than 2,200 publications

short stays abroad.

each in 2014.
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Overall country or region outlook
Austria publishes less than 1% of the
world's scientific publications. As a reference, Austria accounts for 0.1% of the
global population. The 1% of publications
produced by Austria receive 1.4% of the
world's citations, and include 1.2% of the
world's most highly cited articles.
Most notably, Austria's GERD is relatively
high: almost 3% of its GDP is spent on research & development.

Global distribution of citations
The highest proportion of citations that

as a source of citations towards Austrian

Austrian research receives comes from

research, for the same reason as the US:

US research (17%), and after that, from

both are prolific countries and therefore

German research (9%). Third place is re-

represent a large part of citations toward

served for Austrian research (8%), which

Austrian research.

is remarkable as for most nations, the
country itself is the source of the lion's
share of citations. China is ranked fourth

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Austria

Collaboration patterns
Austria produces a large percentage of
its publications through international coauthorship (over 60%). The FWCI associated with international collaboration is
nearly twice as high as that associated
with national collaboration, underlining
the importance for Austria to collaborate
internationally. Single-author publications
result in the lowest FWCI per collaboration type, even below the world average.
distribution
of articles

single author
7.9%

national
11.7%

institutional
21.5%

international
60.9%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Austria has a highly mobile researcher

of researchers outweighs the inflow,

population, with more than 70% of Aus-

meaning that more researchers leave the

tria's researchers having published arti-

country than come in.

cles abroad, while affiliated with non-Austrian institutions. The majority of Austria's
researchers show a type of mobility that
we label as transitory mobility, indicating
short stays of less than two years either
in Austria, or outside of Austria. Outflow

Austria

Rest of the world

active researchers
38,151
outflow

11%

inflow

9.4%

transitory

50%

sedentary

29%
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Subject breakdown
Austria shows a clear focus of activity in

the Medical & Health Sciences also show

the Natural Sciences (11% higher than

a high FWCI. Austria shows relatively low

can be expected based on world share

levels of activity in the Humanities, Engi-

of articles in that discipline), in the Ag-

neering & Technology, and the Social Sci-

ricultural Sciences, and in the Medical

ences.

& Health Sciences (both 9% above expected). In addition to a focus in activity,

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,452

1.09

1.42

b Engineering & Technology

4,255

0.71

1.37

547

0.73

1.41

7,369

1.09

1.70

12,885

1.12

1.52

1,827

0.87

1.48

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences
fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The three most prolific institutions in Aus-

over the last five years, followed by Uni-

tria are all based in Vienna (University of

versity of Vienna. The top five Austrian

Vienna, Vienna University of Technology,

institutions publish research with a cita-

and Medical University of Vienna), and

tion impact that is higher than the world

each of those published over 2,200 pub-

average.

lications in 2014. The Medical University
of Vienna has the highest annual growth

University of Vienna
Medical University of Vienna
Vienna University of Technology
fwci

Innsbruck Medical University
Graz University of Technology

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Bangladesh

BANGLADESH
Bangladesh's main strength seems to be its people: it holds 2.2% of the
world's population, and its researchers are highly mobile and internationally collaborative, two characteristics that can help boost research impact.
The country has small shares of the

in the Agricultural Sciences. Accordingly,

world's research indicators, although its

one of its top institutions specialised in

citation distribution reveals wide-ranging

the Medical & Health Sciences shows

impact among both neighbouring and an-

particularly strong impact (International

glophone Commonwealth nations. It is

Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research).

most impactful in the Medical & Health
Sciences and most comparatively prolific

Headline statistics

2.2%

51%

higher than its shares of the world's pa-

Bangladesh is highly collaborative with

pers (0.2%), highly cited papers, cita-

over half its output resulting from interna-

tions, downloads (all at 0.1%), and pa-

tional collaboration.

of the world's population

internationallycollaborated
papers

tents filed and granted.

54% transitory mobility
researchers with

focus area

patterns

Agricultural Sciences

More than half of Bangladesh's research-

Bangladesh's proportion of its output in

ers belong to the transitory class, and

the Agricultural Sciences is more than

more than 20% to either the inflow or

twice that of the world.

outflow classes.
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Overall country or region outlook
Although Bangladesh represents 2.2%
of the world's population, it has very small
shares of the world's main research indicators. It publishes 0.14% of the world's
scholarly output and 0.08% of the world's
top 10% cited papers. It receives 0.09%
of the world's citations and 0.12% of the
world's downloads.
Bangladesh has few patents filed and
granted, so that its global shares of these
indicators are nearly null.

Global distribution of citations
Bangladesh's research is cited by re-

the UK, Australia, and Canada also repre-

searchers worldwide. Unsurprisingly, the

sent a sizeable share of Bangladesh's ci-

prolific US shows by far the largest share

tations, possibly because of the country's

of citations received by Bangladesh, at

fluency in English and/or Commonwealth

nearly 15%. The next highest shares of

ties.

Bangladesh's citations are from itself, followed by neighbouring, and prolific, India
and China. Anglophone countries such as

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Bangladesh

Collaboration patterns
Bangladesh is a highly collaborative coun-

less than 5% of Bangladesh's output

try: more than half of its scholarly output

authored by a single author. All of these

results from international collaborations,

have lower than average impact, being

and these have a much higher impact (re-

cited 46% to 60% less than the world av-

ceiving 21% more citations compared to

erage across all collaboration types.

the world average across all collaboration
types) than all other collaboration types.
The other half of Bangladesh's output is
mostly the result of either national (18%)
or institutional (28%) collaboration, with
distribution
of articles

single author
4.8%

national
17.9%

institutional
27.5%

international
51.1%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
highly

and similar sizes, with 13% of research-

mobile; less than a quarter of them are

ers having left Bangladesh since 1996,

sedentary and have only published with

and 11% having joined it.

Bangladesh's

researchers

are

a Bangladeshi affiliation. The absolute
majority (54%) of the country's researchers are transitory, meaning that they have
had multiple Bangladeshi and non-Bangladeshi affiliations since 1996. Longer
term mobility classes are of much smaller

Bangladesh

Rest of the world

active researchers
6,050
outflow

13%

inflow

11%

transitory

54%

sedentary

23%
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Subject breakdown
Bangladesh is most impactful in the Medi-

Compared to the world's distribution it is

cal & Health Sciences, in which it is close

relatively most prolific in the Agricultural

to the world average impact and activity.

Sciences: its proportion of articles in this

In all other areas, Bangladesh research

area is more than twice that of the world.

has lower impact than the world average. It is most prolific in the Natural Sciences and in Engineering & Technology.

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

papers

rai

fwci

483

2.10

0.88

1,065

1.03

0.73

107

0.82

0.56
1.02

d Medical & Health Sciences

1,079

0.92

e Natural Sciences

2,119

1.06

0.75

297

0.82

0.88

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
In 2014, the most prolific Bangladeshi

tute in the country is the International

institutions each published between 418

Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research,

papers (Bangladesh University of En-

with a citation impact of more than twice

gineering and Technology) and 142 pa-

the world average, and positive growth in

pers (Jahangirnagar University, showing

output of 4.3% per annum 2010-2014.

strong annual growth of over 6% CAGR
2010-2014). The most impactful insti-

Bangladesh University of
Engineering and Technology
University of Dhaka
fwci

Int. Centre for Diarrhoeal
Disease Research Bangladesh
Rajshahi University
Jahangirnagar University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Belarus

BELARUS
Belarus shows a strong dependence on international collaboration and
mobility. Its citation network shows signs of economic and historic ties
through links with Russia, Germany, and to a lesser extent, Poland.
Belarus' research performance follows

Belarus' FWCI is below world average for

the typical pattern that can be observed

all disciplines. What stands out is the fact

for nations with low scientific output vol-

that its global patent share is twice as

ume: researchers from abroad bring high

high as its share of publications.

FWCI with them, and publications that
result from international collaboration are
the most impactful ones. Nevertheless,

Headline statistics
Patents rather than
publications

connections

Belarus' global share of patents granted is

Connections with Germany and Russia

twice as high as its share of publications.

are, after the usual role of the US and Chi-

Germany & Russia
na, sources of citations towards Belarus'
publications.

International
dependence

Importance of transitory
stays from abroad

As many other small nations, Belarus

Out of all mobility categories, researchers

benefits greatly from its international col-

with short stays in Belarus have the high-

laboration.

est FWCI.
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Overall country or region outlook
Belarus' global publication share and citation share are very small, but on par, at
0.07%. However, both these shares are
below the share of population at 0.13%,
suggesting a lesser focus on science.
Data for GERD and researcher share are
not available.
Belarus' focus seems to be more on patenting than on publishing in the scientific
literature, as its share of patents granted
is 0.13%, almost twice as high as its global share of scientific publications.

Global distribution of citations
The two most prolific research nations,

These countries are known to be Belarus'

the US and China, are the two most im-

main import and export partners, and this

portant sources of citations towards Be-

link is also visible in their citation network.

larus' publications, at 9% and 7% respec-

Poland, historically closely tied to Bela-

tively. Belarus' publications account for

rus, ranks tenth.

6% of citations towards its own publications, followed by Germany and the Russian Federation at almost 6% and 4.5%.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Belarus

Collaboration patterns
Following the pattern of other countries
producing a relatively small volume of scientific output, the level of international
collaboration is high for Belarus, at almost
60%. More interestingly, the internationally co-authored publications are the only
collaboration type with an FWCI above
average. All other collaboration types result in an FWCI of 70% to 80% below the
world average.
distribution
of articles

national
10.5%

institutional
21.6%

single author
10.7%

international
58.8%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
The total number of active researchers

in nature. Especially researchers who

who have at least once published with a

are coming from abroad, for short stays

Belarus affiliation is expectedly small. The

in Belarus (34%), are having a positive

pattern in researcher mobility, however,

effect on Belarus' FWCI, which is around

is remarkably similar to that of large re-

twice as high as the world average. This

search nations such as the UK, for exam-

is similar to what we observed regarding

ple. The majority of Belarus' researcher

collaboration patterns: the international

population are mobile, almost 65%. The

network and links are crucial for Belarus'

most frequent mobility type is transitory

research.

Belarus

Rest of the world

active researchers
3,599
outflow

12%

inflow

4.5%

transitory

48%

sedentary

35%
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Subject breakdown
Belarus, instead of having a well-rounded

at 50% below the world average. FWCI

profile, specialises in two subject areas:

values for the Social Sciences, the Ag-

the Natural Sciences (at 48% more ac-

ricultural Sciences, and the Humanities

tivity than expected based on the world

should be ignored as they are based on an

average) and Engineering & Technology

extremely low volume of publications.

(at 18% more activity). The FWCI for Engineering is lowest among disciplines

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

34

0.32

0.91

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

1.18

0.52

17

0.28

0.58

195

0.36

0.90

1,376

1.48

0.80

56

0.33

0.79

d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences

572

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Only two institutions in Belarus produce

Technical University, which produces a

more than 300 publications per year:

low volume of publications but is growing

the Belarus Academy of Sciences (nearly

in terms of volume. For all institutions, the

600 publications in 2014) and the Bela-

average FWCI is below the world average.

rusian State University (358 publications
in 2014). Output growth tends to be negative, except for the Belarusian National

Belarus Academy of Sciences
Belarusian State University
Belarusian State University of
fwci

Informatics and Radioelectronics
Belarusian National Technical
University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Belgium

BELGIUM
Belgium accounts for around 1.2% of the world's publications. This share
is well above its world population share. More impressively, these publications receive 2.1% of the world's citations and contribute to 1.7% of highly
cited articles worldwide.
Belgium's researchers are highly mobile.

has close connections to the European

one out of two active researchers belong

research communities.

to the transitory group. Belgian publications are also highly international, with
about two-thirds resulting from international collaboration. Belgium's research

Headline statistics

High citation impact

connections

Belgium accounts for only 1.2% of world's

The UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain,

publications, but 2.1% of citations and

and the Netherlands contribute to 26.7%

1.7% of highly cited articles.

of Belgium's citations.

Highly collaborative
in research

Highly mobile
researchers

Around 62.4% of Belgium's publications

Around 70% of Belgium's researchers

result from collaborations with interna-

have at least one publication with a fo-

tional colleagues.

reign affiliation.

EU countries

world of research 

Overall country or region outlook
Belgium spends a good percentage
of GDP on research and development
(2.2%) but its researcher base is rather
small (0.4% of the country's population). Belgium accounts for only 0.2% of
the world's population, but its research
output and citation impact are above its
weight.
Belgium accounts for 1.2% of world's
publications, 2.1% of citations and 1.7%
of highly cited articles. Belgium's research output is also downloaded more
frequently than the world average. There
are relatively limited patenting activities.

Global distribution of citations
The top three citing countries of Belgium's
publications are the US, Belgium, and the
UK with 16.8%, 8.2% and 6.6% of citations respectively. They are followed by
a group of European countries including
France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and the
Netherlands, with a combined share of
9.9% of citations.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Belgium

Collaboration patterns
Belgium's research is highly internation-

of Belgium's publications among the four

ally collaborative: just over 62% of Bel-

collaboration types (22.0%).

gium's publications involve at least one
author from outside of Belgium. These
publications also have the highest FWCI
among the four types of collaboration
(2.03, or 103% higher than the world
average). Institutional collaboration accounts for the second largest percentage

distribution
of articles

single author
6.6%

institutional
22.0%

national
11.1%

international
62.3%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Belgium's researchers are highly mobile.

centages of outflow and inflow research-

Only 30.3% of Belgium's active research-

ers.

ers have never published with a foreign
affiliation. The majority of Belgium's active researchers belong to the transitory
group: they are highly mobile and move
in and out of the country frequently. This
pattern is similar to many Western European countries. Belgium has similar per-

Belgium

Rest of the world

active researchers
53,223
outflow

10%

inflow

7.6%

transitory

52%

sedentary

30%
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Subject breakdown
Belgium produces the largest number of

average). Relative to the world average,

publications in the Natural Sciences, fol-

Belgium has the highest level of activity

lowed by the Medical & Health Sciences.

in the Humanities (34.4% higher than the

Its publications in the Medical & Health

world average) and the Agricultural Sci-

Sciences have the highest field-weighted

ences (29.7% higher than the world aver-

citation impact among the six subject ar-

age).

eas (1.86, or 86% higher than the world

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences

papers

rai

fwci

2,358

1.30

1.49

b Engineering & Technology

5,704

0.70

1.66

c Humanities

1,383

1.34

1.38

d Medical & Health Sciences

11,131

1.20

1.86

e Natural Sciences

16,131

1.02

1.59

3,273

1.15

1.50

f Social Sciences
fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Ghent University and Katholieke Univer-

gium's top five most prolific institutions

siteit Leuven are the two leading univer-

(92% higher than the world average), fol-

sities in Belgium, in terms of publication

lowed by its sister university Université

volume. They each produce more than

Catholique de Louvain's 1.83 and Univer-

5,000 publications per year. Katholieke

sity of Antwerp's 1.78.

Universiteit Leuven also has the highest
field-weighted citation impact among Bel-

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Ghent University
Universite Catholique de Louvain
fwci

University of Antwerp
University of Liege

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Brazil

BRAZIL
Brazil has a sizeable research footprint, accounting for 2.55% of all publications worldwide. However, the country has room to improve, as its performance along measures of research impact (citations, highly cited articles) does not keep pace.
One way to do so is for the country to be

and the majority of Brazil's researcher

more outward looking. Relative to other

base is sedentary.

countries,

international

collaborations

comprise a small share of Brazil's total
publications (though the FWCI associated
with those collaborations is quite high),

Headline statistics

2.55%

of all publications worldwide

Sedentary researcher
population

Brazilian researchers produced more

62.9% of Brazil's researcher base has

than 270,000 publications from 2010 to

never left the country to do research.

2014.

focus area

most prolific institution

Agricultural Sciences

Univ. de São Paulo

Brazil has a strong relative focus on the

One of the world's most prolific institu-

Agricultural Sciences. Given the coun-

tions, the Universidade de São Paulo pro-

try's size, its 10,820 articles in 2014 was

duced 10,800 publications in 2014, the

more than 3 times the world average.

5th most among all research institutions.
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Overall country or region outlook
As one of the largest countries in the
world (2.78% of the world's total population), it is unsurprising that Brazilian researchers produced more than 270,000
publications from 2010 to 2014, or
about 2.55% of all publications in the
world. However, citations to Brazil's research account for only 1.88% of citations worldwide, and only 1.64% of the
world's most highly cited articles are from
Brazil. Furthermore, there is relatively little patenting activity: Brazilian inventors
account for 0.26% of the patents filed
in the world, and only 0.10% of patents
granted.

Global distribution of citations
Nearly a quarter of all citations to Brazil's

to geographic proximity and linguistic

research comes from other Brazilian pub-

similarity, it is not surprising that coun-

lications. After Brazil itself, the countries

tries such as Argentina (1.2%), Portugal

that cite Brazil's research the most closely

(1.1%), Mexico (1.1%), Colombia (0.7%),

follow the global distribution of citations:

and Chile (0.6%) cite Brazil's research at

the United States (13.6%), China (6.5%),

rates higher than expected, given global

the UK (4.2%), and Germany (3.9%). Due

citation base rates.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Brazil

Collaboration patterns
National collaboration comprises nearly
two-fifths of all publications from Brazil,
the highest of any collaboration category.
However, they are cited at rates 40% less
than the world average. International collaborations, on the other hand, comprises
about 28% of Brazil's publications and
achieve an FWCI of 1.44, or 44% above
the world average.

distribution
of articles

single author
5.4%

institutional
29.5%

national
37.8%

international
28.2%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Brazil's active researcher population is

comprise only 28.6% of Brazil's total re-

quite sedentary. 62.9% of Brazil's re-

searcher base, achieve an FWCI of 2.13,

searchers have not published with an af-

or more than twice the world average.

filiation outside the country. This is similar to other BRIC countries. Sedentary
researchers tend to produce research
that is less impactful, achieving an FWCI
of 0.76, or 24% below the world average.
In contrast, transitory researchers, which

Brazil

Rest of the world

active researchers
100,656
outflow

3.8%

inflow

4.8%

transitory

29%

sedentary

63%
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Subject breakdown
Brazil focuses heavily on the Agricultural

manities. The country's FWCI is below the

Sciences. In 2014, it produced more than

world average in all subject areas, but it is

10,800 articles in the area, or nearly

comparatively the highest in Engineering

three times the world average, relative

& Technology (0.89).

to the country's overall research output.
The country has low levels of activity in
Engineering & Technology and the Hu-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

10,820

2.75

0.65

b Engineering & Technology

10,622

0.60

0.89

1,201

0.54

0.48

d Medical & Health Sciences

22,301

1.11

0.85

e Natural Sciences

33,393

0.98

0.84

5,493

0.89

0.48

c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The Universidade de São Paulo leads all

Júlio de Mesquita Filho, which has expe-

Brazilian research institutions in terms

rienced the highest growth rate (4.7%

of research output, producing more than

CAGR) over the past five years. In terms

10,800 publications in 2014 (fifth over-

of FWCI, however, there is much more

all in the world). This is more than 2.5

balance. Three of Brazil's top five institu-

times more than the next closest institu-

tions achieved an FWCI of between 0.92

tion, the Universidade Estadual Paulista

and 0.94.

Univ. de Sao Paulo
Univ. Estadual Paulista Julio
de Mesquita Filho
fwci

Univ. Estadual de Campinas
Univ. Federal do Rio de Janeiro
Univ. Federal do Rio Grande
do Sul

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Bulgaria

BULGARIA
Bulgaria appears to have a low focus on research: it spends less than 1%
of its GDP on R&D, and its share of the world's scholarly output (0.15%) is
not much higher than its share of the world's population (0.10%).
This can also be seen in Bulgaria's sub-

that these articles are cited 29% above

ject level performance: the highest FWCI

the world average, whereas other col-

– for the Natural Sciences – is still about

laboration types are cited over 60% less

14% below the world average. Bulgaria

than the world average.

certainly benefits from international collaboration: articles with an international
co-author have an FWCI of 1.29, meaning

Headline statistics

0.15%

world publication share

49%

international collaboration

Bulgaria has a low total publication output

Just under half of Bulgaria's output con-

in 2014, even when compared to coun-

sists of internationally collaborated arti-

tries within the region.

cles and is highly impactful.

strong area

39%

Natural Sciences

transitory researchers

Bulgaria is relatively prolific in the Natural

A reasonable share of Bulgarian research-

Sciences (publishing 19% more than the

ers stays abroad for short periods, facili-

world average) and achieves its highest

tating international knowledge exchange.

citation impact in this subject.
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Overall country or region outlook
Bulgaria publishes 0.15% of the world's
scholarly output, and 0.11% of the world's
top 10% most cited articles. Its share of
the world's citations is slightly lower than
its output share (0.14%), as is its share of
the world's downloads (0.11% ).
Bulgaria's share of the world's filed patents is 0.02%, and its share of granted
patents, is just half of that. While Bulgaria's R&D spending may be low, at 0.64%
of its GDP, this is a higher share than
some of its neighbors.

Global distribution of citations
As is to be expected, prolific countries

their own country's scholarly publications

such as the US and China are the main

and cite these more frequently. While In-

source of citations to Bulgaria, account-

dia (3.2%) and Japan (2.5%) do appear

ing for 10.1% and 7.4%, respectively.

in the top ten of citing countries, other

Bulgaria itself also accounts for a large

citations mainly come from European

share of its received citations (7.0%), as

countries, with Germany (6.6%), the UK

researchers tend to be more aware of

(4.5%), and Italy (4.3%) leading the list.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Bulgaria

Collaboration patterns
Bulgaria is fairly collaborative interna-

publications account for the lowest share

tionally: just under half of its total publi-

of Bulgaria's output (11.3%) and are also

cation output has an international co-au-

the least impactful, with an average FWCI

thor. These publications also have a high

of 0.31.

field-weighted citation impact: at 1.29,
they are cited 29% more often than the
world average. This is a sharp contrast
with Bulgaria's nationally and institutionally co-authored articles, whose FWCI is
about 60% below average. Single-author
distribution
of articles

single author
11.3%

institutional
26.3%

national
14.9%

international
48.8%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Bulgaria's researchers are somewhat

time before returning to Bulgaria, or mov-

sedentary: 46% of them have only pub-

ing on to other countries. This transitory

lished under a Bulgarian affiliation since

mobility is likely to be beneficial to Bul-

1996. Furthermore, the number of re-

garia, as the researchers in this category

searchers that leave the country (not to

have the highest average FWCI of all mo-

return) is nearly 3% higher than the num-

bility types.

ber of researchers settling in Bulgaria.
However, 39% of its researchers stay
abroad or in Bulgaria for a short period of

Bulgaria

Rest of the world

active researchers
7,360
outflow

8.8%

inflow

5.9%

transitory

39%

sedentary

46%
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Subject breakdown
The most impactful subject for Bulgaria

in the Agricultural Sciences; compared to

is the Natural Sciences, with an FWCI of

the world average, it publishes nearly 1.8

0.86. This also happens to be its largest

times as many publications in this subject.

subject in terms of overall publication out-

However, the citation impact of those

put, and shows a relative activity of 1.19

publications is quite low. In 2010-2014

(19% more than the world average). Bul-

the average FWCI of the Agricultural Sci-

garia shows a very high relative activity

ences articles was just 0.57.

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

411

1.78

0.57

b Engineering & Technology

821

0.79

0.77

53

0.41

0.79

774

0.66

0.73

2,387

1.19

0.86

163

0.45

0.74

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
By far the most prolific institution in Bul-

only prolific institution to achieve an FWCI

garia is the Bulgarian Academy of Scienc-

above the world average. All of Bulgaria's

es. In 2014 it published more than 1,450

top five most prolific institutions show a

articles, and achieved the second highest

negative growth rate, i.e. a decreasing

citation impact amongst the top prolific

output, with the Technical University of

institutions (0.98). The most impactful is

Sofia having the lowest CAGR of -6.0%.

the University of Sophia: at 1.06 it is the

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
University of Sofia
Medical University Sofia
fwci

Technical University of Sofia
University of Chemical
Technology and Metallurgy Sofia

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Canada

CANADA
Canada is one of the world's leading research nations. It spends a high absolute amount of money on R&D, and that is reflected in its large and impactful research footprint. The University of Toronto is the country's most
prolific institution (third most prolific in the world).
Canada's research base is very outward

researchers tend to also produce more

looking. Nearly half of Canada's publica-

impactful research.

tions are international collaborations, and
those international collaborations achieve
a high FWCI. Moreover, three quarters of
Canada's active researchers have spent
some time outside of Canada, and such

Headline statistics
Large research
footprint

High level of international collaboration

Canada accounts for 3.62% of all pub-

Nearly half (49.3%) of Canada's publica-

lications worldwide; 4.75% of all highly

tions are co-authored with at least one

cited articles.

international collaborator.

strong area

most prolific institution

Medicine & Health

University of Toronto

Canada has a high research impact in the

The University of Toronto produced more

Medical & Health Sciences. Canada's re-

than 12,000 publications in 2014, the 3rd

search in this subject area achieves an

most among all research institutions.

FWCI of 1.67, or 67% above the world
average.
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Overall country or region outlook
Canada spends about 1.73% of its GDP
on gross R&D, projecting to be eleventh
in terms of gross R&D at 30 billion US$
PPP in 2014. Relative to its size (0.49%
of the world's population), Canada has an
outsized research footprint, accounting
for 3.62% of all publications worldwide,
5.90% of all citations, 4.75% of all highly
cited articles, and 4.80% of all downloads.
However, the country accounts for a
slightly lower level of all patents filed and
granted (1.00% and 1.12%, respectively) worldwide.

Global distribution of citations
More than one in every five citations to

Canada's research include China (7.6%),

Canada's research comes from its neigh-

the UK (6.6%), Germany (5.3%), France

bor to the south, the US. After the US,

(4.0%), and Australia (3.3%).

the country that cites Canada's research
the most is itself, accounting for one out
of every four citations. Other countries
that account for a high percentage of

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Canada

Collaboration patterns
Similar to other advanced research na-

nearly the same level of FWCI, around

tions, a very high percentage (49.3%) of

1.15. Only single-authored publications

Canada's total research output is through

from Canada achieve an FWCI below the

international

world average.

collaborations,

and

the

FWCI associated with those publications
is 1.93, or nearly twice the world average.
Institutional collaborations comprise the
second most frequent type of collaboration for Canada at 27.7%. Both institutional and national collaborations attain
distribution
of articles

single author
8.4%

institutional
27.7%

national
16.3%

international
49.3%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Canada's active researcher base is quite

erage. Canada also experiences a net

mobile. Nearly three quarters have spent

outflow (2%) of researchers, suggesting

at least some time outside of Canada, and

that more researchers leave Canada per-

almost half are categorized as transitory,

manently than arrive and stay.

which means they have spent less than
two years outside of, or within Canada.
The country benefits greatly from these
highly mobile researchers. They achieve
an FWCI of 2.00, or twice the world av-

Canada

Rest of the world

active researchers
169,026
outflow

13%

inflow

11%

transitory

48%

sedentary

29%
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Subject breakdown
The distribution of Canada's research out-

research in all subject areas is above the

put across all subject areas is quite well

world average, and its research in the

rounded and proportionate to the world

Medical & Health Sciences achieved the

average, with slightly less focus than ex-

highest FWCI at 1.67, or 67% above the

pected in Engineering & Technology, and

world average.

slightly above average focus in the Social
Sciences and the Humanities. Canada's

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

6,884

1.23

1.37

17,753

0.71

1.35

3,699

1.17

1.46

d Medical & Health Sciences

33,598

1.18

1.64

e Natural Sciences

48,264

0.99

1.42

f Social Sciences

11,494

1.31

1.37

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
In a country filled with world-class univer-

next closest institution in Canada – the

sities, the University of Toronto stands

University of British Columbia. Both the

out. It produced more than 12,000 pub-

University of Toronto and the University

lications in 2014, the third most among

of British Columbia achieved an FWCI

all institutions in the world, after Harvard

that was nearly twice the world average.

University and the Chinese Academy of
Sciences, and nearly 60% more than the

University of Toronto
University of British Columbia
McGill University
fwci

University of Alberta
University of Calgary

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Chile

CHILE
Although Chile invests a small percentage of its GDP in R&D, the country
has a growing, impactful research base. Compared to its world population
share, Chile produces a proportionally higher amount of research overall,
and especially highly cited articles.
Part of Chile's success can be traced
to the outward-looking nature of its research base. The majority of Chile's research outputs are international collaborations, and those achieve a higher FWCI
than all other types of collaborations.

Headline statistics
Growing, impactful
research base

High level of international collaboration

0.41% world publication share; 1 in every

Nearly 60% of Chile's research output is

6 publications are highly cited.

through international collaborations.

Highly mobile
research base

most prolific institutions

Pontificia Univ. Católica
de Chile & Univ. de Chile

More than 2/3 have published at least

Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile

once with an affiliation outside of Chile;

and Universidad de Chile are Chile's most

half are transitory researchers.

prolific institutions (1,782 and 2,101
publications in 2014, respectively).
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Overall country or region outlook
Chile invests a small percentage of its
GDP (0.36% in 2012) on R&D, but the
country has a growing research base.
Compared to its world population share
(0.25%), Chile produces a slightly higherthan-proportionate amount of research
(0.41% of all publications worldwide,
0.39% of all citations, and 0.37% of all
downloads of research). About 1 of every 6 publications by Chile is among the
world's most highly cited. There is little
patenting activity, with the country accounting for only 0.03% of all patents
filed and granted in the world.

Global distribution of citations
The two countries that cite Chile's re-

tries such as Spain (4.7%), Brazil (2.5%),

search the most are the US (comprising

Argentina (1.6%), Mexico (1.2%), and Co-

16.0% of all citations to Chile's research)

lombia (0.6%) cite Chile's research more

and Chile itself (9.7%). Germany (6.2%),

frequently than expected given global ci-

the UK (6.1%), and China (5.1%) com-

tation base rates.

prise the rest of the top five countries
citing Chile's research. Due to linguistic
similarity and geographic proximity, coun-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Chile

Collaboration patterns
Nearly three fifths of all of Chile's re-

of the country's total output) have FWCI

search output consists of international

of 0.59 and 0.62, respectively.

collaborations, and they achieve an FWCI
of 1.51, or 51% higher than the world
average. The impact of international collaborations is much higher than all other
types of collaboration by Chile. For reference, national and institutional collaborations (which comprise 15.3% and 18.1%

distribution
of articles

single author
10.3%

national
15.3%

institutional
18.1%

international
58.2%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
The majority of Chile's active researcher

it attracts more researchers to perma-

base is quite mobile. Less than a third

nently stay than losing researchers that

have published exclusively under af-

permanently leave.

filiations with institutions in Chile, while
more than 50% are transitory researchers – those who spend two years or less
in Chile or outside of Chile in succession.
The country experiences a net inflow of
researchers (+2.5%), suggesting that

Chile

Rest of the world

active researchers
13,993
outflow

8.6%

inflow

11%

transitory

50%

sedentary

30%
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Subject breakdown
Chile focuses relatively more of its re-

world baseline distributions. Chile's re-

search output on the Agricultural Sci-

search in the Natural Sciences achieves

ences (95% above the world average) and

the highest FWCI of all of its subjects

relatively less on Engineering & Technolo-

(1.23, or 23% above the world average).

gy (50% below the world average). Chile's
research output across the other subject
areas is quite balanced, and similar to the

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,220

1.95

0.85

b Engineering & Technology

1,406

0.50

1.15

535

1.51

0.63

d Medical & Health Sciences

2,829

0.89

1.02

e Natural Sciences

5,576

1.03

1.23

f Social Sciences

1,366

1.39

0.72

c Humanities

fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
In terms of research output, Chile's top

continues to be, the country's most pro-

two institutions are Pontificia Universi-

lific institution. In terms of FWCI, how-

dad Católica de Chile and Universidad

ever, the comparably smaller Universidad

de Chile. The former has experienced the

Tecnica Federico Santa María (349 pub-

highest growth rate over the past five

lications in 2014, FWCI of 1.79) leads all

years, increasing its publication output

other institutions in Chile.

by 9.3% per year, while the latter is, and

Universidad de Chile
Pontificia Universidad Catolica
de Chile
fwci

Universidad de Concepcion
Universidad de Santiago de Chile
Universidad Tecnica Federico
Santa Maria

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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China

CHINA
A growing research powerhouse, China has a large share of the world's
scholarly output and is mainly focused on the Natural Sciences and Engineering & Technology. However, its papers are generally cited less than
the world average, with relatively low levels of international collaboration.
China publishes about 20% of the world's

emy of Sciences, a national scientific

scholarly output and 16% of the world's

think tank with branch institutes all over

top 10% cited papers. It receives 13%

mainland China, is the leading Chinese

of the world's citations and 17% of the

institution in terms of both output and

world's downloads. Citations to China's

growth rate, with around 19,200 papers

research come mainly from China itself

and more than 25% annual growth.

(43%), and the US (12%). Chinese Acad-

Headline statistics
the world's
20% of
scholarly output

26%

China is highly prolific, producing 20% of

China's research output is growing rap-

the world's scholarly outputs.

idly, growing at a rate of 26% yearly, on

annual growth

average, since 2010.

79%

sedentary
researchers

28%

of world patents
filed

China's researchers are mainly sedentary

China is highly motivated in seeking inno-

with more researchers flowing into China

vation with a 28% share of world patents

(4.1%) than out of it (2.7%).

filed and 13% of world patents granted.
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Overall country or region outlook
China makes up 20% of the world's population, and its pool of researchers publishes 20% of the world's scholarly output
which includes almost 16% of the world's
top 10% cited papers. It receives 13%
of the world's citations and 17% of the
world's downloads. China's growing focus
in research and innovation is clear; although it holds 13% of the world patents
granted, its share of world patents filed is
higher at 28%. With a growing research
output and continued focus in research
and development, these indicators are
likely to increase with time.

Global distribution of citations
Citations to China's research are mainly

major countries that account for 2-3% of

from its large volume of domestic pub-

all received citations, namely in decreas-

lications (43% of all received citations),

ing order, are India, the UK, Germany, Ja-

followed by the US (12%). This can be ex-

pan, South Korea, France, Australia, and

plained by researchers tending to be more

Canada.

aware of their own country's papers,
compounded with China's large scholarly
output and research base. The remaining

percentage
of citations
low

high
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China

Collaboration patterns
Only about 17% of China's total schol-

world average for all collaboration types.

arly outputs are internationally collabo-

China's single-author papers are the least

rated papers; these papers are cited

impactful, and only account for 5% of

about 63% more than the world average

China's scholarly output.

for all collaboration types. Most papers
from China (around 46%) are collaborations within the same institution, and
about 33% are collaborations with other
institutions in China; these are cited, respectively, 36% and 32% less than the
distribution
of articles

single author
4.7%

institutional
45.9%

national
33.3%

international
16.6%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
China's researchers are mostly seden-

of China's total researcher population

tary: 79% of them have only published

are transitory, meaning that short term

under a Chinese affiliation. This lends

assignments abroad are more frequent

support to the findings that the majority

compared to permanent emigration. In-

of the citations received by China's schol-

terestingly, the percentage of inflow re-

arly outputs are from within the country,

searchers to China is higher than that

and that research collaborations tend to

of outflow researchers, indicating a net

be mainly within the same institutions or

brain gain for China's research popula-

across institutions in China. Around 15%

tion.

China

Rest of the world

active researchers
545,379
outflow

2.7%

inflow

4.1%

transitory

15%

sedentary

79%
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Subject breakdown
China is most prolific in the Natural Sci-

(in the area of the Agricultural Sciences)

ences, publishing nearly half of its output

to 21% (in the area of Engineering and

in this area. The second area in which Chi-

Technology) less than the world average.

na publishes the most in is Engineering
& Technology (68% more than the world
does). With the exception of papers in the
Humanities, China's papers are cited 7%

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

24,416

0.79

0.93

b Engineering & Technology 233,419

1.68

0.79

2,608

0.15

0.99
0.84

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences

95,053

0.60

304,711

1.14

0.91

15,628

0.32

0.80

fwci
0.5

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
China's top five institutions published

than 25%. All top institutions have a posi-

between 9,400 (Peking University) and

tive FWCI, meaning that they are cited on

19,200 (Chinese Academy of Sciences)

average more than the world, from 5%

papers in 2014. The Chinese Academy

(Shanghai Jiaotong University) to 39%

of Sciences dwarfs the other top univer-

(Peking University) more.

sities in China, in terms of 2010-2014
output growth rate, with a CAGR of more

Chinese Academy of Sciences
Tsinghua University
Zhejiang University
fwci

Shanghai Jiaotong University
Peking University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Colombia

COLOMBIA
As a developing country, Colombia invests comparatively little in R&D, and
this is reflected in the country's low world publication and citation shares
(even when normalized to the country's population size).
However, despite Colombia's low invest-

searchers arrive and stay in the country

ment in R&D, the country does maximize

than permanently leave.

its larger research footprint through high
levels of international collaboration and a
highly mobile researcher base. Moreover,
the country experiences a net inflow of
researchers, which means that more re-

Headline statistics
High levels of international collaboration

Highly mobile
researchers

Almost half of Colombia's research output

More than 3/4 have published at least

is through international collaborations.

once with an affiliation outside of Colombia; 58.6% are transitory.

focus area

most prolific institution

Agricultural Sciences

Universidad Nacional
de Colombia

Colombia has a strong relative focus on

Universidad Nacional de Colombia is Co-

the Agricultural Sciences, nearly twice

lombia's most prolific institution, produc-

the world average given the country's

ing nearly double the amount of the next

size.

most prolific institution.
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Overall country or region outlook
Relative to other countries, Colombia invests comparatively little in R&D, only
0.17% of its GDP, and this is reflected
in the country's research performance.
Although Colombia comprises 0.67% of
the world's population, its research publications account for only 0.29% of the
world's total, and citations to those publications account for 0.22% of all citations. There is little patent activity.

Global distribution of citations
After the US (which accounts for 13.6%

sharing a common language, such as Bra-

of all citations to Colombia's research),

zil (4.3%), Spain (4.3%), Mexico (2.1%),

Colombia itself accounts for the most

Argentina (1.3%), Chile (0.9%), and Ven-

citations to Colombia's research (7.2%).

ezuela (0.4%).

Similar to other countries, Colombia's research is cited disproportionately more
(relative to global citation base rates) by
its immediate neighbors and countries

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Colombia

Collaboration patterns
International

collaborations

however, achieve an FWCI of only 0.32,

comprise

or 68% below the world average.

nearly half of all of Colombia's research.
Similar to trends in other countries, such
collaborations have a much higher FWCI
(1.39) than all other types of collaborations. After international collaboration,
the next most frequent type of collaboration for Colombia is institutional collaboration, constituting 25.7% of the country's total output. Such collaborations,
distribution
of articles

single author
9.7%

national
18.0%

institutional
25.7%

international
47.9%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Similar to other countries with small but

hand, 58.6% of all Colombian research-

growing research infrastructures, Co-

ers are transitory. Colombia also experi-

lombia's active researcher base is highly

ences a net inflow of researchers (+2.4%).

mobile. Less than a quarter has published
only under affiliations with institutions
in Colombia, and such researchers tend
to be more junior (and hence have not
received the opportunity to conduct research and publish abroad). On the other

Colombia

Rest of the world

active researchers
8,762
outflow

7.7%

inflow

10%

transitory

59%

sedentary

24%
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Subject breakdown
Mirroring other Latin American countries

produces relatively more research in the

(such as Argentina, Brazil, Cuba, Mexico,

Humanities and the Social Sciences than

and Peru), Colombia has a strong focus

expected. Although the FWCI of Colom-

of research activity in the Agricultural

bia's research is below the average in

Sciences. The country produces nearly

all subject areas, it is comparatively the

twice the global average given the size

highest in the Natural Sciences at 0.94.

of its research output. The country also

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

826

1.85

0.63

1,661

0.83

0.70

330

1.31

0.43

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences

2,163

0.95

0.89

e Natural Sciences

3,595

0.93

0.94

930

1.33

0.55

f Social Sciences
fwci
0

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Colombia's most prolific institution, the

(at 5.7% and 6.1%, respectively) over the

Universidad Nacional de Colombia, pro-

past five years. While the Universidad de

duced 1,511 publications in 2014. This

Los Andes produces considerably less

is nearly double the amount of the next

research annually than the top two Co-

closest institution, the Universidad de

lombian institutions, the FWCI of the uni-

Antioquia, at 760 publications. Both insti-

versity's research is much higher at 1.38.

tutions have experienced strong growth

Universidad Nacional de
Colombia
Universidad de Antioquia
fwci

Universidad de Los Andes
Bogota
Universidad del Valle
Universidad Javeriana

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Croatia

CROATIA
Croatia's researchers are rather sedentary: the majority of them do not
publish with any affiliation outside of the country. They also show a tendency to cite Croatian publications; the share of its citations coming from
Croatia is nearly as high as that of the US.
Nevertheless, international collaboration

as well; only two out of five have an FWCI

is very important to Croatia for raising

above the world average.

its overall field-weighted citation impact,
as this is the only collaboration type with
an above world average FWCI. Increasing
international collaboration would be beneficial for Croatia's top prolific institutions

Headline statistics
Small share of patents

International collaboration is essential

Croatia has a 0.01% share of the world's

Of all collaboration types, international

granted patents.

collaboration is the only type that yields a
positive citation impact.

Sedentary researchers

strong area

About 65% of Croatian researchers only

The Natural Sciences is the largest sub-

publish with Croatian institutions.

ject by total output, and has the highest

Natural Sciences
FWCI, equal to the world average.
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Overall country or region outlook
Compared to other indicators, Croatia
seems to have a relatively high share of
GERD as percentage of GDP. Croatia publishes about 0.23% of the world's scholarly output, and 0.18% of the world's top
10% most cited papers. It has a slightly
smaller world citation share than output
share, at around 0.21%, and receives
0.17% of the world's downloads.
Croatia has little patenting activity: its
share of the world's filed patents is a mere
0.02%, and its share of granted patents
is 0.01%.

Global distribution of citations
In line with the general expectations, Cro-

try's publications at a higher frequency

atia receives most citations from prolific

than those of other countries, the sec-

research nations such as the US (11.9%),

ond most citing country to Croatian pub-

China (6.0%), and Germany (5.7%). After

lications is Croatia itself (10.3%). Other

all, a large scholarly output also means a

countries whose citations form a sizeable

large number of references. However, as

share of Croatia's citations include the UK

researchers tend to cite their own coun-

(4.6%), Italy (4.5%), and France (3.7%).

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Croatia

Collaboration patterns
A decent share of Croatia's scholarly

put, their citation impact is 78% below

output results from international collabo-

the world average. While institutional and

ration. This benefits Croatia's overall im-

national collaboration have higher shares,

pact, as those publications have the high-

they fare not much better in terms of ci-

est field-weighted citation impact among

tation impact, being cited over 50% less

the collaboration types. At 1.48, they are

than the world average.

cited 48% more than the world average.
At the opposite end of the spectrum we
find the single-author publications: still
accounting for 12.5% of Croatia's outdistribution
of articles

single author
12.5%

national
20.6%

institutional
30.1%

international
38.0%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Croatia's researchers are rather seden-

slightly higher FWCI than the outflow

tary: 65% of them have only ever pub-

researchers. Interestingly, researchers

lished under a Croatian affilation, which

showing transitory mobility represent

may explain the high institutional col-

over a quarter of Croatia's total research-

laboration rate in Croatia. Conversely,

er population. This means that although

Croatia's researcher inflow and outflow

Croatia's researchers are unlikely to im-

are low, though the inflow (3.7%) is at

migrate or emigrate permanently or long

least somewhat higher than the outflow

term, short term assignments abroad are

(2.9%). Inflow researchers also have a

more frequent.

Croatia

Rest of the world

active researchers
10,602
outflow

2.9%

inflow

3.7%

transitory

28%

sedentary

65%
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Subject breakdown
Croatia's largest scholarly output comes

than the world average. However, this is

from the Natural Sciences. It is in this

not reflected in its field-weighted cita-

subject that Croatia attains the highest

tion impact, which is the lowest amongst

citation impact; almost equal to the world

all subjects (0.38). To be fair, in absolute

average. Its research focus, in terms of

numbers of publications, the Humanities

relative activity, is on the Humanities. It is

is Croatia's smallest subject.

about 120% more prolific in this subject

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

papers

rai

fwci

472

1.32

0.73

1,226

0.76

0.74

441

2.18

0.38

d Medical & Health Sciences

1,728

0.95

0.73

e Natural Sciences

2,777

0.89

0.97

765

1.36

0.45

f Social Sciences
fwci
0

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Croatia's most prolific institution is the

low the world average. The most impact-

University of Zagreb, producing nearly

ful of these institutions is the University

2,600 publications in 2014. Although

of Split, with an FWCI of 1.58. Its 2014

it is several times more prolific than the

output was only the third largest, but it

other institutions in Croatia's top five, it

shows the second highest CAGR (1.5%)

has a negative 2010-2014 growth rate

after the Ruđer Bošković Institute (2.4%).

(-3.4%), and its citation impact is 21% be-

University of Zagreb
Ruder Boskovic Institute
University of Split
fwci

University of Rijeka
Josip Juraj Strossmayer
University of Osijek

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Cuba

CUBA
Cuba has a small research footprint, producing fewer publications over
the past half-decade than some of the world's largest institutions have in
2014 alone.
Similar to other countries with small re-

bile, publishing at least once outside of

search footprints, especially in Latin

the country. However, mirroring broader

America, Cuba engages in high levels

trends in migration, Cuba experiences a

of international collaboration and has a

net outflow of researchers.

strong relative focus in the Agricultural
Sciences. Moreover, a high percentage
of its researchers are internationally mo-

Headline statistics
High levels of international collaboration

Highly impactful
transitory researchers

Nearly half of Cuba's research output in-

Nearly half of all active Cuban research-

volves international collaborators.

ers are transitory, and they achieve an
FWCI 91% above the world average.

Net outflow of
researchers

focus area

Cuba experiences a net outflow (-6.4%),

Cuba has a strong relative focus on the

which means that far more researchers

Agricultural Sciences. It produces 60%

leave the country permanently than ar-

more than the world average in this sub-

rive and stay.

ject area given the country's size.

Agricultural Sciences

world of research 

Overall country or region outlook
Cuba invests 0.42% of its GDP in gross
expenditures on R&D. From 2010 to
2014, Cuba produced more than 10,000
research publications, which accounts
for 0.08% of all publications worldwide.
As reference, the country accounts for
0.16% of the world's population. The
country has similarly low world shares of
citations, highly cited articles, and downloads. There is little patenting activity.

Global distribution of citations
The US accounts for 11.3% of all citations to Cuba's research. After the US,
Cuba itself accounts for the next highest
number of citations to Cuba's research,
or nearly one of every 10 citations. China
(6.8%), Spain (6.3%), and Brazil (4.8%)
comprise the rest of the top five countries
citing Cuba's research.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country or region profile

Cuba

Collaboration patterns
Nearly half of Cuba's research are international collaborations. Similar to other
countries,

international

collaborations

achieve the highest FWCI (0.93) among
all types of collaborations. Institutional
and national collaborations comprise a
little more than one fourth and one fifth,
respectively, of Cuba's research.

distribution
of articles

single author
6.8%

national
20.4%

institutional
26.1%

international
47.7%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Nearly half of all active researchers as-

prising that it experiences a net outflow

sociated with Cuba are transitory, which

of researchers (-6.4%).

means that they have spent less than two
years in Cuba or outside of Cuba, in succession. They comprise the largest subgroup of all researcher mobility classes,
and they achieve an FWCI of 1.91, or
91% above the world average. Given the
country's geopolitical position, it is unsur-

Cuba

Rest of the world

active researchers
4,833
outflow

11%

inflow

4.5%

transitory

50%

sedentary

35%
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Subject breakdown
Cuba has a strong focus of research ac-

areas, it is comparatively the highest in

tivity in the Agricultural Sciences and the

Engineering & Technology (0.70) and the

Medical & Health Sciences. The country's

Natural Sciences (0.67).

activity in those subject areas is more
than 60% higher than the global average.
Although the FWCI of Cuba's research
is below the world average in all subject

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

197

1.61

0.51

b Engineering & Technology

220

0.40

0.70

17

0.24

0.46
0.34

c Humanities

1,020

1.63

e Natural Sciences

887

0.83

0.67

f Social Sciences

109

0.57

0.32

d Medical & Health Sciences

fwci
0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

1.0

Most prolific institutions
Cuba does not have many research-

CAGR) and achieved the highest FWCI

intensive institutions. Its most prolific

(0.71) among all of Cuba's research-inten-

is the Universidad de La Habana, which

sive institutions.

produced more than 250 publications in
2014. The second most prolific, the Universidad Central de Las Villas, has grown
the most from 2010 to 2014 (1.9%

Universidad de La Habana
Universidad Central de Las Villas
Instituto de Medicina Tropical
fwci

Pedro Kouri
Center for Genetic Engineering
and Biotechnology

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Cyprus

CYPRUS
Cyprus' strength seems to be the collaborative and mobile nature of its
researchers: nearly two-thirds of its output are the results of high impact
international collaboration, and more than half its researcher population
has had short-term assignments abroad.
Cyprus' small size and territorial division

of research indicators tend to be expect-

may explain its low proportion of nation-

edly small, its output is highly impactful (in

ally collaborated output, but these fac-

each field, Cyprus is cited more than the

tors do not prevent Cyprus from being

world average for all fields) particularly in

an attractive research destination with

the Natural and the Medical & Health Sci-

twice the proportion of inflow as outflow

ences.

researchers. Although its world shares

Headline statistics

63%

internationally
collaborated papers

55%

researchers with
transitory mobility
patterns

cited 66% more than the world average.

and twice the amount of inflow (18%) as

Low proportion (7%) of nationally collabo-

outflow (9%) researchers.

rated output.

Low output but high
impact

most prolific area

Natural Sciences

Cyprus publishes few papers, as expect-

Cyprus is most prolific and impactful in

ed from its small size, but these are highly

the Natural Sciences, with nearly 1,000

impactful.

papers in 2014, cited 41% more than the
world average across all subject areas.
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Overall country or region outlook
Cyprus represents 0.01% of the global
population, and 0.10% of its residents are
researchers; they benefit from a GERD
of nearly 0.5% of Cyprus' GDP. Cyprus'
shares of the world's research indicators
hover around 0.1% as well, with 0.07% of
the world's publications, 0.09% of highly
cited papers and of citations, and 0.10%
of downloads.
Cyprus has few patents, so that its shares
of patents filed (0.01%) and granted
(0.02%) are nearly null.

Global distribution of citations
The distribution of citations to Cyprus'

bers, such as the UK or Germany. The for-

research is skewed towards prolific coun-

mer could be in part explained by previous

tries, such as the US (accounting for over

colonial ties.

10% of Cyprus' citations) and China. Cyprus also receives sizeable proportions
of its citations from European countries,
particular other European Union mem-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Cyprus

Collaboration patterns
Cyprus' research is highly collaborative:

may, to some extent, be due to the small

internationally-collaborated papers ac-

size of the Cypriot territory (few collabo-

count for over 60% of its output, and

rators to partner with in one's specific

these are cited nearly two-thirds more

area of expertise), and/or to the territory's

than the world average across collabo-

current North-South division. 11% of

ration types. National and institutional

Cyprus' papers have a single author, and

collaborations are about as impactful as

these are cited 20% less than the world

the world average and represent 7% and

average.

21% of Cyprus' output, respectively. This
low proportion of national collaboration
distribution
of articles

single author
11.0%

institutional
20.6%

national
7.3%

international
63.2%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
The absolute majority (55%) of Cyprus'

sedentary, having consistently and solely

researchers display transitory mobility

published under Cypriot affiliations since

patterns, meaning that their publications

1996.

have quickly successive Cypriot and foreign affiliations since 1996. Cyprus sees
a net gain in researchers, with twice as
many incoming (18%) as outgoing (9%).
Only 18% of Cyprus' researchers are

Cyprus

Rest of the world

active researchers
2,205
outflow

8.5%

inflow

18%

transitory

55%

sedentary

18%
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Subject breakdown
In all subject areas the impact of Cyprus'

to the world, Cyprus is more prolific in the

research is superior to the world average.

Social Sciences and the Humanities, pub-

In absolute terms, Cyprus is particularly

lishing significantly higher proportions

prolific in the Natural Sciences, in which

of its output than the world in these two

it reaches a citation impact of over 40%

subject areas.

more than the world average across all
subject areas. In relative terms, compared

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

papers

rai

fwci

70

0.68

1.12

402

0.87

1.31

86

1.48

1.23
1.44

d Medical & Health Sciences

369

0.71

e Natural Sciences

965

1.08

1.41

f Social Sciences

304

1.89

1.21

fwci
1.0

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The University of Cyprus has high impact:
its research is cited 68% more than the
world average. It published more than
3,700 scholarly papers between 2010
and 2014, although it displays neutral annual growth (CAGR) over that period.

fwci

University of Cyprus

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Czech Republic

CZECH REPUBLIC
The Czech Republic is a growing research nation that produces a relatively
large volume of research output compared to its population size. It is close
to, or exceeds, the world average on many measures of research performance such as citation impact and the usage of research output.
As a growing nation, the Czech Republic

category exist side-by-side with a group

has both a large percentage of interna-

of sedentary researchers.

tionally collaborated publications and
a large percentage of research output
produced without international collaboration. Related to this, a large group of highly mobile researchers in the transitory

Headline statistics
Relatively high
publication share

Average relative
citation share

With only 0.2% of the world's population,

The Czech Republic receives 0.8% of the

the Czech Republic contributes to around

world's citations, which matches its world

0.8% of the world's publications.

publication share.

Co-existence of
mobility types

focus area

Active researchers fall into two main

The Czech Republic has a high focus on

groups: the sedentary (stay and publish in

the Natural Sciences. The Natural Sci-

Czech) and the highly transitory (stay for

ences are the country's most prolific sub-

a short period inside/ outside of the coun-

ject with a high FWCI and a high level of

try, publish, and then move elsewhere).

research activity.

Natural Sciences
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Overall country or region outlook
The Czech Republic spends a relatively
high share of its GDP on research and
development (1.9%). With only 0.2% of
the world's population, it contributes to
around 0.8% of the world's publications.
It also receives and accounts for a similar
share of the world's citations, highly cited
articles, and downloads. This implies that
the citation impact and the usage of its
publications are around the world average. There is a limited level of patent activities in the Czech Republic.

Global distribution of citations
The Czech Republic receives the largest

ropean countries, Poland contributes the

share of its citations from the US (12.7%

largest number of citations (2.2% of the

of its citations), followed by the Czech

Czech Republic's received citations).

Republic itself (12.7%), and Germany
(6.5%). Other European countries such as
the UK, France, and Spain are also among
the top citing countries of the Czech Republic's publications. Among Eastern Eu-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country or region profile

Czech Republic

Collaboration patterns
International

collaboration

(1.70) is the highest among the four col-

comprises

the largest share of the Czech Republic's

laboration types for the Czech Republic.

publications (41.4%). This number is lower than that of many Western European
countries, such as the UK, Germany and
France, but higher than that of the emerging countries, such as China and Brazil.
The field-weighted citation impact of the
internationally collaborated publications

distribution
of articles

single author
10.8%

national
17.2%

institutional
32.0%

international
41.4%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
On the one hand, the Czech Republic's ac-

country has a very low percentage of out-

tive researchers consist of a large group

flow and inflow researchers.

of sedentary researchers. More than half
of the country's active researchers have
no publication with a foreign affiliation.
On the other hand, there is also a large
group of researchers who belong to the
highly mobile transitory category. The

Czech Republic
active researchers
27,755
outflow

4.6%

inflow

5.7%

transitory

37%

sedentary

53%

Rest of the world
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Subject breakdown
The Natural Sciences is obviously the

er than world average level of research

focus of the Czech Republic's research.

activity (1.11). Based on relative activ-

It comprises the largest number of

ity and field-weighted cited impact, the

publications among the six subject ar-

Czech Republic's research is weak in the

eas (12,297), the second highest field-

Social Sciences and the Humanities.

weighted citation impact (1.14, or 14%
higher than the world average) and a high-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,439

1.13

0.88

b Engineering & Technology

5,954

1.04

1.32

478

0.66

0.88

5,298

0.81

1.06

12,297

1.11

1.14

1,183

0.59

0.81

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

1.5

Most prolific institutions
The two institutions with the largest vol-

period 2010-2014. The five institutions

ume of publications are Charles Univer-

have a field-weighted citation impact of

sity and the Czech Academy of Sciences.

between 10% and 37% higher than the

They each produce around 3,600 publi-

world average.

cations per year. However, their CAGR of
publications is the lowest among the top
five most prolific institutions during the

Charles University
Czech Academy of Sciences
Czech Technical University
fwci

Masaryk University
Brno University of Technology

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Denmark

DENMARK
With only 0.08% of the world's population, Denmark holds 1.3% of the
world's most highly cited articles, indicating a high quality of its research.
Denmark's high quality of research is consistent across disciplines: Denmark performs well above average in all subjects.
Denmark's relatively high performance is

of researcher mobility. Over half of all of

also reflected in its collaborative output:

Denmark's researchers are 'transitory',

all collaboration types achieve a field-

meaning they spent short periods of time

weighted citation impact that is above

abroad, after which they return to Den-

the world average, even single-author

mark, or vice versa.

publications. One of the reasons for this
may be Denmark's relatively high level

Headline statistics
Highly mobile
researchers

Highly impactful international collaboration

About 68% of Denmark's researchers

Denmark's internationally collaborated

also published with affiliations outside of

publications are cited 121% more than

Denmark between 1996 and 2014.

the world average.

strong area

most prolific institutions

Medical & Health

High growth rates

Denmark's second largest subject shows

All top 5 most prolific institutions in Den-

relative activity that is 32% above the

mark show high growth rates. Aalborg

world average, and an FWCI that is 86%

University clearly leads in this respect,

above average.

with an 18.5% CAGR.
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Overall country or region outlook
Denmark produces just 0.90% of the
world's scholarly output, but receives
1.64% of the world's citations. The presence of high quality research is also reflected by Denmark's share of the world's
top 10% most cited publications: 1.72%.
It also receives 1.21% of the world's
downloads; an indicator of (perceived)
interest in, or usefulness of its research.
Denmark spends almost 3% of its GDP
on research and development. Denmark
seems to focus less on patenting: its share
of the world's filed patents is 0.16%, and
its share of the world's granted patents is
0.41%.

Global distribution of citations
Denmark receives most citations from

citations from within Denmark (8.6%), as

prolific research nations such as the US

researchers tend to cite their own coun-

(17.8%), the UK (7.4%), and Germany

try's research more than that of others.

(6.7%). The large scholarly output of

Other countries whose citations form a

these countries naturally means a large

sizeable share of Denmark's citations in-

number of outgoing references. However,

clude China (6.1%), France (4.3%), and

Denmark also receives a large share of its

Italy (3.9%).

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Denmark

Collaboration patterns
A considerable share of Denmark's pub-

above the world average, at 1.02. Insti-

lications are the result of international

tutional collaboration occurs more fre-

collaboration (nearly 59%). Since these

quently than national collaboration, but

publications result in the highest field-

achieves a slightly lower FWCI than the

weighted citation impact of over twice the

latter: 1.35 versus 1.40.

world average (2.21), this is beneficial to
Denmark's overall citation impact. In fact,
all of Denmark's collaboration results in
above the world average FWCI. Even the
single-author publications are cited just
distribution
of articles

single author
7.3%

institutional
24.5%

national
11.6%

international
58.6%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
is

back. This group makes up more than half

rather mobile. Only about a third of Den-

of Denmark's researchers. Denmark's in-

mark's researchers publish exclusively

flow and outflow of researchers are both

with an affiliation in Denmark, and they

around 8.5%, with a minor difference in

are cited less than researchers in other

favor of inflow.

Denmark's

researcher

population

categories. Conversely, the highest cited
researchers are those showing transitory
mobility, meaning they stay abroad or in
Denmark for short terms, before moving

Denmark

Rest of the world

active researchers
36,031
outflow

8.3%

inflow

8.4%

transitory

51%

sedentary

32%
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Subject breakdown
Denmark performs well across all sub-

and the second largest output. Although

jects. It is relatively most prolific in the

it is the smallest subject in terms of total

Medical & Health Sciences, in which it

publications, the Humanities shows the

shows 32% more activity than can be ex-

highest FWCI; at 1.97 it is close to twice

pected based on the world average. The

the world average.

Medical & Health Sciences is also the subject with the second highest FWCI (1.86)

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,982

1.40

1.64

b Engineering & Technology

3,696

0.58

1.83

732

0.92

1.97

9,471

1.32

1.86

12,575

1.03

1.73

2,264

1.02

1.72

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences
fwci
1.5

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The most prolific institution in Denmark is

most prolific institutions, but it shows

the University of Copenhagen, with more

the fastest annual growth by far: 11.7%

than 7,500 publications in 2014. In ad-

CAGR. In terms of FWCI the second small-

dition to showing a high CAGR of 5.9%,

est, Syddansk Universitet, is equal to the

it also shows the highest FWCI amongst

second largest, the University of Aarhus.

these five institutions, at 1.97. Currently,

Both are cited 85% more than the world

Aalborg University is the smallest of the

average.

University of Copenhagen
University of Aarhus
Technical University of Denmark
fwci

Syddansk Universitet
Aalborg University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Egypt

EGYPT
Egypt is the second most research-intensive country in Africa, after South
Africa. The country is home to several prolific research institutions, most
notably Cairo University.
Egypt's research draws plenty of interest.

but also especially from Muslim-majority

The country's world download share out-

countries such as Saudi Arabia, Iran, and

paces its world citation share. Moreover,

Turkey.

based on the global distribution of citations to Egypt's research, this interest
comes from not only the major research
countries (such as China and the US),

Headline statistics
High interest in
Egypt's Research

connections

Muslim countries

Egypt accounts for 0.60% of all publica-

Egypt is part of a Muslim country citation

tions worldwide, but 0.84% of all down-

network. Saudi Arabia accounts for 5.1%

loads, suggesting high interest.

of all citations to Egypt's research.

Highly mobile
research base

most prolific institution

Over 60% of Egypt's active researchers

Cairo University is Egypt's most prolific

have published at least once outside the

research institution, producing 2,208

country.

publications in 2014.

Cairo University
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Overall country or region outlook
Egypt is the second most research-intensive country in Africa, after South Africa, in terms of output, producing nearly
59,500 publications from 2010 to 2014.
In 2011, the country devoted 0.43% of
its GDP to gross expenditures of R&D,
which is a low level compared to more
advanced research nations. The country
accounts for 0.60% of all publications
worldwide and 0.84% of all downloads of
research worldwide. There is little patenting activity.

Global distribution of citations
13.0% of all citations to Egypt's re-

5.1% of all citations to Egypt's research,

search come from Egypt itself. The next

a much higher rate than their global base-

two countries that cite Egypt's research

lines. Other Muslim-majority countries

the most are China (10.1%) and the US

that cite Egypt's research at high rates

(10.1%), which is mostly due to how pro-

include Iran (3.0%), Turkey (2.6%), Malay-

lific both countries are. Surprisingly, India

sia (1.4%), and Pakistan (1.2%).

and Saudi Arabia account for 7.0% and

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Egypt

Collaboration patterns
Nearly half of all publications from Egypt
are from international collaborations, and
they achieve an FWCI of 1.11, or 11%
above the world average. All other types
of collaborations achieve FWCI that are
by 40% or more below the world average.

distribution
of articles

institutional
25.5%

single author
10.9%

national
16.6%

international
48.3%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
The majority of Egypt's active researcher

small net outflow of researchers (-1.1%),

base is quite mobile. Only 39.7% have

which means that more researchers leave

published under only affiliations to Egyp-

the country than enter.

tian institutions, while 40.4% are categorized as transitory. This means that they
have spent two years or less either outside of Egypt or in Egypt, in succession.
The country as a whole experiences a

Egypt

Rest of the world

active researchers
17,500
outflow

10%

inflow

9.4%

transitory

40%

sedentary

40%
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Subject breakdown
Relative to the world average, Egypt pro-

areas in which the country produces a

duces comparatively more research in

substantial amount of research, Egypt

the Agricultural Sciences (34% above

achieves the highest FWCI in Engineering

the world average) and significantly less

& Technology at 0.95.

research in the Humanities and the Social
Sciences (81% and 74% below the world
average, respectively). Across all subject

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,241

1.34

0.75

b Engineering & Technology

4,045

0.97

0.95

95

0.18

0.98

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences

5,348

1.13

0.78

e Natural Sciences

9,070

1.12

0.84

385

0.26

0.83

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Relative to the world's overall growth

publications). Meanwhile, Alexandria Uni-

rate, Egypt's most prolific institutions

versity has grown its research output

are all growing very quickly. Cairo Uni-

the fastest from 2010 to 2014 (14.3%

versity was by far the largest in terms of

CAGR).

total output (2,208 publications in 2014,
nearly 50% more than the next closest institution - Ain Shams University at 1,493

Cairo University
Ain Shams University
National Research Center, Cairo
fwci

Alexandria University
Mansoura University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Estonia

ESTONIA
Estonia's higher inflow than outflow of researchers is a clear indication of
its attractiveness to researchers from abroad. Estonia's international links
are equally visible through its collaboration.
The majority of its papers are internation-

land. In terms of subject activity, Estonia

ally collaborative and these result in the

shows a clear focus on the Natural Sci-

highest citation impact of over twice the

ences.

world average. More specifically, Estonia's citation network shows close ties to
its neighbors – Finland and Russia – and
nearby countries such as Sweden and Po-

Headline statistics
International
collaboration is key

Rather sedentary
researcher base

The FWCI of national collaborations is

The majority of Estonian researchers

equal to the world average, but that of in-

have not published with affiliations out-

ternational collaboration is twice as high.

side of Estonia.

Net gain of researchers

strong area

The inflow of researchers to Estionia

By far the largest subject for Estonia, in

(8.2%) is almost twice as high as the out-

absolute terms, it is also relatively prolific

flow from Estonia (4.2%).

as well as impactful.

Natural Sciences
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Overall country or region outlook
Estonia produces 0.11% of the world's
total scholarly output, and 0.14% of the
world's top 10% most cited articles. It receives 0.15% of all citations and 0.14%
of all downloads. While these shares are
low, Estonia spent nearly 2.2% of its
2012 GDP on research and development,
the effects of which may be seen in the
coming years.
Estonia's share of the world's filed patents is very small (0.01%), though equal
to its share of granted patents.

Global distribution of citations
In line with the general expectations, Es-

search in their own language, Estonia also

tonia receives most citations from prolific

receives a large share of its citations from

research nations such as the US (12.6%),

within Estonia (8.2%). More interesting

the UK (6.0%), and Germany (5.8%); a

are the citation shares of Finland and

large scholarly output naturally means

Sweden (2.8% and 2.9%, resp.), indicat-

a large number of references. Since re-

ing close ties to its northern neighbors.

searchers are likely to make use of re-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Estonia

Collaboration patterns
The majority of Estonia's publications

and 0.94, respectively. Only the single-

result from international collaboration.

author publications are cited less than the

These internationally co-authored pub-

world average, by about 34%.

lications have an FWCI of over twice the
world average and definitely benefits Estonia's overall citation impact. Estonia's
nationally and institutionally collaborated
publications account for over a tenth and
a fifth of its total output, and are both
close to the world average FWCI at 1.0
distribution
of articles

single author
10.7%

institutional
24.9%

national
12.3%

international
53.6%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Estonia has a rather large sedentary

moving back to Estonia or elsewhere. Re-

group of researchers: the majority of them

markably, Estonia's inflow of researchers

have never published with an affiliation

is almost twice as high as its outflow, sug-

outside of the country. They also have a

gesting it is an attractive destination to

lower citation impact than researchers in

international researchers.

other categories. Over one third of Estonian researchers are showing transitory
mobility, meaning they stay abroad or in
Estonia for a short period of time before

Estonia

Rest of the world

active researchers
3,615
outflow

4.2%

inflow

8.2%

transitory

37%

sedentary

50%
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Subject breakdown
The subject Estonia excels at is the Natu-

Humanities, producing more than twice

ral Sciences: it shows a relative activity

as many publications in this subject com-

of about 10% above the world average,

pared to the world average, it is Estonia's

has the largest total output, and produc-

smallest subject by absolute output, and

es publications that are cited 63% more

has the lowest FWCI.

often than the world average. Although
Estonia is relatively highly active in the

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

282

1.67

1.28
1.24

b Engineering & Technology

609

0.80

c Humanities

197

2.06

1.05

d Medical & Health Sciences

567

0.66

1.96

1,617

1.10

1.63

405

1.52

1.19

e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences
fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
All of Estonia's most prolific institutions

institution is also the fastest growing,

have an above average FWCI. The high-

with a CAGR of over 14%. While the Uni-

est FWCI is attained by the smallest of

versity of Tartu already produces signifi-

these five, namely the National Institute

cantly more than the others, it still has a

of Chemical Physics and Biophysics; its

significant growth rate of 6.4%.

publications are cited more than three
times as often as the world average. This

University of Tartu
Tallinn University of Technology
Estonian University of Life
fwci

Sciences
Tallinn University
National Institute of Chemical
Physics and Biophysics, Tallinn

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Finland

FINLAND
Even though Finland benefits from its international collaborations, with an
FWCI twice as high as the world average, most researchers only publish
from affiliations within Finland itself.
Finland shows great commitment to ad-

publications, shows the highest growth

vancing research, with a relatively high

percentage, and has the highest FWCI.

percentage of GDP spent on research
and development. In fact, there seems to
be more focus on scientific publications
than on patenting activity. University of
Helsinki produces the largest volume of

Headline statistics
GERD is 3.5%
of GDP

Focus on publications
rather than patents

Finland ranks 3rd highest GERD percent-

Finland's global shares of patents filed

age of GDP out of all countries with avail-

and patents granted are lower than it

able data for 2012.

share of publications.

Largest mobility class
is sedentary

Well-rounded research
activity

Out of all mobility classes, the largest

Finland's research activity is spread

proportion of Finland's active researchers

across different disciplines, all with above

show no mobility.

world average FWCI.
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Overall country or region outlook
With only 0.08% of the global population,
Finland produces 0.7% of the world's
scientific output, and receives 1.1% of
all citations. What stands out the most is
Finland's relatively high GERD: with 3.5%
of its GDP, Finland ranks third amongst all
countries with available data.
Finland's global shares of patents filed
and patents granted are lower than
shares of publications, citations, or downloads.

Global distribution of citations
8.6% of all citations towards Finland's

tions received by Finland), China (6.2%),

publications come from Finland itself,

and Germany (6.0%) also contribute sub-

which is only surpassed by the US with

stantially to Finland's citations.

16.5%. From a different perspective, if
we look at all outgoing citations given by
Finland, 16% goes towards Finland's own
research. The UK (with 6.6% of all cita-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country or region profile

Finland

Collaboration patterns
Over half of all publications with a Finnish affiliation are published with an international co-author, leading to an average
FWCI that is almost twice as high as the
world average. As a reference, Finland's
nationally co-authored publications have
an average FWCI of only 16% above the
world average.

distribution
of articles

single author
7.9%

national
15.3%

institutional
22.4%

international
56.0%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
A slight majority of Finland's active re-

searchers typically publish publications

searchers are mobile (55.5%). What

with lower FWCI. In the case of Finland,

stands out, however, is that the category

even though FWCI for sedentary re-

of sedentary researchers, the ones who

searchers is the lowest FWCI amongst

have never published with an affiliation

the mobility categories, it is still 40%

outside of Finland, is in fact the largest

above the world average.

category. For most other countries in
Europe this is the case for the transitory
researchers. In general, sedentary re-

Finland

Rest of the world

active researchers
30,834
outflow

7.2%

inflow

7.2%

transitory

41%

sedentary

45%
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Subject breakdown
The subject-level breakdown shows well-

and the Social Sciences (highest at 36%

rounded activity, with slightly less focus

above the world average). In addition, the

than expected based on the world aver-

FWCI for all disciplines is well above the

age for Engineering & Technology and for

world average, another indicator of well-

the Medical & Health Sciences, and above

rounded activity.

average focus in the Agricultural Sciences, the Humanities, the Natural Sciences,

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,369

1.23

1.40

b Engineering & Technology

4,101

0.82

1.43

649

1.03

1.52

5,273

0.93

1.78

e Natural Sciences

10,765

1.11

1.49

f Social Sciences

2,386

1.36

1.46

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences

fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The top five most prolific institutions in

world average) and second fastest annual

Finland all show FWCI well above the

growth, after Turku University.

world average, with University of Helsinki
as the front runner, in different ways: largest volume of articles (4,507 publications
in 2014), the highest FWCI (83% above

University of Helsinki
Aalto University
University of Turku
fwci

University of Oulu
University of Eastern Finland

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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France

FRANCE
France, home to world-renowned institutions such as CNRS and INSERM,
receives a relatively high share of global citations. International collaboration is a crucial factor, as it is the only collaboration type with an FWCI well
above the world average.
France shows a clear focus of their sci-

globally, as well as strong research na-

entific activity on the Natural Sciences,

tions within Europe.

the only discipline in which France is
more active than expected based on the
world's activity. France's active researchers show high levels of mobility, and their
work receives citations from large nations

Headline statistics

6.5%

connections

citation share

European countries

France's citation share of 6.5% is higher

France has a strong European citation

than its publication share of 4%.

network. After the US and China, many
European countries cite France's research frequently.

International collaboration increases FWCI

focus area

All other collaboration types show FWCI

The Natural Sciences is the only discipline

of either around the world average, or

in which France shows above average ac-

even below.

tivity focus.

Natural Sciences
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Overall country or region outlook
France publishes 4.3% of all publications globally. These publications receive
higher shares of citations and downloads:
6.5% of the world's citations, and over
5% of the world's downloads.
France's shares in patents filed and patents granted are lower than its publications share at 2.7% and 3.6%, respectively.

Global distribution of citations
French research is cited most by US re-

list, showing a strong European citation

searchers (17% of France's total citations

network of French publications.

are coming from the US), which is unsurprising because of the US' high levels of
output. In second place is France itself
(13%) and China is third (7%). Germany,
the UK, Italy, and Spain are next on the

percentage
of citations
low

high
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France

Collaboration patterns
A little over half the publications that

FWCI below the world average, underlin-

French researchers produce are co-au-

ing the importance of international col-

thored with an international co-author.

laboration for France's overall FWCI.

These publications are also the ones that
have the highest FWCI at 77% above the
world average. In comparison, national
collaboration publications have an average FWCI of 1.1, only slightly above the
world average. Institutional collaboration
and single-author publications both have
distribution
of articles

single author
9.6%

institutional
16.4%

national
23.1%

international
52.6%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
France's researcher population is show-

less than two years abroad. The outflow

ing a relatively high level of mobility. Only

of active researchers (9.3%) is slightly

36.8% of all active researchers, who have

larger than the inflow (8.4%).

at least once published with a French affiliation, are sedentary, and do not show
international movement through their affiliations at all. The largest proportion of
France's active researchers show transitory mobility, meaning that they spend

France

Rest of the world

active researchers
228,560
outflow

9.3%

inflow

8.4%

transitory

46%

sedentary

37%
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Subject breakdown
There is only one discipline in which

Medical & Health Sciences), or well below

France is showing activity that is higher

(Engineering & Technology and the Social

than expected based on world activity

Sciences). France's FWCI is lowest for

in that discipline: the Natural Sciences.

the Humanities and the Social Sciences,

For all other disciplines, activity is either

and highest for the Medical & Health Sci-

very close to the world average (the Ag-

ences.

ricultural Sciences, the Humanities, the

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

6,377

0.96

1.40

24,512

0.82

1.32

3,713

0.98

0.88

d Medical & Health Sciences

32,982

0.97

1.44

e Natural Sciences

66,616

1.15

1.38

8,659

0.83

0.92

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

1.5

Most prolific institutions
Among France's most prolific institutions

the most prolific university (with around

are well-renowned organisations such as

5,700 publications). CNRS and INSERM

CNRS (ranking most prolific with more

show the highest annual growth. FWCI is

than 9,000 publications in 2014) and IN-

well above the world average for all in the

SERM (ranking third with almost 5,500

top five.

publications in 2014). Université Paris 6
is the second most prolific institution, but

CNRS
Universite Paris 6
INSERM
fwci

Universite de Toulouse PRES
CEA

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Germany

GERMANY
Germany, one of the most prolific countries in research, globally, shows a
well rounded and high quality performance in research, with high top cited
article shares, high patent shares, and high citation impact.
Although citations to German research

researchers show transitory mobility –

come from all over the world, Germany

spending short periods abroad – yet over

collaborates less internationally than

a third still only ever published with a Ger-

many other mature research countries.

man affiliation.

However, in line with the general trend,
such publications do have a very high
FWCI. More than 43% of Germany's

Headline statistics
High share of top cited
articles

Importance of
innovation

Germany's global publication share is 6%,

Germany holds a relatively high share of

but its share of the world's most highly

7% of the world's filed patents, and close

cited articles is 8%.

to the same share of granted patents.

strong area

international collaboration

Natural Sciences

Relatively low

Germany

Contrary to most mature research na-

performs

well

consistently

across all subjects, but is most prolific

tions,

in this subject, both in absolute numbers

counts for less than 50% of Germany's

and relative activity.

output.

international

collaboration

ac-
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Overall country or region outlook
Germany is home to just about 1.2% of
the world's population, of which 0.4%
consists of researchers. Yet it publishes
about 6.1% of the world's scholarly output, and 8% of the world's top 10% most
cited articles, indicating a high quality
of research. This is also indicated by its
9.7% share of the world's citations and
7% of the world's downloads.
Germany has a 7% share of the world's
filed patents, and almost an equal share
(6.8%) of the world's granted patents.

Global distribution of citations
Germany's citations come from all over

country or region. Likewise, prolific re-

the world, and are expectedly skewed

search nations such as the UK (6.3%)

towards the US (over 18%), China (7.4%)

and France (4.6%) also contribute to

and Germany itself (15.5%). This is mainly

sizable shares of Germany's citations.

due to their large publication output, and

Other countries that frequently cite Ger-

a tendency to cite research of one's own

man publications include Italy (4%), Japan

country can be observed in nearly every

(3.4%), and Spain (3.1%).

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Germany

Collaboration patterns
Just under half of Germany's scholarly

many's single-author publications are the

output is the result of international collab-

only ones to fall short of the world aver-

oration. These publications are the most

age: they are cited about 39% less.

impactful, being cited 85% more than the
world average. With an FWCI of 1.17, the
second most cited type of collaboration
is national collaboration. Although institutional collaboration is more frequent
in Germany, such publications are cited
slightly less, having an FWCI of 1.12. Gerdistribution
of articles

single author
9.4%

institutional
26.0%

national
17.9%

international
48.4%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Germany's research base is a fairly mobile

researchers – mainly the relatively junior

one. The largest category is that of tran-

ones – do not publish with institutions out-

sitory mobility: those that move abroad –

side of Germany at all.

or to Germany – for a short period, after
which they leave again. Germany's outflow is somewhat larger than its inflow,
but the researchers coming to Germany
have a slightly higher average citation impact than those leaving. Over a third of its

Germany

Rest of the world

active researchers
285,284
outflow

11%

inflow

8.6%

transitory

43%

sedentary

37%
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Subject breakdown
Germany shows an all-round strong per-

impact, being cited between 30-50%

formance in research. Its relative activ-

above average. Despite this, Germany

ity index is close to the world average in

does show a certain focus on the Natural

all subjects, ranging between 0.8 and

Sciences, in which it publishes most of its

1.1. This means that Germany's profile in

output and has the highest relative activ-

terms of publication activity is very simi-

ity index, as well as the second highest

lar to that of the world. In terms of FWCI,

FWCI.

all subjects result in above world average
subject area

papers

rai

fwci

8,827

0.94

1.37

34,306

0.81

1.39

4,156

0.78

1.37

49,811

1.04

1.48

e Natural Sciences

92,198

1.12

1.44

f Social Sciences

12,950

0.87

1.29

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences

fwci
1.0

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Germany's top five most prolific institu-

top five, being cited 87% more often than

tions show very similar growth rates; four

the world average. It is therein closely fol-

of them have a CAGR of either a little un-

lowed by the University of Munich, which

der or a little over 1%. Only the University

has an FWCI of 1.82. All of the top insti-

of Heidelberg stands out in this, increas-

tutions produced between 3,800 and

ing its output at 3% per year. This institu-

5,000 publications in 2014.

tion also achieved the highest FWCI of the

Technische Universitat Munchen
University of Munich
University of Heidelberg
fwci

RWTH Aachen University
University of ErlangenNuremberg

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Greece

GREECE
Greece is receiving a relatively high share of the world's downloads, compared to its share of publications, suggesting a growing interest in Greece's
research. Greece's share of the world's scholarly output is small, but it performs well in all subjects, with above world average FWCI.
In terms of Greece's collaboration, only

(47%) are sedentary; they have not pub-

the internationally collaborated publica-

lished with any affiliations outside of

tions achieve a citation impact that is

Greece.

above the world average, though national
and institutional collaboration are not too
far below (0.90 and 0.95, respectively).
A large share of Greece's researchers

Headline statistics
Frequently downloaded
publications

Rather sedentary
researcher base

Greece's share of the world's total down-

Nearly 47% of Greece's research base

loads is close to 1%, indicating a relative-

has published exclusively with Greek af-

ly high interest in Greece's research.

filiations.

All-round activity
across subjects

most prolific institution

Greece's relative activity approaches the

In publication volume and CAGR the Uni-

world average in most subjects.

versity of Athens is ahead of other prolific

University of Athens
institutions in Greece, and its FWCI is the
2nd highest.
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Overall country or region outlook
Greece publishes 0.7% of the world's
scholarly output, has a 0.8% share of the
world's top cited articles, and receives
0.9% of the world's citations. Its spending on research and development (as
measured by % of GDP) is lower than that
of most other southern European countries. Greece's strength appears to lie
in more immediate usage of its research
articles: it receives 0.9% of the world's
downloads.
Greece's share of the world's filed patents
is a mere 0.04% and so is its share of the
world's granted patents.

Global distribution of citations
As the US and China publish a very large

incoming citations (9.1%). A further quar-

share of the world's output, any country

ter of Greece's citations is spread rela-

is likely to receive a large share of its ci-

tively equally between the larger Euro-

tations from these countries. Greece is

pean countries: the UK (5.8%), Germany

no exception to this, with the US having

(5.2%), Italy, (4.9%), Spain (4.1%), and

a 13.8% share, and China 7.9%. Greece

France (4.1%). India and Canada are each

itself also accounts for a fair share of its

responsible for about 2.5%.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Greece

Collaboration patterns
The largest share of Greece's scholarly

erage (0.95). National collaboration is not

output results from international collabo-

far behind, with a 19% output share and

ration. This is the only type of collabo-

an FWCI of 0.90. Greece's single-author

ration that achieves an above average

publications are cited 30% less than the

FWCI: Greece's internationally co-au-

world average and only make up 7% of

thored publications are cited 76% more

Greece's scholarly output.

than the world average. Institutional collaboration holds both the second largest
share of Greece's output and the second
highest FWCI, at just below the world avdistribution
of articles

single author
7.0%

national
19.0%

institutional
28.2%

international
47.2%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Greece's researcher base is somewhat

Greece's researchers are unlikely to im-

sedentary. Nearly 47% of Greece's active

migrate or emigrate permanently or long

researchers have never published with a

term, short term assignments abroad

foreign affiliation. Greece's researcher

are more frequent. This is beneficial to

inflow is higher than its outflow, suggest-

Greece's overall citation impact, as this

ing Greece is attractive to international

group shows the highest average FWCI.

researchers. Furthermore, over a third
of its researcher base is showing transitory mobility. This means that although

Greece

Rest of the world

active researchers
29,370
outflow

6.9%

inflow

9.1%

transitory

37%

sedentary

47%
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Subject breakdown
Greece performs well all-round: its field-

smallest subject - less than 400 publica-

weighted citation impact is above average

tions - and the only subject showing a sig-

in all subjects, ranging from about 10%

nificantly low relative activity (0.66). Nev-

to 30% above the world average. It also

ertheless, its FWCI of 1.20 is not far from

shows relative activity that is equal to, or

that of Greece's largest and most active

just above, world average levels in most

subject, the Natural Sciences.

subjects. The Humanities is Greece's

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

984

0.94

1.16

3,845

0.82

1.32

389

0.66

1.20

d Medical & Health Sciences

5,629

1.06

1.29

e Natural Sciences

9,703

1.07

1.28

f Social Sciences

1,641

1.00

1.08

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Although all five of Greece's most prolific

negative CAGR of -3.5%. Somewhat sur-

institutions show an above average FWCI,

prisingly, the institution with the largest

the growth rates are rather low. The uni-

publication output – University of Athens

versities with the lowest and highest

– shows the highest growth rate: 0.4%.

FWCI (1.15 for the University of Patras,
and 1.61 for the University of Ioannina)
happen to have the lowest, and even

University of Athens
Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki
fwci

National Technical University of
Athens
University of Patras
University of Ioannina

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Hong Kong

HONG KONG
A small and vibrant city, Hong Kong shows exceptionally high levels of international collaboration and its researchers are highly mobile. The city
produces relatively fewer but at the same time highly impactful papers
that are highly cited in all subject areas.
Hong Kong publishes 0.2% of the world's

has historical ties. With a relatively small

scholarly output and 0.3% of the world's

number of institutions, papers from Hong

top 10% most cited papers. It receives

Kong are least likely to be collaborations

around 0.3% of the world's citations and

across Hong Kong institutions; over 70%

downloads. Citations to Hong Kong re-

of its papers are, however, internationally

search come mainly from China and the

co-authored.

US, and also from the UK with which it

Headline statistics
Relatively large amount of
patents filed and granted

72%

of papers are
international
collaborations

Hong Kong has only 0.1% of the world's

In contrast, only 1.2% of its papers are

population but holds 0.7% of the world

collaborations across Hong Kong institu-

patents filed and granted.

tions.

63%

transitory researchers

High FWCI in all subject
areas

Hong Kong researchers tend to be highly

Hong Kong papers are impactful in all

mobile, favouring short time assignments

subject areas; and depending on their

abroad, with 63% of researchers show-

field, they are cited 33% to 70% more

ing transitory mobility.

than the world average.
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Overall country or region outlook
Hong Kong makes up 0.1% of the world's
population and publishes about 0.2%
of the world's scholarly output, which
includes 0.3% of the world's top 10%
cited papers. Hong Kong's papers receive
around 0.3% of the world's citations and
0.3% of the world's downloads.
Relative to its population size, Hong Kong
holds a relatively large proportion of the
world patents filed and granted, at 0.7%
each.

Global distribution of citations
Citations to Hong Kong research come

Hong Kong itself) include the UK (5.3%),

from mainly China (23%) and the US

Australia (3.6%), Germany (3.5%), Japan

(16%). This is expected since the USA

(3.3%), and Canada (2.9%).

and China are prolific countries, and since
China and Hong Kong have a constitutional relationship. Other countries whose
citations form a sizable share of Hong
Kong's

incoming

citations

percentage
of citations
low

high

(excluding
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Hong Kong

Collaboration patterns
At 72%, an exceptionally high proportion

laborated and single-author papers each

of Hong Kong's total scholarly output re-

make up less than 10% of its total schol-

sults from international collaborations;

arly output and are respectively cited

these internationally collaborated pa-

about 7.6% and 20% less than the world

pers are cited about 80% more than the

average.

world average for all collaboration types.
Hong Kong's institutional collaborations
make up about a fifth of its total scholarly
output and are cited 21% more than the
world average. Together, nationally coldistribution
of articles

single author
7.3%

national
1.2%

institutional
27.2%

international
71.6%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
The majority of Hong Kong's relatively

total researcher population. The smallest

small researcher population is transitory,

group of researchers are sedentary, hav-

meaning that movement of research-

ing published only under a Hong Kong af-

ers abroad are mostly on a short term

filiation.

basis. Hong Kong's researcher outflow,
where researchers emigrate abroad more
permanently, is at 15% of its total researcher population. This is higher than
its researcher inflow at about 12% of its

Hong Kong

Rest of the world

active researchers
8,826
outflow

15%

inflow

12%

transitory

63%

sedentary

10%
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Subject breakdown
Hong Kong is the most prolific and im-

Social Sciences, to 70% more than the

pactful in the Natural Sciences with al-

world average for papers in the Medical &

most 40% of its total output in this area;

Health Sciences. Compared to the world

these papers are cited almost 60% more

average, Hong Kong publishes a higher

than the world average. Hong Kong's pa-

proportion of its output in the Social Sci-

pers are, in fact, well cited in all subject

ences, and fewer in the Agricultural Sci-

areas, ranging from being cited 33%

ences.

more than world average for papers in the
subject area

papers

rai

fwci

230

0.73

1.48

1,257

0.89

1.59

185

1.04

1.64

d Medical & Health Sciences

1,755

1.10

1.70

e Natural Sciences

2,698

0.99

1.59

737

1.49

1.33

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Hong Kong's top five universities each

world, from 58% more (Hong Kong Poly-

published between 2,200 (Hong Kong

technic University) to 81% more (Hong

University of Science and Technology)

Kong University of Science and Technol-

and 3,800 papers (University of Hong

ogy). With the exception of Hong Kong

Kong) in 2014. All top five Universities

University of Science and Technology,

have highly positive FWCI, meaning that

the remaining universities have moderate

they are cited, on average, more than the

growth rates, between 0.9% and 2.6%.

University of Hong Kong
Chinese University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong Polytechnic
fwci

University
City University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Hungary

HUNGARY
Though a relatively small country in terms of research output (0.4% of
world publications), Hungary's world publication share is actually well
above its world population share. Its publications are also cited and downloaded more often than the world average.
Hungary's research is highly internation-

Hungary. Publications in these two sub-

al. Half of its publications involve at least

jects also have the highest FWCI among

one author from outside of the country.

the subject areas.

This number is comparable to that of the
Western European countries. The Natural
Sciences and the Medical & Health Sciences are the two largest subjects for

Headline statistics
Relative high
publication share

High international
collaboration

Hungary produces around 0.4% of the

Around half of Hungary's publications re-

world's publications, well above its world

sult from international collaboration.

population share at 0.1%.

focus area

most prolific institution

Natural Sciences

Hungarian Academy
of Sciences

Hungary has the largest number of re-

The Hungarian Academy of Sciences is

search output and a high FWCI in the

the most prolific institution in Hungary.

Natural Sciences.

world of research 

Overall country or region outlook
Hungary produces around 0.4% of the
world's publications (8,827 in 2014), well
above its world population share at 0.1%.
It receives 0.5% of the world's citations
and contributes to 0.4% of the highly
cited articles worldwide. Both are slightly
above its world publication share.
Hungary shows a relatively high GERD as
percentage of GDP compared to its other
research indicators.

Global distribution of citations
Besides Hungary itself, the large countries
in terms of research output contribute
to most of Hungary's received citations.
These countries include the US (15.2%),
Germany (6.7%), China (6.5%), and the
UK (5.5%). Among the Eastern European
countries, Poland and Russia are among
Hungary's top twenty citing countries.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Hungary

Collaboration patterns
Hungary's research is highly internationally collaborative. Around half of its publications involve at least one researcher
from outside of the country. These publications have the highest FWCI among
the four collaboration types (62% higher
than the world average). National and institutional collaboration each contributes
to around 20% of Hungary's publications.

distribution
of articles

single author
12.7%

institutional
22.8%

national
17.4%

international
48.8%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
There co-exists a group of highly mobile
researchers in the transitory category
(41.0% of Hungary's active researchers)
and a group of sedentary researchers
(42.9% of Hungary's active researchers).
Hungary has a slightly higher percentage
of inflow researchers than outflow.

Hungary

Rest of the world

active researchers
17,411
outflow

7.6%

inflow

8.5%

transitory

41%

sedentary

43%
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Subject breakdown
Hungary shows a research focus on the

research activities (1.11). The Medical &

Natural Sciences. Across all subject ar-

Health Sciences are the second largest

eas, Hungary's output in the Natural Sci-

subject for the country, and it also has the

ences has the largest number of publica-

highest FWCI (1.23).

tions (5,863), the second highest FWCI
(15% higher than the world average),
and a higher than world average level of

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

848

1.40

0.93

1,812

0.66

1.11

408

1.19

0.63

d Medical & Health Sciences

3,081

0.99

1.23

e Natural Sciences

5,863

1.11

1.15

760

0.80

0.91

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The Hungarian Academy of Sciences pro-

versity of Debrecen leads in the increase

duces the largest amount of publications

of publications with an annual growth rate

in Hungary (around 2,200 in 2014). It

of 6.6%.

also has the highest FWCI among the top
five most prolific institutions in Hungary
(1.34). All five institutions have an FWCI
higher than the world average of 1.0. Uni-

Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Budapest University of
Technology and Economics
fwci

University of Debrecen
Semmelweis University
Eotvos Lorand University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Iceland

ICELAND
Iceland publishes only around 1,100 publications per year. The citation impact of these publications is very high, more than twice the world average
in 2014. The Medical & Health Sciences are the research strength and
focus of Iceland.
Iceland's research is highly international.
This is reflected by the high share of internationally collaborated publications out of
all of Iceland's publications, and the high
share of researchers in the transitory category out of all active researchers.

Headline statistics
FWCI more than
2× world average

High international
collaboration

The FWCI of Iceland's publications is more

More than 75% of Iceland's publications

than 2 (twice the world average) in 2014.

involve at least one international colleague.

Highly mobile
researchers

connections

Northern Europe

The majority of Iceland's active research-

Northern European countries are among

ers belong to the transitory category, who

the top citing countries of Iceland's pub-

move in and out of the country frequently.

lications.
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Overall country or region outlook
Iceland produced about 1,400 publications in 2014, accounting for 0.05% of
the world's publications. These publications are highly cited and frequently
downloaded. Iceland receives 0.12%
of the world's citations, contributes to
0.08% of highly cited articles, and receives 0.07% of downloads. All of them
are proportionally larger than Iceland's
publication share.

Global distribution of citations
Iceland receives the largest amount of its

countries all appear among the top twen-

citations from the US, the UK and Ger-

ty citing countries of Iceland.

many. Most of the top citing countries of
Iceland are from Europe. There is a clear
linkage between Iceland and the Northern European countries such as Sweden,
Denmark, Norway, and Finland. These

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Iceland

Collaboration patterns
More than three-quarters of Iceland's

of internationally collaborated publica-

publications result from international col-

tions.

laboration. These publications have an
impressive FWCI of 2.37, or 137% higher
than the world average. Other types of
collaboration contribute to less than a
quarter of the country's publications. The
FWCI of the publications from these collaboration types is much lower than that

distribution
of articles

single author
5.6%

institutional
11.2%

national
9.3%

international
75.4%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Iceland has a small number of active re-

share of inflow researchers than outflow

searchers (2,074 from 1996 onwards).

researchers.

These researchers are, however, very
mobile. Only 21.6% of Iceland's active researchers have never had any publication
with a foreign affiliation, and 57.5% of
the active researchers belong to the transitory category. There is a slightly higher

Iceland

Rest of the world

active researchers
2,074
outflow

8.5%

inflow

12%

transitory

58%

sedentary

22%
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Subject breakdown
The largest number share of publications

suggesting Iceland's research strength

from Iceland is in the Natural Sciences,

and focus in this area. In terms of relative

followed by the Medical & Health Scienc-

activity, Iceland's research is particularly

es. Iceland also has a high FWCI (2.27)

focused on the Agricultural Sciences, in

and a high level of research activities

which it publishes 84% more of its output

(1.18) in the Medical & Health Sciences,

that the world.

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

144

1.84

1.35

b Engineering & Technology

189

0.54

1.64

43

0.97

1.90
2.27

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences

470

1.18

e Natural Sciences

724

1.06

1.92

f Social Sciences

119

0.97

1.54

fwci
1.0

2.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Iceland has two major research-produc-

2014. Both institutions' publications have

ing institutions: the University of Iceland

a high FWCI (more than double the world

and Landspítali University Hospital. The

average).

former produces around 700 publications
per year, and the latter around 140. The
University of Iceland shows fast growth
in its publications in the period of 2010-

University of Iceland

fwci

Landspitali University Hospital

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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India

INDIA
The vast Indian subcontinent is home to a large population, but it has comparatively lower world shares of main research indicators. India's researchers are mostly sedentary and most of their impact appears to be national.
Most collaborations in India seem to be in-

it reaches its highest impact, neverthe-

stitutional; only 16% of India's papers are

less still under the world average. India

internationally collaborative and reach ci-

is home to prolific and fast growing insti-

tation impact levels higher than the world

tutes, some of which have higher impact

average across collaboration types. India

than the world average.

is most prolific in the Natural Sciences
and Engineering & Technology, in which

Headline statistics

18%

of the world's population

Over a quarter of
self-citations

India publishes nearly 5% of the world's

The impact and reach of India's research

output and over 3% of the world's highly

seems preponderantly national.

cited output.

60%

most impactful institution

sedentary researchers

CSIR - Chemistry and
Physics

Most researchers in India are sedentary;

The most impactful Indian institute also

a quarter are transitory, and similarly low

has high output and positive output

proportions have longer mobility pat-

growth.

terns.
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Overall country or region outlook
The vast Indian subcontinent is home to
18% of the world's population. However,
it publishes under 5% of the world's output and over 3% of the world's highly
cited output. It also receives under 3% of
the world's citations, and over 4% of the
world's downloads.
To an even greater extent, India's shares
of world patents are much smaller in comparison to its world population share, at
0.8% for patents filed and 0.4% for patents granted.

Global distribution of citations
More than a quarter of India's citations

could therefore be argued that the reach

come from India, and over 10% come

of Indian research seems predominantly

from China and the US, respectively. The

national.

rest of citations to Indian research appear fairly equally distributed gobally,
with citations coming from American, European, Asian, and African countries. It

percentage
of citations
low

high
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India

Collaboration patterns
India's research is mostly institutionally

tend to be cited 37% more than the world

collaborative, with nearly half of its output

average across all collaboration types.

the result of such collaborations. National

Single-author papers are rare and 58%

collaboration comes next, at over 30% of

less impactful than the world average

India's output. The impact of the latter is

across all collaboration types.

39% less than that of the world average
across all collaboration types, and that of
the former 33% less. Only 16% of India's
papers are internationally co-authored,
but these yield the highest impact: they
distribution
of articles

single author
5.4%

national
30.7%

institutional
48.2%

international
16.3%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
The absolute majority of India's research-

result of short term assignments. Inflow

ers (over 60%) are sedentary, meaning

and outflow proportions are similarly low

that they have only published under In-

at about 7%, suggesting little long-term

dian affiliations since 1996; this might be

mobility.

explained, to some extent, by the scale of
the country. More than a quarter of India's
researchers are transitory, meaning that
they display several Indian and non-Indian
affiliations in succession, possibly as the

India

Rest of the world

active researchers
144,179
outflow

7.2%

inflow

6.7%

transitory

26%

sedentary

60%
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Subject breakdown
In all subject areas, the impact of India's

most impactful area. In both these areas,

research is inferior to the world average.

India publishes a relatively higher propor-

India publishes a sizeable proportion of

tion of its output than the world. On the

its output in Engineering & Technology,

other end of the spectrum, India is least

in which it is most impactful and nearly

prolific (relatively and absolutely) in the

reaches the world average. It is most pro-

Social Sciences and the Humanities.

lific in the Natural Sciences, its second

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

7,041

0.96

0.60

37,926

1.15

0.92

670

0.16

0.76

d Medical & Health Sciences

33,498

0.90

0.66

e Natural Sciences

73,659

1.16

0.82

5,765

0.50

0.68

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

1.0

Most prolific institutions
India's most prolific institutions published

annum 2010-2014 CAGR; this is, how-

between 1,565 (Indian Institute of Tech-

ever, accompanied by the lowest impact

nology, Kharagpur) and 2,121 (Indian In-

(30% less than the world average) among

stitute of Science Bangalore) papers each

the top five most prolific institutes. The

in 2014. All five show positive output

most impactful institution, CSIR - Chem-

growth. Anna University, in particular, has

istry and Physics, is cited 20% above the

been growing in output at a high 19% per

world average.

Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore
CSIR - Chemistry and Physics
fwci

Anna University
University of Delhi
Indian Institute of Technology,
Kharagpur

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Indonesia

INDONESIA
Indonesia's most prolific institutions all show positive and, in some cases,
strong to very strong growth in output in recent years, albeit from a low
base, and reaching under world average impact.
While over half of Indonesia's research-

Medical & Health Sciences and the Hu-

ers display transitory mobility patterns,

manities, that it reaches above world av-

nearly a third are sedentary. Over 40%

erage impact.

of Indonesia's output is the result of high
impact collaboration. While Indonesia is
most prolific in the Natural Sciences, it
is in lower output subjects, such as the

Headline statistics
Highly impactful international collaborations

53% transitory
researchers

Internationally collaborated papers com-

and a higher amount of inflow (13%) than

prise 43% of all of Indonesia's output,

outflow (5%) researchers.

and they accrue 18% more citations than
the world average.

most impactful area

Medical & Health

Strong output growth
for prolific institutions

Indonesia is most impactful in the Medi-

Especially Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember

cal & Health Sciences; its nearly 1,000

at over 30% annual growth CAGR.

papers in 2014 were cited more than the
world average across all subject areas.
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Overall country or region outlook
While Indonesia's population accounts
for 3.5% of the world's, it only publishes
0.2% of the world's publications and
highly cited publications. These accrue
an even smaller proportion of the world's
citations (0.1%), but an expectedly small
share of the world's downloads (0.2%).
Indonesia files few patents (0.03% of the
world), and only a fraction of these actually get granted, so the country's share of
patents granted is nearly null.

Global distribution of citations
Indonesia's global citation distribution

(3.8%), as well as from European coun-

shows expected preponderance from

tries such as the UK, Germany, and

prolific countries such as the US (nearly

France.

15%) and China. It also presents an unsurprisingly significant share of self-citations. Indonesia also receives sizeable
proportions of citations from regional
neighbours, Australia, Japan, and India

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Indonesia

Collaboration patterns
Over 42% of Indonesia's output is inter-

and single-author papers account for

nationally collaborated, and these papers

nearly one third and one tenth of Indo-

reach a citation impact of 18% above the

nesia's output respectively, but receive

world average across all collaboration

about 51-57% less citations than the

types. Other collaboration types yield a

world average across collaboration types.

smaller impact for Indonesia: while nearly
16% of its papers result from national
collaboration, these attain half the impact
of the world average across all collaboration

types.

distribution
of articles

Institutionally-collaborated
institutional
33.3%

single author
9.4%

national
15.9%

international
42.6%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
More than half of Indonesia's research-

less than 5% of outflow and nearly 13%

ers (53%) display transitory mobility pat-

of inflow, showing a net gain for Indonesia

terns, meaning that they have both Indo-

as a more permanent location chosen by

nesian and non-Indonesian affiliation over

researchers.

shortly successive periods of time. Nearly
30% of Indonesia's researchers are sedentary, having only published under an
Indonesian affiliation. Long-term mobility
classes are proportionally smaller, with

Indonesia

Rest of the world

active researchers
4,724
outflow

4.7%

inflow

13%

transitory

53%

sedentary

30%
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Subject breakdown
The majority of Indonesia's output is in the

proportion of papers that the world pub-

Natural Sciences, but these papers have

lishes in this area. Again, these attain un-

the lowest impact (less than 80% of the

der world average impact. However, while

world average across fields) of all fields.

Indonesia has relatively low shares of its

The distribution of Indonesia's research

output in the Medical & Health Sciences

by subject area is skewed towards the Ag-

and the Humanities, these are cited more

ricultural Sciences, relative to the world,

than the world average across all fields.

as Indonesia publishes nearly twice the
subject area

papers

rai

fwci

712

1.94

0.91

a Agricultural Sciences

1,851

1.12

0.84

c Humanities

168

0.81

1.04

d Medical & Health Sciences

979

0.52

1.10

3,195

1.00

0.74

691

1.20

0.88

b Engineering & Technology

e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

1.5

Most prolific institutions
All of the top five prolific institutions show

tution, Bandung Institute of Technology,

positive annual growth, ranging from

annually increases by over 20%. These

6.9% for Gadja Madah University, to very

growth patterns are on a relatively low

active at over 30% for Institut Teknologi

base (fewer than 650 papers for each

Sepuluh Nopember. Institut Pertanian

institute in 2014), and all five have below

Bogor reaches over 23% annual growth,

average impact.

while the output of the most prolific insti-

Bandung Institute of Technology
University of Indonesia
Institut Pertanian Bogor
fwci

Institut Teknologi Sepuluh
Nopember
Gadjah Mada University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Iran

IRAN
Two-thirds of Iran's researchers are sedentary and a quarter show transitory mobility patterns. Nearly 30% of citations to Iran come from the country itself. Iran's internationally collaborated output is low at 21%.
Turbulent international relations may

Azad University, which shows strong

foster this apparent national/local focus

positive annual output growth. Sharif Uni-

in Iranian research. Iran is most prolific

versity of Technology has high citation im-

in the Natural Sciences, and prolific and

pact but negative annual output growth.

impactful in Engineering & Technology, in
which it reaches above world average impact. Its most prolific institution is Islamic

Headline statistics

21%

of internationally
collaborated papers

sedentary
2/3 of
researchers

Cited nearly 30% more than the world

and 1/4 of transitory researchers make

average.

up the majority of Iran's researcher population.

most impactful area

Engineering & Tech

29%

self-citations

Iran is prolific and most impactful in En-

Over 1/4 of Iran's citations come from

gineering & Technology. Nearly 15,000

itself, suggesting a predominantly local

papers in 2014 cited, on average, more

reach.

than the world average across all subject
areas.
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Overall country or region outlook
Iran accounts for 1.1% of the world's population, and publishes 1.7% of the world's
scholarly output and 1.1% of the world's
highly cited papers. Iran's research receives 1.2% of the world's citations,
and a slightly higher 1.9% of the world's
downloads.
However, Iran is less active on the patent
front, with 0.43% of world patents filed
and 0.29% of world patents granted.

Global distribution of citations
The reach of Iran's research appears

relationship between the two countries.

preponderantly national; by far the larg-

China gives Iran its second largest share

est proportion of its citations (more than

of citations, unsurprisingly, given that it

a quarter) are self-citations, or citations

publishes so many papers, followed by

from other papers from Iran. The prolific

the US, and then India. The rest of Iran's

US has a lower share of citations to Iran

citation distribution is fairly even across

than its usual share of citations to other

Eurasian, American, and African coun-

countries, most likely due to a strained

tries.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country or region profile

Iran

Collaboration patterns
Iran's collaboration is mostly local, with

world average across all collaboration

three quarters of its output the result of

types). International political sensitivities

institutional (41%) or national (34%) col-

may be putting a strain on international

laboration. Its proportion of single-au-

collaboration for Iran, contributing to

thored papers is about 5%. International

this low level of international collabora-

collaboration accounts for only about

tion. The impact of all other collaboration

21% of its output, and this is the only col-

types is under the world average across

laboration type that reaches above the

collaboration types (being cited less by

impact of the world average across col-

25% to 42%).

laboration types (cited 29% above the
distribution
of articles

single author
4.9%

national
34.1%

institutional
40.7%

international
20.8%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Nearly two-thirds of Iran's researchers

2013 Geneva Agreement has lifted some

are sedentary, meaning that they have

of the international sanctions against the

only published under Iranian affiliations

country, it seems that there are still many

since 1996. Researchers with short-term

barriers to the international mobility of re-

international mobility patterns account

searchers in and out of Iran, in particular

for just under a quarter of Iran's research-

when lasting assignments are concerned.

ers, while Iran's proportions of outflow
and inflow researchers are similarly low,
but with a very slight net loss. While the

Iran

Rest of the world

active researchers
46,069
outflow

5.6%

inflow

4.4%

transitory

24%

sedentary

66%
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Subject breakdown
The Natural Sciences is the most prolific

the world's. In Engineering & Technology

field for Iran while Engineering & Technol-

Iran also achieves its highest citation im-

ogy comes second. In relative terms, the

pact, which is just above that of the world

Agricultural Sciences comes first, mean-

average across all fields, possibly attain-

ing that compared to the world's output

ing high expertise, in part, because of its

distribution by subject, the share of Iran's

vibrant oil industry.

output in this subject is 31% higher than

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

3,388

1.31

0.58

14,615

1.26

1.09

503

0.34

0.79

d Medical & Health Sciences

11,593

0.88

0.67

e Natural Sciences

25,516

1.14

0.90

1,595

0.39

0.82

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

1.5

Most prolific institutions
The most prolific Iranian institutions are

citation impact (nearly 10% more than

all universities, the top being Islamic

the world average) but is the least prolific

Azad University with nearly 6,500 pa-

in the top five and shows a negative an-

pers in 2014, and a positive annual out-

nual output growth of nearly -3% CAGR.

put growth of over 9% CAGR (similar to

Iran's other two most prolific institutions

Tehran University of Medical Sciences).

show low or negligible output growth

Sharif University of Technology has high

since 2010.

Islamic Azad University
University of Tehran
Tehran University of Medical
fwci

Sciences
Amirkabir University of
Technology
Sharif University of Technology

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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country or region profile

Iraq

IRAQ
Iraq's researchers are highly internationally collaborative and mobile in
terms of short-term assignments. The country's recent troubles may be a
factor in its very small shares of research indicators, such as output, citations, and patents.
Iraq is most prolific in the Natural Sciences and Engineering & Technology,
but in all fields it shows under world average impact. Its most prolific institute is
the University of Baghdad, with a strong
output growth from a low base, but below
average impact.

Headline statistics

62%

of internationally
collaborated papers

65%

transitory
researchers

with a citation impact on a par with the

Sedentary researchers make up the ma-

world average across collaboration types.

jority of Iraq's researcher population while
1/4 are sedentary.

most prolific areas

most prolific institution

Natural Sciences and
Engineering & Tech

University of Baghdad

Iraq is most prolific in the Natural Sci-

shows strong annual growth in output

ences and Engineering & Technology. In

from a low base, but is below the world

all fields, the impact of Iraq's research is

average in terms of citation impact.

below the world average.
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Overall country or region outlook
Iraq has less than 0.5% of the world's
population, and publishes 0.08% of the
world's scholarly output. Its shares of the
world's highly cited papers and citations
are very low at 0.04% and 0.02%, respectively; its share of the world's downloads is more in line with its output share
at 0.08%.
It files very few patents, and these are
seldom granted, so that Iraq's shares of
world patents filed and granted are infinitesimal.

Global distribution of citations
Iraq's research is referenced in the schol-

Iran, India, and Malaysia. The UK also con-

arly literature by researchers worldwide.

tributes a sizeable proportion of citations

The distribution of these citations is ex-

received by Iraq.

pectedly dominated by prolific countries
such as the US and China, and by itself.
Iraq's influence in Asian research is visible
through the relatively large proportions of
its citations coming from neighbouring

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Iraq

Collaboration patterns
Iraq's

collaboration

mostly

of

pattern

international

consists

collaboration,

collaborated, 12% for single-author, and
10% for nationally-collaborated papers.

which account for 62% of its output and
is cited to a level comparative to the world
average across collaboration types. All of
Iraq's other collaboration types are cited
about 70% less than this average, and account for much lower proportions of Iraq's
scholarly papers: 17% for institutionally-

distribution
of articles

single author
12.3%

institutional
17.5%

national
9.5%

international
62.3%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Nearly two-thirds of Iraq's research-

have consistently only published under

ers display transitory mobility patterns,

Iraqi affiliations since 1996 account for

meaning that they have published under

more than a quarter of Iraq's researchers.

both Iraqi and non-Iraqi affiliations, in
rapid succession, since 1996. Long-term
international moves are, however, much
less frequent for Iraq's researchers, with
only about 5% of both researcher inflow
and outflow. Sedentary researchers who

Iraq

Rest of the world

active researchers
1,343
outflow

4.5%

inflow

5.1%

transitory

65%

sedentary

25%
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Subject breakdown
Iraq publishes most of its papers in the

however, the impact of Iraq's research is

Natural Sciences and Engineering &

inferior to the world average, and at its

Technology; in both fields, it is not only

lowest in the Agricultural Sciences. Iraq

prolific in absolute, but also relative,

publishes particularly few papers in the

terms (meaning that the proportions of

Social Sciences and the Humanities.

its output in these fields exceed those of
the world, respectively). Across all fields,

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

129

1.09

0.39

b Engineering & Technology

733

1.37

0.76

18

0.27

0.53

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences

415

0.69

0.67

1,238

1.20

0.58

62

0.33

0.71

fwci
0

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
University of Baghdad is the Iraqi institution with the largest share of Iraq's scholarly output, with more than 250 papers in
2014. Although its annual output growth
is high, at 19% CAGR, its citation impact
is 37% lower than the world average.

fwci

University of Baghdad

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Ireland

IRELAND
Ireland has a mobile researcher base, and collaborates internationally on
the majority of its publications (56%). Irish research is relatively often cited
by the UK, likely due to geographical proximity, historical ties, and the absence of a language barrier.
National collaboration, on the other hand,

the world average. In terms of FWCI, all

occurs relatively little: it accounts for less

subjects are above average, and cited up

than 12% of Ireland's output. On a sub-

to 63% more than the world average.

ject level, Ireland shows all-round activity
and performance. With the exception of
Engineering & Technology, its relative activity in each subject is nearly at, or above,

Headline statistics
connections

Close ties to the UK

Mobile researcher base

Ireland receives a relatively large share of

Ireland's inflow and outflow each make up

its citations from the UK.

around 13% of its researcher base, and
51% shows mobility for shorter periods
of time.

High level of international collaboration

strong area

Nearly 56% of Ireland's scholarly output

Strength in the Medical & Health Scienc-

has an international co-author, and is cit-

es. The 2nd largest by output, Ireland pub-

ed 89% above the world average.

lishes 21% more than the world average,

Medical & Health

and is cited 60% above average.
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Overall country or region outlook
With just 0.06% of the world's population,
Ireland publishes 0.46% of the world's
scholarly output and receives 0.79% of
the world's citations. It also holds 0.62%
of the world's top 10% most cited articles. Ireland's publications also receive a
fair amount of interest, as measured by
downloads: it has a 0.66% share of the
world's downloads. Ireland's share of the
world's filed patents is just 0.17%, and
holds an equal share of the world's granted patents. Compared to these research
indicators, Ireland seems to devote a relatively percentage of its GDP to GERD.

Global distribution of citations
Unlike most countries, the second largest

very likely for a country to receive cita-

source of Ireland's citations (8.4%) is the

tions from these countries. Ireland itself

UK. This is likely due to their closeness in

is responsible for about 7% of its own ci-

terms of location, history, and language.

tations. Germany is another large source

However, as for most countries, the oth-

of citations to Ireland with a share of 6%,

er countries in Ireland's top three citing

followed by France and Italy both having

countries are the US (17%) and China

a 4% share.

(6.9%). Since these are very prolific, it is

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Ireland

Collaboration patterns
Ireland publishes the majority of its pub-

that are cited less than the world average

lications with an international co-author:

– by about 20% – are the single-author

56% of its scholarly output is interna-

publications. These also make up the low-

tionally collaborated. These publications

est share of Ireland's scholarly output.

are the most impactful, being cited 89%
more than the world average. Ireland's
nationally and institutionally collaborated publications also do well, with fieldweighted citation impacts of 1.13 and
1.10, respectively. The only publications
distribution
of articles

single author
8.7%

institutional
25.2%

national
11.9%

international
55.7%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Ireland's researcher base is highly mobile:

This is beneficial to Ireland's overall cita-

only about a fifth of its researchers are

tion impact, as researchers in this cat-

sedentary, meaning they have not pub-

egory show a higher average FWCI than

lished with an institution outside of Ire-

those in other categories. Ireland's out-

land since 1996. The majority of the re-

flow and inflow are both approximately

searchers (51%) show transitory mobility,

13%, with the inflow being slightly higher

spending less than two years abroad or in

than the outflow.

Ireland before moving back or elsewhere.

Ireland

Rest of the world

active researchers
22,572
outflow

13%

inflow

13%

transitory

51%

sedentary

23%
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Subject breakdown
Ireland shows all-round activity: with the

age, and has an FWCI of 1.60. Although

exception of Engineering & Technology,

it is the second smallest subject by total

all subjects show a relative activity that

output, Ireland is relatively most active in

is near or above the world average. Its

the Agricultural Sciences (33% above the

strength is in the Medical & Health Sci-

world average), and its publications in this

ences, in which it publishes 21% more

subject are cited 63% above the world

than expected, based on the world aver-

average.

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences

papers

rai

fwci

934

1.33

1.63

2,079

0.66

1.51

433

1.09

1.20

d Medical & Health Sciences

4,355

1.21

1.60

e Natural Sciences

6,041

0.99

1.50

f Social Sciences

1,437

1.30

1.28

b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Trinity College Dublin, the second most

est FWCI at 1.65, but as is common with

prolific institution in Ireland, is the most

large output institutions, a low growth

impactful of the top five (FWCI of 1.69)

rate of -1.4%. The only institution to have

and has the second highest CAGR (0.2%).

a lower growth rate is Dublin City Univer-

University College Dublin produced over

sity (-1.7%); the smallest and least im-

2,300 publications in 2014, making it the

pactful of the top five prolific institutions.

most prolific. It also has the second high-

University College Dublin
Trinity College Dublin
University College Cork
fwci

National University of Ireland,
Galway
Dublin City University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Israel

ISRAEL
Israel's research is impactful, which can, to some exent, be attributed to
a high national investment in Research & Development, as well as a large
proportion of international collaboration, which attains more than twice
the impact of the world across collaboration types.
Israel is most prolific and impactful in the

20% inflow or outflow mobility patterns

Natural and the Medical & Health Scienc-

in perfectly equal 10% proportions, leav-

es, and in all fields has above world aver-

ing only a third sedentary.

age impact across subjects. Its researchers are not only highly collaborative, but
also highly mobile, with 46% showing
transitory mobility patterns, and a further

Headline statistics
3.9% of GDP
as GERD

47%

Israel's sizeable national investment in re-

reaching more than twice the impact of

search allows it to reach higher shares of

the world across collaboration types.

international collaboration

output and citations than expected from
its size.

most prolific areas

Natural Sciences and
Medical & Health

46%

researchers with a
transitory mobility
pattern

The Natural Sciences and the Medical &

and over 1/3 are sedentary, leaving

Health Sciences are Israel's most prolific

equally balanced 10% inflow and outflow

and impactful fields.

proportions.
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Overall country or region outlook
Although Israel holds only 0.1% of the
world's population, it publishes 0.7%
of the world's papers, and 0.9% of the
world's highly cited papers. Israel's research receives 1.2% of the world's citations, and 0.9% of the world's downloads.
It files 0.48% of the world's patents,
and these are successful, amounting to
0.40% of world's patents granted. This
good level of research performance, relative to Israel's size, is to some extent due
to a high national investment in research,
with nearly 4% of its GDP devoted to
GERD.

Global distribution of citations
The distribution of Israel's citations is

pean countries, Germany and the UK ac-

global and, unsurprisingly, comprises

count for the larger proportion of Israel's

large proportions of incoming citations

citations, at 6.3% and 5.8%, respective-

from prolific countries such as the US

ly.

and China. In fact, the US is by far the
largest contributor of citations to Israel's
research, providing 22% of the total citations received by Israel. Amongst Euro-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Israel

Collaboration patterns
Israel's research is fairly collaborative,

than the world average. 18% of Israel's

with 47% of its scholarly output the re-

collaboration is national, and reaches just

sult of international collaboration. These

slightly under the world average impact.

papers are highly impactful, reaching

Single-author papers account for 12% of

more than twice the impact of the world

Israel's output, and tend to receive 21%

average across collaboration types. Insti-

fewer citations than the same world aver-

tutional collaboration amounts to the sec-

age.

ond largest proportion of Israel's output
at over a quarter of its output, and these
are also of higher impact at 11% higher
distribution
of articles

single author
11.7%

national
17.7%

institutional
25.3%

international
46.8%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
While under half of Israel's researchers
show short-term international mobility
patterns; over one third are sedentary and
have consistently only published under Israeli affiliations since 1996. Researcher
inflow and outflow proportions are smaller and perfectly balanced at 10%.

Israel

Rest of the world

active researchers
32,903
outflow

10%

inflow

10%

transitory

46%

sedentary

34%
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Subject breakdown
Israel's research is highly impactful

tribution by subject, to that of the world,

across the board, and particularly so in its

reveals a greater focus in the Social Sci-

two most prolific areas: the Natural Sci-

ences and the Humanities, and to a lesser

ences and the Medical & Health Sciences,

extent in the Medical & Health Sciences.

in which it receives about 50% more citations than the world average across
subjects. Comparing Israel's output dis-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

918

0.84

1.37

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology

2,791

0.56

1.36

c Humanities

1,002

1.61

1.31

d Medical & Health Sciences

6,437

1.15

1.51

e Natural Sciences

9,620

1.01

1.52

f Social Sciences

2,545

1.47

1.22

fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Israel's top five prolific institutions each

pact, ranging from 22% above the world

published between 1,370 (Weizmann

average (Ben-Gurion University of the Ne-

Institute of Science) and 3,900 (Tel Aviv

gev) to a very high 223% above the world

University) papers in 2014; however,

average (Weizmann Institute of Science).

all have negative or low annual output
growth. All five prolific institutions have
higher than the world average citation im-

Tel Aviv University
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Technion-Israel Institute of
fwci

Technology
Ben-Gurion University of the
Negev
Weizmann Institute of Science

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Italy

ITALY
Italy has a rather large share of researchers that do not show any mobility,
which is reflected by its high rates of collaboration within Italy (25%) and
within Italian institutions (26%).
Both these collaboration types result in

twice as rapidly as the other top Italian

citation impacts that are higher than the

institutions.

world average, at about 23% and 26%,
respectively. Interestingly, the two most
prolific institutions in Italy also have the
highest compound annual growth rates
(3.5-5.5%), increasing their output up to

Headline statistics
High self-citation rate

Rather sedentary
research base

Italian citations form 15% of Italy's in-

Over half of Italy's researchers have not

coming citations; almost as high as the

published with affiliations outside of Italy

US' share (17%).

since 1996.

most prolific institutions

strong area

High CAGR

Medical & Health

Italy's most prolific institutions show com-

The Medical & Health Sciences is Italy's

pound annual growth rates that are up to

2nd largest subject by total output and it

twice as high as the other top institutions.

shows a high relative activity (15%), and
achieves a high FWCI (1.45).
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Overall country or region outlook
Italy publishes about 3.8% of the world's
scholarly output, and these publications
are well cited. Italy receives 5.4% of the
world's citations, and has a share of 4.8%
of the world's top 10% most cited papers.
Aside from this, it receives 4.6% of the
world's downloads.
Italy also has a moderate share of the
world's filed patents (1.1%) and the
world's

granted

patents

(1.6%).

Its

spending on research and development
(by percentage of its GDP) is higher than
most southern European countries.

Global distribution of citations
Although citing one's own country's re-

tions naturally means more references.

search is a very common occurrence, Italy

Thus, a sizeable share of Italy's citations

shows a particularly high rate of self-cita-

come from a small number of prolific Eu-

tion. Almost 15% of its incoming citations

ropean nations, such as Germany and the

are from Italy itself. This share is nearly as

UK (each 6%), France (5%), and Spain

high as that of the US (16%). Italy's third

(4%).

largest source of citations is China (7%),
which is to be expected, as more publica-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Italy

Collaboration patterns
International collaborations tend to have

than the world average respectively. Ita-

a higher impact than other collaboration

ly's single-author publications form only a

types, and Italy is no exception: its inter-

minor part of its output, and are also the

nationally collaborated papers are cited

only collaboration type that is cited less

almost twice as often as the world aver-

than the world average, with an FWCI of

age for all collaboration types, and repre-

0.73.

sent 44% of Italy's total scholarly output.
National and institutional collaboration
each take up about a quarter of Italy's
output, and are cited 23% and 26% more
distribution
of articles

single author
7.0%

national
24.7%

institutional
25.7%

international
44.1%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Italy's researchers are rather sedentary:

average FWCI. Over a third of Italy's re-

52% of them have only published under

searcher population is categorized as

an Italian affiliation. The average FWCI

transitory, meaning they spend less than

of these researchers is considerably

two years abroad or in Italy and then move

lower than that of researchers in other

back.

categories. Italy's outflow and inflow of
researchers is fairly low. Though the outflow is somewhat higher than the inflow,
the inflow researchers show a higher

Italy

Rest of the world

active researchers
182,082
outflow

6.4%

inflow

5.6%

transitory

36%

sedentary

52%
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Subject breakdown
While the absolute number of publications

by output, and has the third highest FWCI

differ substantially between subjects, the

(1.45). Italy achieves its highest citation

citation impact is above the world aver-

impact of 1.77 in Engineering & Technol-

age for all subjects. Italy shows the high-

ogy. Despite this, and its considerable

est relative activity (15% above the world

output, Italy publishes proportionally less

average) in the Medical & Health Sci-

in this subject (by 13%).

ences. This is its second largest subject

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

papers

rai

fwci

6,142

1.05

1.37

20,280

0.77

1.77

2,659

0.80

1.23
1.45

d Medical & Health Sciences

34,128

1.15

e Natural Sciences

53,828

1.06

1.49

7,401

0.81

1.35

f Social Sciences
fwci
1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

2.0

Most prolific institutions
Italy's most prolific institutions each pro-

world average. The greatest difference

duced between 4,300 and 6,800 pub-

between the top five is in annual growth

lications in 2014. All of them show high

rates: whereas the 3 smaller ones show

field-weighted citation impacts, rang-

a CAGR of about 2.5%, the University of

ing from 48% (Consiglio Nazionale delle

Rome La Sapienza is growing over twice

Ricerche (CNR)) to 72% (University of Bo-

as fast (a CAGR of 5.4%), followed by

logna and University of Padova) above the

CNR at 3.6%.

CNR
University of Rome La Sapienza
University of Bologna
fwci

University of Padova
University of Milan

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Japan

JAPAN
As a highly innovative country, Japan has large shares of world patents
filed and granted, and is both prolific and impactful in the Natural Sciences. However, it shows relatively low levels of international collaboration and
long-term international mobility.
Japan publishes nearly 5% of both the

highest shares of citations to Japan's re-

world's scholarly output and the world's

search. University of Tokyo is the leading

top 10% cited papers. It receives nearly

Japanese institution in terms of both out-

6% of the world's citations and 4% of the

put and impact, with just under 10,000

world's downloads. Japan itself, (18%)

papers cited, on average, 37% more than

and prolific countries such as the US

the world.

(18%) and China (12%) represent the

Headline statistics

29%

57%

Japan is highly innovative with an 18%

Japan's international collaborations ac-

share of world patents filed and a 29%

count for over 1/4 of its output and are

share of world patents granted.

highly impactful.

63%

strong area

sedentary researchers

Natural Sciences

Japan's researchers tend to favour short-

In the Natural Sciences, Japan is propor-

term assigments abroad (27%) over long-

tionally 13% more prolific than the world

term ones (10%).

average.

of world patents granted

higher than the world
average for all
collaboration types
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Overall country or region outlook
Japan publishes about 5% of the world's
scholarly output, and of the world's top
cited papers. It receives around 6% of the
world's citations and 4% of the world's
downloads.
Japan's share of world's patents filed is
18%, and its share of patents granted
is 29%. Both of these high shares, in
themselves and relative to the other data
shown here, clearly demonstrate Japan's
impressive innovative capabilities.

Global distribution of citations
Citations to Japan's research come from

Other countries whose citations form a

all over the world and are expectedly

sizeable share of Japan's citations include

skewed towards Japan (18%) and prolific

Germany and the UK, each accounting for

countries such as the US (18%) or China

5% of Japan's incoming citations, France

(12%). Researchers tend to be more

with 4% of Japan's incoming citations,

aware of their own country's papers and

and South Korea, Italy, Canada, and India

cite them preferentially, while a large out-

at 3% of Japan's incoming citations.

put means a large number of references.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Japan

Collaboration patterns
International collaborations tend to have

laborations are over a third; they are cited,

a higher impact than other collaboration

respectively, 15% and 22% less than the

types, and Japan is no exception: its inter-

world average for all collaboration types.

nationally collaborated papers are cited

Japan's single-authored papers are the

about 57% more than the world average

least impactful, cited less than half the

for all collaboration types, and repre-

world average, and only account for 7%

sent more than a quarter of Japan's total

of Japan's scholarly output.

scholarly output. Japan's national collaborations make up a third of Japan's total
scholarly output, and its institutional coldistribution
of articles

single author
7.3%

institutional
34.5%

national
33.0%

international
26.1%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Japan's researchers are rather seden-

ers are unlikely to immigrate or emigrate

tary: 63% of them have only published

permanently or long-term, short-term as-

under a Japanese affiliation. Japan's re-

signments abroad are more frequent. It

searcher inflow and outflow are similar,

can be argued that this level of short-term

and conversely low, at around 5%; inter-

mobility is beneficial to Japan, facilitating

estingly, Japan's transitory researcher

exchanges of ideas across borders.

population represents over a quarter of
Japan's total researcher population. This
means that although Japan's research-

Japan

Rest of the world

active researchers
261,346
outflow

5.4%

inflow

4.9%

transitory

27%

sedentary

63%
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Subject breakdown
Japan is most prolific and impactful in the

tively more prolific than the world (11%

Natural Sciences; proportionally it pub-

more), but less impactful. In other areas

lishes nearly half of its output in this area,

such as the Social Sciences and the Hu-

which is 14% more than the world does,

manities, Japan tends to publish a lesser

and these papers are cited slightly more

proportion of its output than the world.

than the world average. In the Medical &
Health Sciences, Japan is also compara-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

6,335

0.84

0.91

35,618

1.05

1.05

981

0.23

1.13

d Medical & Health Sciences

42,640

1.11

0.88

e Natural Sciences

73,962

1.13

1.04

3,873

0.33

0.82

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Japan's top five Universities each pub-

have positive FWCI, meaning that on av-

lished between 3,950 (Kyushu Univer-

erage, they are cited more than the world,

sity) and 10,000 papers (University of

from 12% more (Kyushu University) to

Tokyo) in 2014. However, all of them show

37% more (University of Tokyo). Univer-

negative growth in terms of 2010-2014

sity of Tokyo emerges as the most prolific

papers, from -3.2% (Osaka University) to

and impactful Japanese institution.

-0.2% (Kyushu University) CAGR. Still, all

University of Tokyo
Kyoto University
Osaka University
fwci

Tohoku University
Kyushu University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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country or region profile

Jordan

JORDAN
Jordan's researchers are highly collaborative; in particular, international
collaborations make up 47% of Jordan's output. They are also mobile, particularly on the short-term, with 45% of its researcher population displaying some transitory mobility patterns.
Despite its small shares of main research
indicators and relatively low impact, Jordan seems to be an attractive research
destination, as demonstrated by its 7 percentage point net gain in inflow compared
to outflow researchers.

Headline statistics

0.1%

world population
and publications

47% collaboration
international

Jordan's share of world output is in line

cited just above the world average across

with its share of world population.

collaboration types.

most prolific institutions

45%

University of Jordan

researchers with
transitory mobility
patterns

Jordan's most prolific institution, with re-

and under 30% sedentary researchers,

cent positive annual growth.

with a small net researcher gain (+7 percentage points) in the long term.
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Overall country or region outlook
Jordan's world output and population
shares are in line at 0.1%. It has slightly lower shares of highly cited papers
(0.05%), citations (0.07%), and a nearly
equal share of downloads (0.09%).
Jordan files few patents (0.01% of world
patents filed) and these applications are
rarely successful, resulting in a nearly null
share of world patents granted.

Global distribution of citations
Jordan's research is cited globally, and

cant shares of its citations from European

in expectedly larger proportions by the

countries such as the UK and Germany.

prolific US (11%) and China (9%), and
by itself (7%). Jordan's influence seems
to preferentially extend to neighbouring
countries such as Saudi Arabia, Iran, Turkey, or India, but it also receives signifi-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country or region profile

Jordan

Collaboration patterns
Nearly half of Jordan's papers are inter-

dan's output, and are cited 60% less than

nationally collaborative, and these are

the world average citation impact level

cited at just above the world average cita-

across all collaboration types.

tion impact level, across all collaboration
types. Jordan's next most frequent collaboration type is institutional at 24% of
its output; institutional and national collaborations (14%) tend to be of about half
the world average citation impact. Singleauthored papers account for 17% of Jordistribution
of articles

single author
16.5%

institutional
23.6%

national
13.7%

international
47.4%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Over 45% of Jordan's researchers show

proportion (9%), so Jordan receives a net

transitory mobility patterns with both Jor-

gain in researchers in the long run.

dan and non-Jordan affiliations, in quick
succession, since 1996. Under 30% of
Jordan's researcher population are sedentary and have consistently solely published under Jordanian affiliations since
1996. Jordan's researcher inflow proportion (17%) is higher than its outflow

Jordan

Rest of the world

active researchers
3,395
outflow

9.4%

inflow

16%

transitory

45%

sedentary

29%
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Subject breakdown
Jordan's research presents lower than

ception of a 20% higher proportion of its

the world average citation impact across

research in the Agricultural Sciences, and

all subject areas; its most impactful field

a 35% higher proportion of its research in

is its least prolific, the Humanities, while

the Social Sciences.

its least impactful one is the Social Sciences. Jordan's output distribution is fairly close to that of the world, with the ex-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

185

1.21

0.60

b Engineering & Technology

563

0.82

0.67

56

0.65

0.87

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences

753

0.97

0.79

1,332

1.01

0.80

324

1.35

0.54

fwci
0.5

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Jordan's most prolific institution, the Uni-

from -40% (Al-Balqa Applied University)

versity of Jordan, published nearly 700

to -8% (Hashemite University).

papers in 2014 and, with Hashemite
University, are the only Jordanian prolific institutions to display positive output growth. All top five prolific Jordanian
institutions have under average impact,

University of Jordan
Jordan University of Science
and Technology
fwci

Hashemite University
Al-Balqa Applied University
Yarmouk University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Kenya

KENYA
Kenya has a very small, but internationally connected, research footprint.
The country produced fewer publications over the past half-decade (8,964)
than some of the world's largest institutions have in 2014 alone.
Similar to other countries with develop-

external research expertise. Further-

ing research infrastructures, a very high

more, three of Kenya's five most prolific

percentage of Kenya's publications are in-

research institutions are research cent-

ternational collaborations. A similarly high

ers that collaborate with and host visiting

percentage of Kenya's active researchers

researchers extensively.

have spent some time abroad. The country benefits greatly from this infusion of

Headline statistics
High interest in
Kenya's research

Very high levels of international collaboration

Kenya accounts for 0.09% of all publica-

More than 4 out of every 5 papers from

tions worldwide, but 0.13% and 0.15%

Kenya are co-authored with an interna-

of all downloads and citations.

tional collaborator.

Highly mobile research
base

focus area

Agricultural Sciences

Nearly 80% of Kenya's active research-

Kenya produces nearly 4 times the world

ers have published at least once outside

average in this subject area, relative to its

the country, and 57.1% are transitory.

total research output.
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Overall country or region outlook
According to the latest figures from 2010,
Kenya invests about 0.98% of its GDP on
gross R&D expenditures. That comparatively low level of investment is reflected
in the country's level of research output:
8,964 publications from 2010 to 2014,
or 0.09% of the world's total publications
in 2014. For reference, Kenya's world population share is 0.61%. Kenya's research,
however, is cited and downloaded at higher rates, comprising 0.13% and 0.15%
of all citations and downloads worldwide.
Furthermore, nearly one of every five publications from Kenya is among the world's
most highly cited articles.

Global distribution of citations
More than one out of every six citations

legacies of the British Commonwealth.

to Kenya's research comes from the US,

The UK accounts for 9.6%, Australia for

largely due to the fact that the US is the

3.5%, and South Africa for 3.4% of all ci-

most prolific research country in the

tations to Kenya's research.

world. 7.7% of all citations to Kenya's research come from Kenya itself. The rest
of the top five countries citing Kenya's
research the most reflect the geopolitical

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country or region profile

Kenya

Collaboration patterns
More than 80%, or four out of every five,

below the world average, suggesting that

papers from Kenya are co-authored with

the country has much room to improve in

an international collaborator. Such high

developing its internal capacity to pro-

trends in international collaboration are

duce highly impactful research.

common for countries with developing research infrastructures, and the FWCI associated with such collaborations is 1.88,
or 88% above the world average. However, the FWCI associated with all other
types of collaborations are 44% or more
distribution
of articles

national
6.9%

institutional
9.1%

single author
5.2%

international
80.9%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Similar to other countries with small but

searchers have published under only af-

growing research footprints, the over-

filiations in Kenya.

whelming majority of Kenya's research
base is highly mobile and especially transitory in nature. 57.1% of Kenya's researchers have spent two years or less
either in the country or outside of the
country. Only 21.0% of the country's re-

Kenya

Rest of the world

active researchers
3,735
outflow

11%

inflow

11%

transitory

57%

sedentary

21%
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Subject breakdown
Kenya has a very high relative research

cal & Health Sciences achieves the high-

focus in the Agricultural Sciences, pro-

est FWCI of all subject areas at 1.93, or

ducing nearly four times the world aver-

93% above the world average.

age. On the other hand, it focuses relatively less on Engineering & Technology,
producing 80% less than the world average. The country's research in the Medi-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

570

4.19

1.37

b Engineering & Technology

104

0.17

0.86

75

0.97

1.05

971

1.40

1.93

1,148

0.97

1.23

367

1.72

1.34

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Three of Kenya's top five most prolific in-

significantly from 2010 to 2014 (9.2%

stitutions are research institutes and cen-

and 5.6% CAGR, respectively). The Ken-

tres, two of which focus on the Agricultur-

ya Medical Research Institute produces

al Sciences. Both the International Centre

nearly 300 publications per year and,

of Insect Physiology and Ecology Nairobi

through its high international collabora-

and International Livestock Research In-

tion rate, achieves an FWCI of 2.79.

stitute have grown their research outputs

University of Nairobi
Kenya Medical Research Institute
International Livestock Research
fwci

Institute
International Centre of Insect
Physiology and Ecology Nairobi
Kenyatta University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Kuwait

KUWAIT
Kuwait's small shares of main research indicators befit its size, which is
also a likely contributing factor to the high transitory mobility of its researchers and international collaboration of its research.
Kuwait's research appears heavily con-

all subject areas Kuwait lags behind the

centrated in its most prolific institution,

world average, it is relatively most prolific

the University of Kuwait, which publishes

and impactful in the Social Sciences.

the majority of its output. Despite small
output levels, Kuwaiti research achieves
a global reach demonstrated by its international citation distribution. Although in

Headline statistics
world scholarly
0.05% of
54%
output

internationally
collaborated papers

and similar shares of highly-cited output,

which are cited 5% more than the world

citations, and downloads.

average.

most prolific area

47%

Social Sciences
Kuwait's most relatively prolific field.

researchers with a
transitory mobility
pattern

and 29% sedentary researchers, with a
small net researcher gain (+4 percentage
points) in the long term.
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Overall country or region outlook
Kuwait's share of the world's population
is equivalent to its share of the world's
scholarly output at 0.05% and similar to
its shares of highly cited scholarly output and downloads. Kuwait's output receives a similar, slightly lower share of the
world's citations at 0.04%.
Kuwait has even lower shares of world
patents, with patents filed and granted at
0.01% each.

Global distribution of citations
The largest share of Kuwait's citations

from Asian countries such as South Ko-

comes without surprise from the prolific

rea, Japan, Malaysia, and Taiwan, albeit

US (14%), followed by China, Kuwait it-

at lower proportions.

self, India, then the UK, followed by neighbouring Iran. Although Kuwait's output is
small, it has a global citation distribution.
Notably, other than the prolific countries,
Kuwaiti research also receives citations

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country or region profile

Kuwait

Collaboration patterns
More than half of Kuwait's research is

tion at Kuwait University. The impact of

internationally collaborative, and cited

these last 3 collaboration types is around

about 5% more than the world average

half of the world average across collabo-

across collaboration types. Over a quar-

ration types.

ter of Kuwait's output is the result of institutional collaboration, while 12% are
single-authored. National collaborations
represent the lowest share of Kuwait's
output at 8%, possibly a reflection of
Kuwait's small size and output concentradistribution
of articles

single author
12.3%

institutional
27.8%

national
8.0%

international
53.7%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Nearly half of Kuwait's researchers be-

ceive a small (4 percentage points) gain

long to the transitory mobility class,

in researchers, due to a 14% researcher

meaning that they have published under

inflow and a 10% researcher outflow.

both Kuwaiti and non-Kuwaiti affiliations,
in rapid succession, since 1996. Under a
third of Kuwait's researchers are sedentary, having consistently only published
under Kuwaiti affiliations since 1996. In
the long term, the country appears to re-

Kuwait

Rest of the world

active researchers
2,224
outflow

10%

inflow

14%

transitory

47%

sedentary

29%
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Subject breakdown
As befits its size, Kuwait's output is small,

two aforementioned subject areas. How-

and does not reach above the world aver-

ever, it is comparatively more active in the

age impact in any field. It is most prolific

Social Sciences.

in the Natural Sciences, the Medical &
Health Sciences and Engineering & Technology, and it publishes similar proportions of its output as the world in the first

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

47

0.62

0.72

307

0.89

0.92

30

0.70

0.99
0.81

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences

393

1.01

e Natural Sciences

685

1.03

0.74

f Social Sciences

163

1.36

0.83

fwci
0.5

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Kuwait University is by far the most

and Technology's strong annual output

prolific in the country, with more than

growth (17% 2010-2014 CAGR) is from

550 papers in 2014. However, it shows

a very low base (42 papers in 2014).

negative annual growth in output 20102014 CAGR, as does the less active
Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research
(71 papers). Gulf University for Science

Kuwait University
Kuwait Institute for Scientific
Research
fwci

Gulf University for Science
and Technology

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Latvia

LATVIA
Latvia focuses strongly on the Agricultural Sciences. The top prolific institutions all show impressive annual growth rates.
However, Latvia is not making use of in-

positive effect on Latvia's citation impact,

ternational connections as much as it

providing evidence to increase this type

could. The international collaboration is

of collaboration.

relatively infrequent, at the same level
as its institutional collaboration, and Latvia's researchers are rather sedentary.
International collaboration shows a large

Headline statistics
International as
frequent as institutional
collaboration

Highly sedentary
researcher base

International collaboration yields a large

The majority of Latvia's researcher base

positive effect on Latvia's citation impact

has never published with an affiliation
outside of Latvia.

focus area

most prolific institution

Agricultural Sciences

University of Latvia

Over 3 times as much activity as expect-

University of Latvia is leading with the

ed, based on the world average.

highest volume and highest FWCI. All prolific institutions show high annual growth
rates.

world of research 

Overall country or region outlook
Latvia produces 0.06% of the world's scientific output, which equals 1,340 publications in 2014. Its global citation share
and download share are comparable, yet
slightly lower.

Global distribution of citations
13% of all incoming citations for Latvia
are from US publications, followed by Latvia itself (9%). Germany (7%), China (6%),
and the UK (6%) also contribute a sizeable portion of the total citations towards
Latvia's publications.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country or region profile

Latvia

Collaboration patterns
Most nations that produce a low volume

tion yields an FWCI of 63% above the

of publications tend to show relatively

world average.

high percentages of international collaboration. Latvia produces 38.8% of its publications with an international co-author –
a relatively low percentage, on a par with
its institutional collaboration. However,
Latvia's institutional collaboration results
in an FWCI of 35% below the world average, whereas its international collaboradistribution
of articles

single author
10.2%

national
15.3%

institutional
38.4%

international
37.3%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Latvia's researcher population is highly

are typically more junior, less productive

sedentary, meaning that the majority of

researchers, who have not had the op-

the active researchers have never pub-

portunity for international experiences

lished with an affiliation outside of Latvia.

yet. For Latvia, the outflow researchers

These researchers have an average FWCI

show the highest FWCI at 55% above the

of 22% below the world average, where-

world average. The inflow of researchers

as all mobility types are associated with

is larger than the outflow.

higher FWCI. This is a typical pattern that
can be observed across nations: these

Latvia

Rest of the world

active researchers
2,187
outflow

3.2%

inflow

4.8%

transitory

30%

sedentary

62%
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Subject breakdown
Latvia's output is highly specialized in

is, in absolute terms, the most dominant

the Agricultural Sciences, more than 2.5

discipline for Latvia. FWCI scores for the

times as focused as would be expected,

Humanities are based on too low a volume

based on the world average activity in this

of publications to be a reliable measure.

area. Latvia also shows higher than aver-

Only the Medical & Health Sciences has

age activity in Engineering & Technology,

an FWCI that is above the world average.

as well as the Natural Sciences, which

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

247

2.68

0.59

b Engineering & Technology

591

1.42

0.85

26

0.50

0.71

d Medical & Health Sciences

244

0.52

1.62

e Natural Sciences

971

1.21

0.85

f Social Sciences

151

1.04

0.61

c Humanities

fwci
0.5

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Latvia's most prolific institutions are all

year. The University of Latvia is leading,

showing impressive annual growth, which

both in terms of volume and in FWCI. It is

is caused in part by the small volume: for

in fact the only institution among these

institutions with smaller annual numbers

five with an FWCI around the world aver-

of publications it is more feasible to reach

age.

double digit growth rates than for institutions with thousands of publications per

University of Latvia
Riga Technical University
Latvia University of Agriculture
fwci

Riga Stradins University
Latvian Institute of Organic
Synthesis

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Lebanon

LEBANON
Lebanon has small shares of the world's main research indicators, as expected for a country of its size, but is nevertheless an attractive research
country with nearly double the inflow of researchers compared to its outflow.
Lebanon draws strength from the highly

ed nearly 30% more than the world aver-

mobile nature of its researchers, whose

age across collaboration types. Lebanon

absolute majority appears to have under-

is particularly active, as well as impactful,

taken short-term foreign assignments. It

in the Medical & Health Sciences.

also benefits from a high level of international collaboration (62% of its output),
which yields high impact publications, cit-

Headline statistics

0.08%

of world
scholarly
output

62%

internationally
collaborated
papers

and slightly lower shares of highly-cited

cited 29% more than the world average

output and citations.

across collaboration types.

most prolific area

57%

Medical & Health

researchers with
transitory mobility
patterns

Lebanon's most relatively prolific field,

and 19% sedentary researchers, with a

showing higher than the world average

net researcher gain of nearly 8 percent-

impact.

age points in the long term.
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Overall country or region outlook
Compared to its population share of
0.07%, Lebanon publishes a slightly higher share of the world's scholarly output
(0.08%) and highly-cited output (0.07%).
Lebanon's papers are cited comparably,
resulting in a 0.07% share of world citations, but viewed at a higher rate, leading
to a 0.1% share of world downloads for
the country. Lebanon files a very small
number of patents so that its share of
patents filed is practically null, but these
tend to be rather successful, leading to an
infinitesimally higher share of world patents granted (0.01%).

Global distribution of citations
Lebanon's citation distribution is expect-

larger shares coming from the UK, France

edly skewed towards the more prolific

(possibly as a result of former colonial

countries, in particular, the US at over

ties), and Italy.

18%, but also China at almost 7%. A
sizeable proportion (6.5%) of citations to
Lebanon’s research comes from the country itself. The rest of Lebanon's citations
come from all over the world, with slightly

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country or region profile

Lebanon

Collaboration patterns
Nearly two-thirds of Lebanon's research is

for about 8% of Lebanon's output each,

the product of international collaboration,

and are about 33% (national collabora-

and these papers are highly cited (29%

tions) to 45% (single-author papers) less

more than the world average across all

impactful than the world average across

collaboration types). Nearly a quarter of

collaboration types.

Lebanon's scholarly output is institutionally collaborative, and yields 31% fewer
citations than the above-mentioned world
average. Nationally-collaborated and single-authored papers are rarer, accounting
distribution
of articles

single author
8.6%

national
8.1%

institutional
22.7%

international
62.3%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Lebanon's researchers are highly mobile,

Lebanon appears to be an attractive des-

regarding short-term mobility in par-

tination for researchers, with an inflow

ticular: 57% have published under both

proportion (15.8%) nearly double that of

Lebanese and non-Lebanese affiliations,

its outflow proportion (8.4%).

in rapid succession, since 1996. Less
than a fifth of Lebanon's researchers are
sedentary, having only published under
Lebanese affiliations since 1996. As
far as longer term mobility is concerned,

Lebanon

Rest of the world

active researchers
3,297
outflow

8.4%

inflow

16%

transitory

57%

sedentary

19%
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Subject breakdown
In absolute terms, Lebanon is most prolif-

well as in the Social Sciences and in Engi-

ic in the Natural Sciences, but in relative

neering & Technology.

terms in the Medical & Health Sciences,
when compared to the output by subject
distribution of the world. Lebanon's research reaches above the world average
impact across all subjects in this field, as

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

85

0.65

0.91

511

0.87

1.04

52

0.70

0.97

820

1.23

1.13

e Natural Sciences

977

0.86

0.96

f Social Sciences

219

1.07

1.06

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences

fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Most of Lebanon's most prolific institu-

concentrated output distribution across

tions appear to have some foreign ties,

few institutions. The two American-relat-

with either the US or France, and range

ed universities have the highest impact

in output size from nearly 800 papers in

above the world average (+46% for Leba-

2014 (American University of Beirut) to

nese American University and +11% for

just over 40 papers in 2014 (Hôtel-Dieu

American University of Beirut).

de France Hospital), hinting to a highly

American University of Beirut
Lebanese University
Lebanese American University
fwci

Saint Joseph University
Hotel-Dieu de France Hospital

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Lithuania

LITHUANIA
Lithuania's research is rather insular. It produces around 2,700 publications per year, but most of the citations of these publications come from
the country itself. The FWCI of Lithuania's publications is around the world
average in recent years.
The large majority of Lithuania's active
researchers have never moved across the
country border. The country does start to
collaborate more with the international
research community, and the impact of
the collaboration on citation impact of the
research output is obvious.

Headline statistics
World average citation
impact

Low level of researcher
mobility

The FWCI of Lithuania's publications is

Around 2/3 of Lithuania's researchers be-

around the world average in recent years.

long to the sedentary category in terms of
mobility.

High citations from
itself

High FWCI for
collaboration

The largest share (11.9%) of Lithuania's

The FWCI of Lithuania's internationally

citations comes from the country itself.

collaborated publications is 1.60, 60%
higher than the world average.

world of research 

Overall country or region outlook
Lithuania produces around 2,700 publications per year (0.1% of the world's publications). It also receives around 0.1%
of the world's citations, contributes to
around 0.1% of highly cited publications
and attracts 0.1% of downloads worldwide. Its FWCI is around the world average in the recent years.

Global distribution of citations
Lithuania's publications are most often
cited by its own publications: 11.9%
of Lithuania's citations come from the
country itself. This is followed by the
US (10.7%), China (5.4%), and Germany
(5.4%). Lithuania's neighbouring countries, Poland and Russia, are also among
its top twenty citing countries.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Lithuania

Collaboration patterns
Around 39.3% of Lithuania's publications

the only one that is above the world aver-

involve at least one author from outside

age.

of the country. The number is lower than
many of the Western European countries,
but is similar to many Eastern European
countries, such as Latvia and the Czech
Republic. The FWCI of the international
collaboration (1.60) is the highest among
the four collaboration types and is also

distribution
of articles

single author
12.1%

national
14.8%

institutional
35.2%

international
39.3%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Sedentary researchers are the largest

consists of 28% of the country's active

group of researchers (65%) among the

researchers.

four mobility categories for Lithuania.
This implies that Lithuania's research
community is rather insular and the great
majority of the researchers do not move
across the country border. There is a second largest group of researchers who do
move in and out of the country. This group

Lithuania

Rest of the world

active researchers
4,593
outflow

2.8%

inflow

4.3%

transitory

28%

sedentary

65%
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Subject breakdown
Lithuania only has a higher than world av-

area for Lithuania. It also has a higher

erage FWCI in the Medical & Health Sci-

than world average level of research ac-

ences (1.18). However, compared to the

tivities. However, the FWCI in Engineer-

world average, Lithuania has a low level

ing and Technology is 23% lower than the

of research activity in this subject area

world average.

(42% lower than the world average). Engineering & Technology is a large subject

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

303

1.60

0.64

b Engineering & Technology

881

1.03

0.77

c Humanities

181

1.68

0.65

564

0.58

1.18

1,711

1.04

0.95

540

1.81

0.78

d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Lithuania's largest university is Vilnius

The other four institutions all focus on

University, as measured by the volume

Technology, Physics, or Medicine.

of research output. It produces around
1,000 publications per year and has the
highest FWCI among the top five most
prolific institutions of Lithuania (1.24).

Vilnius University
Kaunas University of Technology
Vilnius Gediminas Technical
fwci

University
Semiconductor Physics Institute
Vilnius
Kaunas University of Medicine

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Luxembourg

LUXEMBOURG
Being a very small country, Luxembourg collaborates little within its own
borders. Instead, it looks abroad for its co-authors: three-quarters of its
scholarly output is internationally collaborated.
Only about one in ten of Luxembourg's

of the world's filed and granted patents is

researchers have not published with an

larger than that of many larger countries

affiliation outside of Luxembourg since

or regions, and larger than its share of the

1996. The majority (59%) prefers to

world's scholarly output.

move abroad, or to Luxembourg, for short
periods of time. Luxembourg also shows
relatively high patenting activity: its share

Headline statistics
Net gain of researchers

75%

Luxembourg's inflow of researchers is 3

Luxembourg collaborates internationally

times as high as its outflow (23% vs 7%).

on 75% of its scholarly output, more than

international
collaboration share

most other countries.

90%

strong area

researcher mobility

Natural Sciences

The vast majority of Luxembourg's re-

Half of all Luxembourg's publications

searchers have published with an affilia-

come from the Natural Sciences, and

tion outside of Luxembourg.

these are cited 51% more than the world
average.
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Overall country or region outlook
As one of the smallest countries in Europe, with just 0.01% of the world's population, it is to be expected that Luxembourg has low world shares: it produces
about 0.08% of the world's scholarly output. Despite its share of the world's citations being slightly lower (0.07%), it holds
0.09% of the world's top 10% most cited
articles. Its share of the world's downloads is slightly higher still, at 0.1%. Interestingly, Luxembourg also has a 0.1%
share of the world's filed patents, as well
as a similar share of the world's granted
patents; higher than many larger countries.

Global distribution of citations
Although Luxembourg, like most other

and France, each making up around 7%.

countries, is the source of a fair share

Other countries whose citations form

of its incoming citations (7%), most cita-

a sizeable share of Luxembourg's cita-

tions naturally come from larger, more

tions include the UK (6%), Italy (4.5%),

prolific research nations. US citations

and Spain (3.5%). Benelux partners, the

form by far the largest share, with almost

Netherlands and Belgium, have a 3% and

15%. After that come Germany, China,

2.7% share, respectively.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Luxembourg

Collaboration patterns
Luxembourg collaborates internationally

ally co-authored publications still have a

on a large majority of its output; 75% of

higher citation impact than single-author

all publications have an international co-

publications (1.30 versus 0.65).

author. These publications have the highest citation impact among the collaboration type, being cited 63% above the
world average. In contrast to most other
countries, Luxembourg's national collaboration makes up the smallest share
of its output: just 2.7%. However, nationdistribution
of articles

single author
7.8%

institutional
17.8%

national
2.7%

international
74.8%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Luxembourg's researchers are highly

embourg's inflow of researchers is three

mobile: less than 11% of the research-

times as high as its outflow, suggesting

ers in Luxembourg have not published

Luxembourg is very attractive to interna-

with an affiliation outside of the country.

tional researchers.

Conversely, the share of researchers that
show transitory mobility is just over 59%.
These are researchers who move abroad
or to Luxembourg for a short period, after
which they move back. Furthermore, Lux-

Luxembourg

Rest of the world

active researchers
2,169
outflow

7.2%

inflow

23%

transitory

59%

sedentary

11%
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Subject breakdown
Half of Luxembourg's scholarly output is

an above average activity is the Social

published in the Natural Sciences. Aside

Sciences, proportionally publishing 36%

from being prolific in absolute numbers,

more in this subject. All of Luxembourg's

this also makes Luxembourg 24% more

subjects achieve an FWCI above the

active in this subject, relative to the

world average of 1.0, ranging from 1.25

world's average subject shares. The only

for the Humanities to 1.58 for the Medi-

other subject in which Luxembourg shows

cal & Health Sciences.

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences

papers

rai

fwci

93

0.80

1.48

442

0.84

1.39

41

0.62

1.25

403

0.68

1.58

1,251

1.24

1.51

248

1.36

1.40

fwci
1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

2.0

Most prolific institutions
Luxembourg's only research institution

publications (about 42% of Luxembourg's

currently in SciVal* is the University of

total output that year), it has a compound

Luxembourg. While this makes it Luxem-

annual growth rate of almost 17%, and its

bourg's largest, most impactful, and fast-

publications are cited 81% more than the

est growing research institution in this

world average.

analysis by default, it is actually doing
quite well. In 2014 it produced over 700

*see Appendix A for more on this issue

fwci

University of Luxembourg

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Malaysia

MALAYSIA
As a growing research country, Malaysia's share of the world's scholarly
output is large for its population size, while its top institutions show high
publication growth.
Malaysia publishes about 1.1% of the

towards Malaysia (21%), and prolific

world's scholarly output and 1% of the

countries such as China (10%) and the

world's top 10% cited papers. It receives

US (8%). Top institutions in Malaysia have

around 0.6% of the world's citations and

positive growth in terms of scholarly out-

1.1% of the world's downloads. Citations

put, and the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia

to Malaysia's research come from all over

has the highest FWCI at 1.20.

the world and their distribution is skewed

Headline statistics
the world's
1.1% of
scholarly output

21%

Relative to its population, Malaysia's

Other than Malaysia, China, the US, India,

scholarly output is high and gets a higher

and the UK each have a sizable share of

share of the world's downloads than cita-

citations to Malaysia's papers.

of incoming citations
from malaysia

tions.

53%

most prolific institution

sedentary researchers

Univ. Teknologi Malaysia

The remaining researchers tend to favour

Has the highest publication growth, the

short term assignments abroad (35%)

largest number of papers published in

over long term ones.

2014, and the highest FWCI based on
2010-2014 papers.
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Overall country or region outlook
Malaysia makes up 0.4% of the world's
population, publishes around 1.1% of the
world's scholarly output, and publishes
1.0% of the world's top 10% cited papers. It receives 0.6% of the world's citations and around 1.1% of the world's
downloads.
Malaysia's share of the world's patents
filed and those granted are both less than
0.1%. Relative to its population, Malaysia's scholarly output is high, and currently getting more attention in the form
of downloads, as compared to citations.

Global distribution of citations
Malaysia's largest source of citations

any particular geographic region, with

is itself: 21% of its total received cita-

citations from Iran, Australia, Japan, Ger-

tions are references in Malaysia's papers.

many, France, Spain, and South Korea,

Other countries whose citations form a

making up around 2% to 3% each of Ma-

sizable share include prolific countries

laysia's total received citations.

such as China (10%), the US (8.3%), India (6.3%), and the UK (4.1%). Citations
to Malaysia's research is not limited to

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Malaysia

Collaboration patterns
International collaborations tend to have

about 12% less than the world average

higher impact than other collaboration

for all collaboration types. About 19% of

types; for Malaysia, however, this effect

Malaysia's scholarly output are collabora-

is less obvious: its internationally collabo-

tions across institutions in Malalysia, and

rated papers, which make up about 35%

they are cited about 16% less than the

of its total scholarly ouptut, are cited only

world average for all collaboration types.

about 16% more than the world average
for all collaboration types. Malaysia has
more institutional collaborations (44%)
than international ones; they are cited
distribution
of articles

single author
3.1%

national
18.8%

institutional
44.1%

international
34.9%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Malaysia's researchers are rather seden-

and this group represents almost 35%

tary: 53% have only published under a

of Malaysia's total researcher population.

Malaysian affiliation. Malaysia's research-

This means that short term assignments

er inflow is higher than its researcher

abroad are more likely than long term im-

outflow by 3%, indicating a slight overall

migration or emigration for Malaysia's re-

net inflow of researchers into Malaysia in

searchers, and it can be argued that such

the long term. However, aside from the

transitory mobility can facilitate exchang-

sedentary researchers, most research-

es of ideas across borders, which would

ers in Malaysia show transitory mobility

be beneficial to Malaysia.

Malaysia

Rest of the world

active researchers
25,375
outflow

4.5%

inflow

7.5%

transitory

35%

sedentary

53%
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Subject breakdown
Malaysia is most prolific in the Natural

are cited 19% more than the world aver-

Sciences, with around 40% of its output

age. Malaysia tends to publish a lesser

in this area, but these papers are cited

proportion of its output, than the world, in

about 11% less than the world average.

the Humanities and the Medical & Health

Around 32% of its output is in the area of

Sciences, its small volume of papers in

Engineering & Technology, which is 54%

the Humanities is cited 18% more than

more than the world, and these papers

world average.

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

papers

rai

fwci

1,781

1.05

0.75

11,774

1.54

1.19

799

0.83

1.18

4,555

0.53

0.81

e Natural Sciences

14,781

1.00

0.89

f Social Sciences

3,081

1.15

0.83

d Medical & Health Sciences

fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The top five Malaysian universities each

siti Teknologi Malaysia and University of

published between 2,700 and 3,800 pa-

Malaya, are also the most impactful pro-

pers in 2014. All of them showed positive

lific Malaysian institutions with an FWCI

growth in terms of 2010-2014 papers,

of 1.20 and 1.11, respectively, meaning

from 2.0% (Universiti Sains Malaysia) to

that they are cited on average 20% and

28.1% (Universiti Teknologi Malaysia).

11% more than the world.

The two most prolific institutions, Univer-

University of Malaya
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia
Universiti Sains Malaysia
fwci

Universiti Putra Malaysia
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Mexico

MEXICO
Mexico has strong connections to, and similarities with, other Latin American countries. Brazil and Argentina cite Mexico's research (and vice versa)
at relatively high rates, and all of the countries have a strong relative focus
in the Agricultural Sciences.
Mexico invests a comparatively low

ico stands out as Mexico's most prolific

amount of its GDP on R&D, and that is

research institution, producing more pub-

reflected in the country's aggregate re-

lications than the next four combined.

search performance. Its world share of
citations and highly cited articles is lower
than its world share of publications. The
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Mex-

Headline statistics
connections

Iberian-Latin American

Net inflow of
researchers

Spain, Brazil, and Argentina cite Mexico's

Mexico experiences a net inflow (+2.2%),

research at rates higher than expected.

which means that more researchers enter
the country than leave.

focus area

most prolific institution

Agricultural Sciences

Universidad Nacional
Autónoma de Mexico

Mexico has a strong relative focus in the

is Mexico's most prolific research institu-

Agricultural Sciences. It produces nearly

tion, producing more research than the

twice the global average in this subject

next 4 combined.

area, relative to its total research output.
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Overall country or region outlook
Mexico invests 0.43% of its GDP on gross
R&D expenditures (according to the most
recently available estimates in 2011).
This is relatively low given the country's
size, and that is reflected in its aggregate research performance. Although the
country comprises 1.71% of the world's
population, its research output accounts
for only 0.75% of all publications worldwide in 2014, 0.64% of all citations from
2010 to 2014, and 0.53% of all highly
cited articles from 2010 to 2014. Relative to its size, the country also exhibits
low patenting activity, accounting for
0.08% of the world's patents filed.

Global distribution of citations
15.9% of all citations to Mexico's research

American citation network, in that Spain

come from the US. After the US, Mexico

(4.3%), Brazil (2.9%), and Argentina

itself accounts for 11.8% or about one of

(1.0%) cite Mexico's research at higher

every eight citations to its own research.

rates than otherwise expected.

The rest of the top five countries closely
follow global base rates: China (7.1%), the
UK (4.7%), and Germany (4.5%). There is
evidence suggestive of an Iberian-Latin

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Mexico

Collaboration patterns
Nearly two-fifths of Mexico's research is

single-authored publications achieve an

the result of international collaboration.

even lower FWCI.

This is the only type of collaboration that
achieves an FWCI (1.37) above the world
average. National and institutional collaborations, which each comprise a little more than a quarter of all of Mexico's
publications, attain FWCI that are nearly
50% less than the world average, and

distribution
of articles

single author
7.1%

national
27.0%

institutional
26.4%

international
40.8%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
A slight majority (54.9%) of Mexico's active researcher base is mobile, having
published at least once with an affiliation outside of the country. The country
as a whole experiences a net inflow of
researchers (+2.2%), which means that
more researchers enter the country and
stay permanently than leave.

Mexico

Rest of the world

active researchers
35,746
outflow

5.6%

inflow

7.8%

transitory

41%

sedentary

45%
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Subject breakdown
Similar to other Latin American countries

areas, in which the country produces a

(such as Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,

substantial amount of research, Mexico

Cuba, and Peru), Mexico has a strong fo-

achieves the highest FWCI in the Medical

cus on research activity in the Agricultur-

& Health Sciences at 0.93, followed by

al Sciences. The country produces nearly

the Natural Sciences at 0.87.

twice the global average given the size
of its research output. Across all subject

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

2,192

1.91

0.80

b Engineering & Technology

3,963

0.77

0.84

473

0.73

0.60

5,147

0.88

0.93

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences

11,568

1.16

0.87

1,452

0.80

0.63

fwci
0.5

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Mexico's most prolific institution is the

achieves the highest FWCI at 1.15, or

Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Mex-

15% above the world average.

ico (UNAM), which produced more research publications in 2014 (4271) than
the next four most prolific institutions
combined. CINVESTAV-IPN, a non-governmental scientific research institute,

Univ. Nacional Autonoma de
Mexico (UNAM)
Instituto Politecnico Nacional
fwci

CINVESTAV-IPN
Univ. Autonoma Metropolitana
Instituto Mexicano del Seguro
Social

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Morocco

MOROCCO
Morocco has a small but growing research base, buoyed by institutions
such as the Université Mohammed Premier Oujda, which grew 24.8% per
year over the past half-decade.
The majority of Morocco's active re-

ver, based on citation networks, Morocco

searcher base is transitory (researchers

has strong connections to France and

who spend two years or less inside the

other North African countries.

country or abroad). The country experiences a net inflow of researchers, which
suggests that it is an attractive destination for international researchers. Moreo-

Headline statistics
connections

Francophone

High research impact
associated with international collaboration

8.0% of all citations to Morocco's re-

FWCI of 1.11 for international collabora-

search come from France, while 1.3%

tions.

and 1.1% come from Tunisia and Algeria,
respectively.

Net inflow of
researchers

most prolific institution

Morocco experiences a net inflow (+3.7%)

is Morocco's top research institution, and

which means that more researchers enter

it grew 24.8% per year over the past half-

the country than leave.

decade.

Université Mohammed
Premier Oujda
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Overall country or region outlook
Compared to other African countries, Morocco invests a comparatively high level
of its GDP in gross R&D expenditures
(0.73% according to the most recently
available estimates in 2010). The country
comprises 0.46% of the world's population, and its research output accounts for
0.16% of the world's publications, 0.09%
of the world's citations, and 0.09% of the
world's most highly cited articles. There is
little patenting activity.

Global distribution of citations
Nearly one out of every ten citations to

noticeable citation network, featuring the

Morocco's research comes from Morocco

Maghreb (Tunisia at 1.3% and Algeria at

itself. Given their linguistic and colonial

1.1%) and other Muslim countries in gen-

history, it is unsurprising that the coun-

eral (Iran and Turkey at 1.8% each).

try that cites Morocco the second most
frequently is France, comprising 8.0%
of all citations to Morocco. Relative to
global citation base rates, Morocco has a

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Morocco

Collaboration patterns
Similar to most countries, especially those
with smaller levels of research outputs,
international collaborations comprised
the largest proportion of Morocco's total research output at 43.2%. Such collaborations achieved an FWCI of 1.11, or
11% above the world average. No other
collaboration type for Morocco achieved
an FWCI above 0.39, or 61% below the
world average.
distribution
of articles

institutional
34.6%

single author
3.6%

national
19.9%

international
43.2%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
More than 50% of Morocco's active re-

also experiences a moderate net inflow of

searcher base is transitory, which means

researchers (+3.7%), which means that

their publication histories indicate that

more researchers enter and stay in the

they have spent two years or less in Mo-

country permanently than leave.

roccan institutions, or at institutions outside of Morocco. Such researchers produce highly impactful research, achieving
an FWCI of 3.09, or more than three times
the world average. As a whole, the country

Morocco

Rest of the world

active researchers
7,387
outflow

2.7%

inflow

6.4%

transitory

51%

sedentary

40%
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Subject breakdown
With the exception of the Humanities and

search in that area is 0.79, or 21% below

the Social Sciences, the distribution of

the world average.

Morocco's research output across subject areas closely tracks the global distribution. The highest percentage of the
country's research is concentrated in the
Natural Sciences, and the FWCI of its re-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

202

0.79

1.02

1,189

1.04

0.69

41

0.28

0.70

d Medical & Health Sciences

1,122

0.87

0.49

e Natural Sciences

2,536

1.15

0.79

178

0.45

0.64

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Due to their low relative levels of output,

high CAGR in publication output (24.8%),

several of Morocco's most prolific re-

the Université Mohammed Premier Oujda

search institutions grew at very high rates

also achieved a high FWCI (1.59), or 59%

over the past five years. The Université

above the world average.

Mohammed V (Agdal) produced 821 publications in 2014, the highest among all of
Morocco's institutions. In addition to its

Universite Mohammed V - Agdal
Universite Hassan II
Universite Cadi Ayyad
fwci

Universite Mohammed Premier
Oujda
Universite Sidi Mohamed Ben
Abdellah

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Netherlands

NETHERLANDS
While the Netherlands publishes a small share of the world's research output, it shows a clear contribution to excellence in research, and its international collaboration is highly impactful.
A typical pattern for smaller countries is

relatively active in the Medical & Health

a high degree of international collabora-

Sciences, resulting in the highest FWCI

tion and mobility. The Netherlands forms

amongst disciplines.

no exception to that rule. The most prolific university is Utrecht University, but
the two universities based in Amsterdam
show faster growth. The Netherlands is

Headline statistics

3.2%

of most
highly cited
publications

FWCI >2

international collaboration

The Netherlands shows a clear contribu-

meaning that citation impact is twice as

tion to the world's excellence in research.

high as the world average.

strong area

Internationally mobile

Medical & Health
with higher activity than expected based

More than 64% of the Netherlands' active

on the world average, and the highest

researcher population is internationally

FWCI among disciplines.

mobile .
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Overall country or region outlook
The Netherlands, with only 0.2% of the
global population, produces 2.1% of the
world's scientific output, and receives
4.2% of the world's citations. The Netherlands contributes 3.2% of the world's
most highly cited content. The level of
downloads received is slightly higher, but
patents filed or granted are much lower
than that, at around 1%.
These are indications that even though
the total volume of research from the
Netherlands is low, it can be seen as being of relatively high quality and, in some
cases, even excellence.

Global distribution of citations
For research originating from the Nether-

nation substantially, accounting for 10%

lands, the US is responsible for the larg-

of incoming citations. The UK and Germa-

est part of the citations received (19%).

ny are the next most frequent sources of

The pattern is even more skewed for

citations (both with a little over 7%), fol-

other countries, in the sense that the dif-

lowed by China (6%).

ference between the US and the second
nation on the list is relatively large. The
Netherlands does cite work from its own

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Netherlands

Collaboration patterns
The Netherlands publishes the majority of
its research with an international co-author, which is often the case for relatively
small countries. In addition, the Netherlands benefits greatly from its international collaboration, with an FWCI of over
two. Institutional and national collaborations yield extremely similar results, both
in volume and in FWCI, which is around
30% above the world average.
distribution
of articles

single author
6.8%

institutional
21.0%

national
16.8%

international
57.2%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Similar to other European nations, such

(9.6%) is slightly larger than the inflow

as France or the UK, the Netherlands' re-

(8.3%).

searcher population has a relatively high
level of mobility. Only 35.4% of all active
researchers are sedentary, showing no
international movement through their affiliations. The most common type of mobility is transitory, indicating short stays
abroad. The outflow of active researchers

Netherlands

Rest of the world

active researchers
94,895
outflow

9.6%

inflow

8.3%

transitory

47%

sedentary

35%
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Subject breakdown
The Medical & Health Sciences, the Social

disciplines. The relative activity in Engi-

Sciences, and the Humanities are clear

neering & Technology is remarkably low,

areas of focus for the Netherlands, with

at more than 40% lower than expected

a higher activity than expected based on

based on world activity in that discipline.

the world average. Especially the Medical & Health Sciences can be seen as a
strength, with the highest FWCI among

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

3,619

1.12

1.70

b Engineering & Technology

8,038

0.55

1.67

c Humanities

2,178

1.20

1.75

d Medical & Health Sciences

22,725

1.38

1.87

e Natural Sciences

26,011

0.93

1.72

7,437

1.47

1.73

f Social Sciences
fwci
1.5

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Among the most prolific institutions in

in the Netherlands (with more than 5,600

the Netherlands are its two universities

publications in 2014), while showing the

in Amsterdam (Vrije Universiteit with

slowest growth out of the top five institu-

more than 4,500 publications in 2014,

tions.

and University of Amsterdam with more
5,500 publications in 2014). Utrecht
University is the most prolific institution

Utrecht University
University of Amsterdam
Vrije Universiteit
fwci

University of Groningen
Radboud University Nijmegen

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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New Zealand

NEW ZEALAND
Similar to other small advanced research nations, New Zealand has an outsized research footprint. Its world share of citations and highly cited articles outpace its world share of publications.
New Zealand researchers are very out-

least once with an affiliation outside of

ward-looking and globally connected.

the country.

More than half of all New Zealand's publications involve an international collaborator, and more than three-quarters of New
Zealand's researchers have published at

Headline statistics
Relatively large
research footprint

High returns on international collaboration

New Zealand has a relatively large re-

Such collaborations (55.3% of the coun-

search footprint. 0.51% of the world's

try's total output) achieve an FWCI of

publications garner 0.73% of the world's

1.80, or 80% above the world average.

citations.

focus area

most prolific institutions

Agricultural Sciences

Universities of
Auckland and Otago

New Zealand publishes more than twice

are New Zealand’s most prolific research

as much as the world average in this sub-

institutions (3,169 and 2,047 publica-

ject area.

tions, respectively, in 2014).
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Overall country or region outlook
New Zealand is a small country with an outsized research footprint, investing 1.27%
of its GDP on gross R&D expenditures (estimates 2011). Although the country accounts for only 0.06% of the world's population, it produces 0.51% of the world's
publications and garners 0.73% of the
world's citations. Moreover, 0.59% of all
highly cited articles in the world are from
New Zealand (more than one out of every
five articles from New Zealand). Proportionate to its size, the country also has a
high level of patenting activity, accounting
for 0.13% and 0.09% of patents filed and
granted in the world.

Global distribution of citations
The top three countries that cite New

China completes the top five, accounting

Zealand's research are the US (18.2%),

for 5.6% of all citations to New Zealand's

New Zealand itself (9.0%), and the UK

research.

(8.2%). Given their geographic proximity,
and British colonial heritage, it is unsurprising that Australia accounts for 6.5%
of all citations to New Zealand's research.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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New Zealand

Collaboration patterns
More than half of New Zealand's publi-

only single-authored publications get an

cations are international collaborations,

FWCI below the world average, at 0.81.

achieving an FWCI of 1.80, or 80% above
the world average. Institutional collaborations are the next most frequent type of
collaboration for New Zealand, but such
collaborations attain an FWCI of 1.06, or
only 6% above the world average. Among
all the different types of publications,

distribution
of articles

single author
10.8%

national
12.5%

institutional
23.0%

international
55.3%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Similar to other small advanced research

a New Zealand institution, or at an insti-

nations, New Zealand has a highly mobile

tution outside of New Zealand, in succes-

research base. More than three-quarters

sion.

of New Zealand researchers have published at least once with an affiliation
outside of the country, and half are categorized as transitory. This means that,
based on their publication histories, they
have spent less than two years either at

New Zealand

Rest of the world

active researchers
21,585
outflow

13%

inflow

13%

transitory

50%

sedentary

24%
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Subject breakdown
Given the importance of pastoral farm-

levels of activity in Engineering & Tech-

ing to the country's economy, it is not

nology (54% below the world average).

surprising that New Zealand has a strong

The relative citation impact of the coun-

research focus in the Agricultural Scienc-

try's research exceeds the world average

es. The country also has relatively higher

in all subject areas and is highest in the

levels of activity in the Social Sciences

Humanities (1.67).

(66% above the world average) and lower

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,771

2.25

1.30

b Engineering & Technology

1,647

0.46

1.25

558

1.25

1.67

4,453

1.11

1.52

e Natural Sciences

6,427

0.94

1.38

f Social Sciences

2,053

1.66

1.20

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences

fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The University of Auckland leads all New

tions' research achieves similarly high lev-

Zealand institutions in terms of research

els of FWCI (1.65 and 1.64, respectively).

output (3,169 publications in 2014) and
growth (4.1% 2010-2014 annually). The
next closest institution, on either metric,
is the University of Otago (2,047 publications in 2014, 2.4% CAGR). Both institu-

University of Auckland
University of Otago
Massey University
fwci

University of Canterbury
Victoria University of Wellington

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Nigeria

NIGERIA
Despite the country's size and growing economic clout, Nigeria's research
footprint is quite small. The country accounts for only 0.22% of the world's
total publications, and even smaller shares of all citations and highly cited
articles worldwide.
Nigeria's research base is quite insular.

collaboration rate and a highly sedentary

Similar to other countries with growing

active researcher population.

economies, developing research infrastructures, and (relatively) large populations (such as India, Brazil, Russia, and
Turkey), Nigeria has a low international

Headline statistics
connections

India

Low relative international
collaboration rate

After the US and Nigeria itself, India ac-

Only 34.0% of all Nigerian papers are co-

counts for the 3rd largest (7.1%) source of

authored with an international collabora-

citations to Nigeria's research.

tor.

focus area

Agricultural Sciences

Highly sedentary
research base

Nigeria has a strong relative focus in the

56.1% of the country's researchers have

Agricultural Sciences. It produces more

not published abroad.

than twice as many articles in this subject
area.
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Overall country or region outlook
Nigeria is the most populous country in
Africa (and seventh most populous in the
world), but its research footprint is quite
small. Although the country accounts for
2.38% of the world's population, it accounts for only 0.22% of the world's total
publications. The country has plenty of
room to improve along measures of research usage and citation impact.
Downloads of and citations to Nigeria's
research comprise 0.13% and 0.11%
of all measures worldwide, respectively.
There is very little patenting activity.

Global distribution of citations
Nearly one out of every six citations to

to global baselines, Nigeria also receives

Nigeria's research comes from Nigeria

higher than expected levels of citations

itself. After Nigeria, the US and India con-

from Muslim-majority countries, such

stitute the largest sources of citations

as Iran (2.0%), Malaysia (1.9%), Turkey

(11.7% and 7.1%, respectively). South

(1.4%) and Pakistan (1.3%).

Africa, the largest research-producing
country in Africa, accounts for 3.2% of
all citations to Nigeria's research. Relative

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Nigeria

Collaboration patterns
Relative to many other countries in Africa,
Nigeria has a low international collaboration rate. Such publications comprise only
34.0% of the country's total publications,
though they achieve an FWCI of 1.11, or
11% above the world average. No other
type of collaboration for Nigeria achieves
an FWCI above 0.31.

distribution
of articles

single author
11.1%

institutional
30.3%

national
25.4%

international
34.0%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Consistent with the country's relatively

oping research infrastructures, and (rela-

low international collaboration rate, Nige-

tively) large populations (such as India,

ria's active researcher base tends to not

Brazil, Russia, and Turkey).

publish abroad. 56.1% of all the country's
researchers have only published under affiliations with Nigerian institutions. This is
quite high compared to many other African countries, though it is similar to those
countries with growing economies, devel-

Nigeria

Rest of the world

active researchers
8,256
outflow

4.3%

inflow

4.9%

transitory

35%

sedentary

56%
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Subject breakdown
Nigeria has a strong research focus in the

comparatively the highest in the Medical

Agricultural Sciences. Nigeria produces

& Health Sciences (0.58).

more than twice as many articles in that
area than expected, relative to the world
average (751 articles in 2014). The FWCI
of the country's research is well below the
world average in all subject areas, but it is

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

751

2.24

0.40

b Engineering & Technology

923

0.61

0.50

c Humanities

313

1.65

0.39

d Medical & Health Sciences

2,064

1.21

0.58

e Natural Sciences

2,299

0.79

0.47

815

1.55

0.42

f Social Sciences
fwci
0

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Mirroring the low overall research out-

one of the five institutions (the Univer-

put and FWCI of the country, Nigeria's

sity of Nigeria at 2.3%) had non-negative

five most prolific institutions produced

growth rates in research output.

between 200 and 600 publications per
year in 2014, and achieved FWCI between 0.40 and 0.56 (or between 44%
and 60% below the world average). Only

University of Ibadan
University of Nigeria
Obafemi Awolowo University
fwci

University of Lagos
Ahmadu Bello University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Norway

NORWAY
Norway's publications are highly impactful, measured by their citation impact. This applies to all subject areas. In recent years, on average, the FWCI
of Norway's publications is about 60% higher than the world average.
Norway's research is highly international,

searchers never publishing with a foreign

with more than half of the publications

affiliation.

from

international

collaboration.

The

country has a close link with the research
communities

in

Northern

European

countries. Its researchers are, however,
less mobile with 39.0% of the active re-

Headline statistics
High citation impact

High international
collaboration

The FWCI of Norway's publications is

More than half of Norway's publications

around 1.60, or 60% higher than the

are co-authored with a researcher from

world average.

outside of the country.

Activities in the
Social Sciences

Co-existence of
mobility types

Norway has a high level of research ac-

There co-exists a group of sedentary re-

tivity in the Social Sciences (48% higher

searchers and a group of researchers in

than the world average).

the transitory category.

world of research 

Overall country or region outlook
Norway produces around 15,000 publications per year. These publications have
a high citation impact: with only 0.7% of
the world's publications, Norway receives
1.1% of the citations worldwide and contributes to 1.0% of the world's highly cited publications. Norway's FWCI is around
1.60 in recent years, or 60% higher than
the world average.

Global distribution of citations
The top citing countries of Norway's publications are the US (16.5%), Norway itself (9.1%), and the UK (7.5%). The Northern European countries, such as Sweden,
Denmark, and Finland, are all among the
top citing countries of Norway, implying
close linkage between Norway and these
countries.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Norway

Collaboration patterns
Norway's research is highly international:
around 56.6% of the country's publications result from international collaboration. National and institutional collaboration each contribute to around a fifth of
the country's publications. As most of the
other countries, international collaboration leads to publications with the highest
FWCI for Norway (1.95, or almost twice
the world average).
distribution
of articles

single author
10.1%

institutional
17.5%

national
17.5%

international
56.6%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
As a country with a high share of internationally collaborated publications, Norway has a high percentage of sedentary
researchers (39.0%). They co-exist with a
group of researchers in the transitory category, which consists of around 46.1% of
Norway's active researchers. Norway has
a slightly higher share of inflow researchers than outflow researchers.

Norway

Rest of the world

active researchers
27,212
outflow

5.7%

inflow

9.2%

transitory

46%

sedentary

39%
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Subject breakdown
Norway has a high FWCI in all six subject
areas. The publications in the Medical &
Health Sciences have the highest FWCI
among the six subject areas (1.76). Norway shows a relatively high level of activity in the Social Sciences and the Agricultural Sciences, and a relatively low level of
activity in Engineering & Technology.
subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,631

1.48

1.46

b Engineering & Technology

3,049

0.62

1.37

733

1.18

1.73

d Medical & Health Sciences

6,002

1.07

1.76

e Natural Sciences

9,693

1.01

1.49

f Social Sciences

2,554

1.48

1.42

c Humanities

fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Norway's top five most prolific institu-

ogy. They each produce more than 3,000

tions all have an FWCI much higher than

publications per year.

the world average of 1.0, in line with the
high citation impact of Norway's general
publications. Norway's largest institutions are University of Oslo and Norwegian University of Science and Technol-

University of Oslo
Norwegian University of Science
and Technology
fwci

University of Bergen
University of Tromso
Norwegian Institute of
Technology

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Pakistan

PAKISTAN
Pakistan has a small but sizable research population. Almost 40% of them
show transitory mobility, and are likely researchers who favour short-term
assignments.
up

short-term assignments over long-term

44% of Pakistan's total scholarly output,

or permanent transfers. Although Pa-

and these papers are cited 29% more

kistan publishes, proportionally, 102%

than the world average for all collabora-

more papers than the world does in the

tion types. 40% of Pakistan's research

Agricultural Sciences, it is in the area of

population show transitory mobility and

Engineering & Technology that its papers

these are likely researchers who favour

are most impactful.

International

collaborations

make

Headline statistics

29%

more than the world
average for all
collaboration types

40%

of researchers
show transitory
mobility

Cited 29% more than the world average

These reseachers who favour short-term

for all collaboration types. Pakistan's in-

assignments can facilitate the cross bor-

ternational collaboration accounts for

der exchange of ideas and research col-

44% of its output, and are highly impact-

laboration.

ful.

RAI 2.02 in the
Agricultural Sciences

most prolific institution

Pakistan has a relative activity index of

Quaid-i-Azam University is the most pro-

2.02 in the area of the Agricultural Sci-

lific institution of Pakistan, with an FWCI

ences. This means that, proportionally,

of 1.39. This means that this university's

Pakistan publishes 102% more than the

papers are cited 39% more than the

world does in this area.

world average.

Quaid-i-Azam University
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Overall country or region outlook
Pakistan has 2.5% of the world's population, but publishes only 0.5% of the
world's output. The papers published by
Pakistan include 0.3% of the world's top
10% cited papers. Pakistan receives
0.3% of the world's citations and a slightly higher proportion of the world's downloads at 0.4%.
Patent applications do not appear to be of
strong importance, it holds only 0.01% of
the world's patents filed and, in turn, almost 0% of the world's patents granted.

Global distribution of citations
Citations to Pakistan's research come

dia (6.5%). Countries such as the UK,

mostly from its own papers (17%); this is

Iran, Germany, Saudi Arabia, Italy, Tur-

expected as researchers tend to be more

key, France, and Malaysia also each form

aware of their own country's papers, and

between 2% and 4% of the citations re-

cite them preferentially. The remaining

ceived by Pakistan.

citations received by Pakistan's research
comes mainly from prolific countries such
as the US (9.4%), China (8.2%), and In-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Pakistan

Collaboration patterns
44% of Pakistan's research is through

likely to be of single-authorship; for those

international collaborations, and they ac-

that are not internationally collaborated,

crue 29% more citations than the world

the remaining papers are almost equally

average. The remaining collaboration

likely to be collaborations within the same

types are all cited about 46-50% less

institution, or across institutions in Paki-

than the world average for all collabora-

stan.

tion types, showing a clear example of internationally collaborated papers tending
to be more impactful than other collaboration types. Papers in Pakistan are least
distribution
of articles

institutional
29.4%

national
24.1%

single author
3.8%

international
44.0%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
About 42% of Pakistan's research popu-

the same population who are researchers

lation tend to be sedentary researchers

showing transitory mobility, publishing

who have only published under Paki-

from institutions across borders for short

stani institutions. As a whole, Pakistan's

time periods.

researcher inflow is higher than its researcher outflow by about 2.7%, indicating a net inflow of researchers in the long
term. However, this is a small proportion
of researchers compared to the 40% of

Pakistan

Rest of the world

active researchers
14,973
outflow

7.7%

inflow

10%

transitory

40%

sedentary

42%
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Subject breakdown
Pakistan is most prolific in the Natural

than the world does in this area; these pa-

Sciences: it publishes about 44% of its

pers are, however, cited about 31% less

output in this area and these papers are

than the world average. Pakistan's papers

cited about 12% less than the world av-

in Engineering & Technology make up

erage. In the Agricultural Sciences, Paki-

around 16% of its scholarly output, and

stan is comparatively much more prolific

are cited almost on a par with the world

than the world, publishing 102% more

average.

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,400

2.02

0.69

b Engineering & Technology

2,371

0.76

0.95

107

0.27

0.75

d Medical & Health Sciences

3,602

1.02

0.70

e Natural Sciences

6,441

1.07

0.88

737

0.68

0.83

c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

1.0

Most prolific institutions
Pakistan's top five most prolific institu-

growth of 28%, based on 2010-2014

tions published between 620 (Univer-

papers. Quaid-i-Azam University has

sity of Agriculture) and 1,000 papers

the highest FWCI of 1.39, meaning that

(COMSATS Institute of Information Tech-

its papers are cited 39% more than the

nology) in 2014. COMSATS Institute of

world average.

Information Technology is also the fastest
growing institution with an average yearly

COMSATS Institute of
Information Technology
Quaid-I-Azam University
fwci

National University of Sciences
and Technology Pakistan
University of the Punjab
University of Agriculture

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Peru

PERU
Similar to other Latin American countries, Peru has a strong relative focus
on the Agricultural Sciences.
Given the country's small research foot-

Peru's active researcher base has pub-

print, it is unsurprising that Peru has very

lished at least once with an affiliation out-

high levels of international collaboration

side of the country.

and mobility. Nearly three-quarters of all
of Peru's research are international collaborations, and more than four-fifths of

Headline statistics
connections

Latin America

High levels of international collaboration

Higher than expected levels of citations to

Nearly 3/4 of Peru's research is co-au-

Peru's research from other Latin Ameri-

thored with an international collaborator.

can countries.

focus area

Agricultural Sciences

Highly mobile
research base

Peru has a strong relative focus on the Ag-

More than 4/5 of Peru's active research-

ricultural Sciences. It produces more than

ers have published at least once with an

3 times the world average in this subject

affiliation outside of the country.

area, relative to its total research output.
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Overall country or region outlook
Peruvian researchers produced more than
1,300 publications in 2014, which account for 0.06% of all publications worldwide. As reference, Peru accounts 0.42%
of the world's population. Although Peru
does not produce a lot of research, the
country's performance along measures
of research usage and citation impact
matches its output levels. Citations to,
and downloads of, Peru's research comprise 0.08% and 0.06% of all citations
and downloads worldwide, respectively.
A little less than one out of every five articles from Peru are highly cited. There is
very little patenting activity.

Global distribution of citations
Nearly one of every five citations to Pe-

Chile (1.2%), and Colombia (1.2%) do

ru's research come from the US, consist-

not comprise a high absolute percentage

ent with global trends in citations. After

of Peru's total citations, they represent

the US, the countries that cite Peru's

higher than expected levels, given those

research most frequently are the UK

countries' global citation baselines.

(6.4%), Peru itself (5.5%), Brazil (4.8%),
and France (4.0%). Although citations
from Mexico (1.7%), Argentina (1.5%),

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Peru

Collaboration patterns
Similar to other countries with low levels
of research output, the bulk of Peru's publications are co-authored with international collaborators (72.6%). These publications achieve an FWCI of 1.85, or 85%
above the world average. In contrast,
no other type of collaboration achieves
an FWCI above 0.45, or 55% below the
world average.

distribution
of articles

single author
9.4%

national
9.0%

institutional
10.7%

international
72.6%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Peru has a highly mobile researcher base.
More than three out of every five researchers are categorized as transitory
(which means they have spent two years
or less at either a Peruvian institution or
an institution outside of Peru). On the other hand, less than a fifth of Peru's active
researcher base has only published under
affiliations in Peru.

Peru

Rest of the world

active researchers
2,243
outflow

8.8%

inflow

9.6%

transitory

62%

sedentary

19%
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Subject breakdown
Similar to other Latin American coun-

country also produces relatively more re-

tries (such as Argentina, Brazil, Colom-

search in the Medical & Health Sciences

bia, Cuba, and Mexico), Peru has a strong

than expected. Moreover, across all sub-

focus of research activity in the Agricul-

ject areas, Peru's research in the Medical

tural Sciences. The country produces

& Health Sciences attains the highest

more than three times the global average,

FWCI at 1.72.

given the size of its research output. The

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

304

3.25

0.92

b Engineering & Technology

130

0.31

0.75

39

0.74

1.31

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences

622

1.31

1.72

e Natural Sciences

674

0.83

1.30

f Social Sciences

153

1.04

1.02

fwci
0.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

2.0

Most prolific institutions
The Universidad Peruana Cayetano Here-

CAGR). Both institutions have achieved

dia is Peru's most prolific institution, pro-

an FWCI of over 1.40 from 2010 to

ducing 242 publications in 2014. Among

2014, which is more than 40% above the

Peru's most research-intensive institu-

world average.

tions, the Pontificia Universidad Católica
del Perú has grown its research output
the fastest from 2010 to 2014 (12.7%

Univ. Peruana Cayetano Heredia
Univ. Nacional Mayor de
San Marcos
fwci

Pontificia Univ. Catolica del Peru
Instituto Nacional de Salud Lima
Centro Internacional de la Papa

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Philippines

PHILIPPINES
The Philippines has a relatively small researcher population, more than half
of which is transitory. This may contribute partially to the high proportion
of papers from the Philippines that are internationally collaborated and impactful.
The Philippines publishes less than 0.1%

to its research. Top institutions have dif-

of the world's scholarly output. On the one

ferent strengths: the International Rice

hand, citations to the country's research

Research Institute has the highest FWCI,

are unexpectedly low from the Philippines

University of the Philippines is the most

itself (only 5.6%); on the other hand, the

prolific, and De La Salle University – Ma-

USA, China, the UK, and Australia each

nila has the highest publication growth.

account for a sizable amount of citations

Headline statistics

60%

60%

international collaborations

transitory researchers

More than half of the Philippines' total

More than half of the Philippines' re-

scholarly output is through international

searcher population are in the transitory

collaborations with an FWCI of 1.76.

group and publish with overseas affiliations on a short-term basis.

strong area

strong area

Medical & Health

Agricultural Sciences

Papers in this area have the highest im-

In the Agricultural Sciences, the Phil-

pact and are cited 72% more than the

ippines is proportionally more prolific

world average.

(185%) and more impactful than the
world average.
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Overall country or region outlook
The Philippines publishes less than 0.1%
of the world's total scholarly output: it
published about 0.07% of the world's total scholarly output and of the world's top
10% cited papers. It receives a similar
0.08% of the world's citations and downloads. Patenting does not appear to be a
highly prioritised process.

Global distribution of citations
Compared to other countries, citations

this case, the US (16%), China (9.1%), the

to the Philippines' research are much

UK (5.8%), and Australia (4.9%) account

less skewed towards citations from its

for sizable amounts of the Philippines' re-

own country's papers; only 5.6% of its

ceived citations.

citations come from itself. This is quite
a unique situation as most countries' researchers tend to be more aware of, and
cite, their own country's papers more. In

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Philippines

Collaboration patterns
up

authorship – are less impactful, and are

60% of the Philippines' total scholarly

cited about 53-61% less than the world

output. Internationally collaborated pa-

average. This reflects the importance of

pers tend to have higher impact than

maintaining strong research partnerships

other collaboration types, and the Philip-

with overseas collaborators. As for the

pines is no exception: these papers are

Philippines, this results in the production

cited about 76% more than the world

of impactful scholarly output.

International

collaborations

make

average for all collaboration types. The
Philippines' output of other collaboration
types – institutional, national, and single
distribution
of articles

national
9.4%

single author
12.2%

institutional
20.5%

international
59.6%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
The Philippines has a small researcher

pines' researcher population is sedentary,

population with about 2,500 active re-

having only published under a Filipino in-

searchers. The majority of the Philippines'

stitution. The Philippines' researcher in-

researchers show transitory mobility:

flow is slightly higher than its researcher

60% of them published with overseas af-

outflow, and this results in a net inflow of

filiations on a short term basis. This sup-

researchers (1.1%) in the long term.

ports the high proportion of international
collaborations we see in the Philippines'
scholarly output. Only 22% of the Philip-

Philippines

Rest of the world

active researchers
2,470
outflow

8.7%

inflow

9.8%

transitory

60%

sedentary

22%
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Subject breakdown
The Philippines is most impactful in the

(185% more), and its papers in this area

Medical & Health Sciences; it publishes a

are cited about 11% more than the world

fifth of its output in this area, and these

average. Comparatively, the Philippines

papers are cited 72% more than the world

also publishes 75% more papers than the

average. However, it is in the Agricultural

world in the Social Sciences, but is less

Sciences that the Philippines is compara-

impactful in this area.

tively most prolific compared to the world

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

315

2.85

1.11

b Engineering & Technology

246

0.49

0.92

82

1.31

1.00

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences

477

0.85

1.72

e Natural Sciences

959

1.00

1.05

f Social Sciences

304

1.75

0.84

fwci
0.5

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The Philippines' top institutions, based on

of 2010-2014 papers, from 3.5% (Uni-

papers published in 2014, are University

versity of the Philippines) to 21% (De La

of the Phlippines (200), De La Salle Uni-

Salle University – Manila) CAGR. The In-

versity – Manila (190), International Rice

ternational Rice Research Institute has

Research Institute (150), and Ateneo de

the highest FWCI at 1.62, meaning that

Manila University (80). All of them show

its papers are cited, on average, 62%

positive growth (from a low base) in terms

more than the world average.

University of the Philippines
De La Salle University-Manila
International Rice Research
fwci

Institute
Ateneo de Manila University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Poland

POLAND
Poland shows relatively little focus on international connections, although
when it does make use of these, the returns are promising.
Poland collaborates relatively little inter-

when international researchers come for

nationally, and Poland's researchers are

short stays in Poland.

highly sedentary. The largest source of
incoming citations for Polish research is
Polish researchers themselves. However,
the data shows great returns for when international collaboration does happen, or

Headline statistics
Institutional most
frequent type of
collaboration

Researcher base
highly sedentary

whereas onIy international collaboration

Transitory mobility from abroad has the

has a positive effect on Poland's FWCI.

most positive effect on FWCI.

Central role for
Natural Sciences

All prolific institutions
show above world
average FWCI

showing focus in relative activity, high

as well as, in some cases, impressive an-

absolute activity, and the highest FWCI

nual growth rates.

among disciplines.
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Overall country or region outlook
Poland published more than 35,000 publications in 2014. The resulting world
publication share of 1.53% is higher than
its citation share (1.22%), its share of
highly cited articles (1.17%), and slightly
higher than, but closer to, its download
share (1.28%).
Patenting activity is relatively infrequent,
with only 0.23% of the world's patents
filed and granted.

Global distribution of citations
For most countries, the largest propor-

nating from Polish publications. The US

tion of the citations that they receive

ranks second with 13%, and China ranks

come from the US, often followed closely

third with 7%.

by China, as these are the most prolific
countries. In the case of Poland, the primary source of citations is Poland itself,
with 15% of incoming citations origi-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Poland

Collaboration patterns
Poland produces relatively few publica-

above the world average, at 62% above

tions in collaboration with international

average. This suggests that increasing

partners: just 30.2%. In addition, Poland

the level of international collaboration

has the sixth largest percentage of sin-

could be fruitful in terms of citation im-

gle-author publications globally. Moreo-

pact.

ver, the most frequent collaboration type
is institutional rather than international.
International collaboration has a more
beneficial effect on Poland's FWCI: it is
the only collaboration type with an FWCI
distribution
of articles

single author
14.6%

national
20.5%

institutional
35.6%

international
30.2%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Poland's researcher base is highly sed-

twice the world average. This underlines

entary: 64% of its active researchers

the importance for Poland to continue to

show no signs of mobility. They have only

facilitate such connections with research-

published with an affiliation from within

ers from abroad. The percentage of re-

Poland. This group of researchers has an

searchers Poland attracts is higher than

average FWCI of 34% below the world

the percentage who leaves the country.

average. The researchers in the transitory group from abroad with short stays
in Poland have the highest FWCI at over

Poland

Rest of the world

active researchers
54,004
outflow

3.4%

inflow

5.0%

transitory

28%

sedentary

64%
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Subject breakdown
Poland is showing higher than average focus on the Agricultural Sciences and the
Natural Sciences. In absolute terms, the
lion's share of Poland's publications are in
the Natural Sciences, and the Natural Sciences also has the highest FWCI amongst
disciplines, at exactly the world average.

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

2,924

1.24

0.79

10,717

1.01

1.00

797

0.60

0.61

d Medical & Health Sciences

10,225

0.85

0.88

e Natural Sciences

23,816

1.16

0.98

1,901

0.51

0.72

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Poland's most prolific institution is the

Warsaw University of Technology. FWCI

Polish Academy of Sciences, with around

is around, or above, the world average for

2,500 publications in 2014. All prolific

all 5 most prolific institutions.

institutions show positive annual growth,
but these percentages are most impressive for AGH University of Science and
Technology, University of Warsaw, and

Polish Academy of Sciences
Jagiellonian University
University of Warsaw
fwci

AGH University of Science
and Technology
Warsaw University of
Technology

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Portugal

PORTUGAL
Portugal's scientific publications are downloaded relatively often, a sign of
emerging importance. One of its strengths clearly lies in the Natural Sciences, with high volume, high activity focus, and high citation impact.
International collaboration, as well as vis-

ternationalisation is not as prominent as

iting scholars, are critical to Portugal's

it could be, with a large group of seden-

FWCI. In addition to links to the usual

tary researchers and a large proportion of

large research nations, its citation net-

institutionally, or nationally, co-authored

work reveals close ties with countries in

publications.

close proximity (Spain) and with linguistic
similarities (Brazil). Still, this focus on in-

Headline statistics
Relatively high
download share

connections

Portugal's 0.81% of the world's publica-

Among countries that cite Portugal's re-

tions receive 1.24% of global downloads.

search, Spain and Brazil stand out, prob-

Spain & Brazil
ably due to physical proximity and linguistic similarity.

strong area

Natural Sciences

Importance of sedentary
non-Portugal researchers

with high absolute volume, high relative

This group of active researchers brings

focus, and high FWCI.

the highest FWCI to Portugal.
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Overall country or region outlook
While Portugal's population accounts for
0.15% globally, it produces 0.83% of the
world's scientific output. Portugal's publications receive 0.94% of the world's citations, and represent 0.94% of the world's
most highly cited articles. Most notably,
its publications are downloaded more
often than expected, based on the publication share: with 0.83% of the world's
publications, Portugal receives 1.24%
of the worlds downloads, which can be
interpreted as a sign of early interest in,
or emerging importance of, its research.
Portugal shows very little patenting activity.

Global distribution of citations
11% of all citations towards Portugal's

with 3%. As a reference, Brazil is the

research come from Portugal itself, a per-

thirteenth largest source of citations for

centage that is only surpassed by the US

Spain, providing only 2% of all incoming

(13%), and followed by another prolific re-

citations.

search nation, China (8%). In fourth place
is Spain, Portugal's closest neighbour
(6%). Brazil, a country with which Portugal has a common language, ranks ninth

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Portugal

Collaboration patterns
Just under half of all research from Portugal is published with an international
co-author. This is the only collaboration
type resulting in an FWCI that is above
the world average, at 60%. National and
institutional collaboration combined are
just as frequent, but much less impactful,
at just below the world average.

distribution
of articles

single author
5.4%

national
22.6%

institutional
24.1%

international
49.5%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Portugal's researcher population most

Their FWCI, as can generally be observed

frequently shows a type of mobility that

for most countries, is much lower, at only

we refer to as transitory: short stays

11% above the world average. More re-

abroad of less than two years. In particu-

searchers come into Portugal than leave

lar, researchers from abroad with a short

(+2.7%).

stay in Portugal have a positive effect on
FWCI (over twice the world average). Almost as large is the group of sedentary
researchers, who do not show mobility.

Portugal

Rest of the world

active researchers
30,020
outflow

6.1%

inflow

8.8%

transitory

43%

sedentary

42%
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Subject breakdown
Portugal shows the highest relative focus

with the highest volume, in terms of out-

of activity in the Agricultural Sciences,

put: it only had 1,672 publications in

at 31% above what would be expected

2014. In absolute terms, the most prolific

based on the world average. In addition,

subject area for Portugal is the Natural

this is an area in which Portugal is quite

Sciences (12,843 publications), where

impactful, at 34% above the world aver-

activity is also relatively high, as well as

age. It is not, however, the subject area

its FWCI.

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,672

1.31

1.34

b Engineering & Technology

5,247

0.91

1.41

485

0.67

1.13

c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences

5,797

0.89

1.22

12,843

1.16

1.30

2,258

1.12

1.01

fwci
1.0

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Universidade de Lisboa and Universidade

nico Lisboa's FWCI is the highest, at 44%

do Porto are the two most prolific univer-

above the world average.

sities in Portugal. Universidade de Lisboa
is also showing the fastest annual growth
out of all five most prolific institutions, at
an impressive level of 20.4%. In terms
of highest FWCI, Instituto Superior Téc-

Universidade do Porto
Universidade de Lisboa
University of Coimbra
fwci

University of Aveiro
Instituto Superior Tecnico Lisboa

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Qatar

QATAR
Despite small world shares of research indicators, Qatar's research is highly impactful. Qatar seems to be an attractive destination for researchers,
with more than twice the proportion of inflow as outflow of researchers.
A large proportion of Qatar's researchers

Qatar's research, which is especially well

also show transitory mobility patterns,

cited in Engineering & Technology.

and this high mobility is combined with a
high propensity to collaborate internationally; both of these factors may, to some
extent, explain the overall high impact of

Headline statistics
world scholarly
0.1% of
output

Highly collaborative and
impactful research

but slightly lower share of highly-cited

80% internationally collaborated papers

output.

cited nearly 50% more than the world average across collaboration types.

Highly impactful in
most fields

64%

Qatar's research is cited more than the

and 11% sedentary researchers, with

world average in all fields, except for the

a net researcher gain (+10 percentage

Social Sciences.

points) in the long term.

researchers with
transitory mobility
patterns
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Overall country or region outlook
Although Qatar holds only 0.03% of the
world's population, it publishes 0.10%
of the world's scholarly output, with
downloads accounting for 0.12% of the
world's total. Qatar publishes 0.09% of
the world's top cited papers, and receives
0.05% of the world's citations.
It files very few patents, and only a small
proportion of these are granted, so that
Qatar's world share of these two indicators is nearly null.

Global distribution of citations
As expected, most of Qatar's citations

status as a British protectorate. The rest

come from prolific countries like the US

of Qatar's citations are fairly equally dis-

and China, each representing over 10%

tributed worldwide, with a slightly higher

of Qatar's incoming citations. The next

share for Germany.

largest shares of Qatar's citations come
from itself, and from the UK; it is possible that the two countries have retained
a close relationship due to Qatar's formal

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Qatar

Collaboration patterns
Over 80% of Qatar's output is the result

nationally-collaborated papers may be

of international collaboration and these

a reflection of Qatar's small size and re-

papers are cited nearly 50% more than

search concentration in a few institutes.

the world average, across collaboration

Single-authored papers represent 6.5%

types. Nationally and institutionally col-

of Qatar's total scholarly output, and are

laborated papers reach between 70%

cited about 40% less than the above-

and 80% of the impact of this same

mentioned world average.

world average, and account for 2.7%
and 15.2% of Qatar's scholarly output
respectively. This low percentage of
distribution
of articles

single author
6.5%

institutional
15.2%

national
2.7%

international
80.4%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Nearly two-thirds of Qatar's researchers

researcher outflow of 7%, representing

show transitory mobility patterns, having

a net gain of over 10 percentage points.

published papers under Qatari and nonQatari affiliations in quick succession
since 1996. Less than 11% of Qatar's
researchers are sedentary, and Qatar
appears to be an attractive destination
for researchers, with a researcher inflow
proportion of nearly 18% compared to a

Qatar

Rest of the world

active researchers
1,728
outflow

7.0%

inflow

18%

transitory

64%

sedentary

11%
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Subject breakdown
Qatar's research is highly impactful; its

in the latter, it publishes few papers but

citation impact for different fields is sig-

reaches its highest impact of 55% above

nificantly above the world average for all

the world average.

fields (29-55% higher) except in the Social Sciences (18% lower). It publishes
lower proportions of its output in the Agricultural Sciences and the Humanities;

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences

papers

rai

fwci

76

0.51

1.32

706

1.06

1.38

57

0.68

1.55

698

0.92

1.36

1,370

1.06

1.29

284

1.22

0.82

fwci
0.5

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Qatar University is by far the most pro-

growth at 18%, albeit from a much lower

lific institution in the country, with more

base and reaching over 200 papers in

than 670 publications in 2014, showing

2014, with a citation impact just under

strong 2010-2014 annual output growth

the world average.

of over 33% CAGR, and with a citation
impact around the world average. Hamad
Medical Corporation also presents strong

University of Qatar
Hamad Medical Corporation
Qatar Foundation Research &
fwci

Development

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Romania

ROMANIA
As a research nation, Romania is characterised, to some extent, as isolated: its researchers are rather immobile, and it produces a comparatively
high degree of single-author publications. The data show that Romania
would benefit from becoming more connected.
Romania's citation impact, as a proxy for
quality, is below the world average for all
subject areas. Its citation share is lower
than its publication share. There is one
university among the most prolific ones
with an FWCI that is around the world average.

Headline statistics
High level of singleauthor publications

Strongly sedentary
researcher base

Romania collaborates relatively little in-

Romania's researchers show little mobil-

ternationally, and its large share of single-

ity and a tendency to stay within the coun-

author publications has a low FWCI.

try.

connections

most prolific institution

Poland & Russia

Babes-Bolyai University

In addition to large research nations,

Highest impact among the top 5 most

Romania's content is cited relatively fre-

prolific universities.

quently by Poland and Russia.
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Overall country or region outlook
Romania published 11,765 publications
in 2014, which is 0.53% of the world's
scientific output. Its shares in citations
and in downloads are all lower than expected, based on this article share, at
around 0.3% each. In contrast, its share
of highly cited articles is close to its publication share in general, at 0.51%.
Romania's patenting activity is relatively
infrequent, both in share of patents filed
as well as in patents granted.

Global distribution of citations
Romania is the main source of citations

highly. As a reference, Russia and Poland

towards its own content, with 14% of all

rank nineteenth and twentieth for Ger-

incoming citations being made in Roma-

many's incoming citations, accounting for

nian publications. The US and China are

around 1%.

next in line, with 9% and 8%, respectively. Romania's neighbours, Poland (eleventh with 2%) and Russia (fourteenth
with slightly under 2%), rank relatively

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Romania

Collaboration patterns
Romania produces a high share of singleauthor publications, ranking eighth globally. The proportions of institutionally and
internationally co-authored publications
are similar, yet the yield in terms of FWCI
is substantially different: 46% below,
versus 38% above, the world average.
This suggests that Romania would benefit from increasing its relatively low level
of international collaboration further.
distribution
of articles

single author
12.8%

national
20.7%

institutional
31.8%

international
35.6%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Romania's researcher population shows

those researchers that come to Romania

a tendency towards sedentary behav-

for a short stay. Romania has a slightly

iour. Almost 60% of the active research-

larger inflow of researchers than outflow

ers have never published with an affili-

(+1.0%).

ation outside of Romania. This group of
researchers has an FWCI of over 40%
below the world average. Researchers
in the transitory group are showing the
highest FWCI, and more specifically,

Romania

Rest of the world

active researchers
21,022
outflow

4.0%

inflow

5.0%

transitory

31%

sedentary

60%
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Subject breakdown
In absolute volume, Romania is most ac-

Humanities, the Social Sciences and the

tive in the Natural Sciences. In relative

Agricultural Sciences. These are also

activity, the focus is most pronounced in

Romania's subject areas with the lowest

Engineering & Technology, at 31% above

volume.

the world average. For all subject areas,
Romania's performance in FWCI is below the world average, and lowest in the

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

585

0.72

0.57

4,767

1.31

0.75

468

1.02

0.48

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences

2,565

0.62

0.81

e Natural Sciences

7,604

1.08

0.80

f Social Sciences

1,153

0.91

0.51

fwci
0

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
University Politehnica of Bucharest is

of Timişoara, are showing positive growth

Romania's most prolific university, with

rates, the highest being that of Gh. Asachi

almost 1,500 publications in 2014. It is,

Technical

however, showing negative annual growth

Bolyai University is the only one out of

over the most recent five year period.

these five that is reaching the world av-

Most of the other prolific institutions in

erage FWCI, whereas all others perform

Romania, except Politehnica University

below the world average.

University

(3.2%).

Babeş-

University Politehnica of
Bucharest
University of Bucharest
fwci

Babes-Bolyai University
Gh. Asachi Technical University
Politehnica University of
Timisoara

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Russian Federation

RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Russia produces around 2% of the world's publications, which matches
its world's population share. Russia's research has a strong focus on the
Natural Sciences. Even though improving, the FWCI of Russia's research is
still below the world average.
Russia's research is not very internation-

rative publications is above the world av-

al: only 26.5% of its publications involve

erage of 1.0.

international collaboration. The benefit
of international collaboration is, however,
obvious. Among four collaboration types,
only the FWCI of internationally collabo-

Headline statistics
High return to international collaboration

Below the world
average FWCI

Only internationally collaborative publica-

Russia's FWCI is below 1 in all 6 subject

tions have an FWCI (1.34) that is above

areas, except in the Humanities.

the world average.

focus area

most prolific institution

Natural Sciences

Russian Academy of
Sciences

Over 60% of Russia's publications belong

Russia's most prolific institution is the

to the Natural Sciences.

Russian Academy of Sciences, with
around 10,000 publications per year.
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Overall country or region outlook
Russia has around 2.0% of the world's
population, and also produces a similar
share of all publications worldwide. These
publications are not very well cited or
downloaded: Russia only receives around
1.1% of the world's citations, and 0.8%
of downloads worldwide.
Russia's share of granted patents worldwide (2.0%), however, matches its population share, and exceeds its share of patents filed.

Global distribution of citations
Russia receives more than 16% of its ci-

Czech Republic, and Ukraine, are also

tations from itself. Unsurprisingly, many

among Russia's top citing countries.

top citing countries of Russia are among
the world's most prolific countries in publications. They include the US, Germany,
China, France, and the UK. Eastern European countries, such as Poland, The

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Russian Federation

Collaboration patterns
Institutional collaboration is the most important type of collaboration for Russia,
contributing to around a third of Russia's
publications. Around 26.5% of Russia's
publications are co-authored with at least
one international collaborator. These publications achieve the highest FWCI (1.34)
among the four collaboration types; the
other three types have an FWCI of around
0.40.
distribution
of articles

single author
15.2%

national
23.3%

institutional
35.7%

international
26.5%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Around 60% of Russia's active research-

stayed in Russia or lived outside of Russia

ers belong to the sedentary group. This

for less than two years.

means that the majority of Russia's researchers have not had a foreign affiliation. Very small percentages of Russian
researchers belong to the outflow or inflow category. There does exist a group
of researchers (29.2%) who have either

Russian Federation
active researchers
88,058
outflow

6.0%

inflow

5.5%

transitory

29%

sedentary

59%

Rest of the world
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Subject breakdown
The Natural Sciences is the focus of Rus-

neering & Technology, and has very few

sia's research. Over 60% of Russia's pub-

publications in other subject areas. The

lications belong to the Natural Sciences.

FWCI is below 1.0 for all subject areas,

In relative terms, Russia produces 39%

except for the Humanities.

more research in this subject area compared to the world average. Russia has
another quarter of publications in Engi-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

1,799

0.53

0.60

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology

17,439

1.14

0.69

1,265

0.66

1.63

c Humanities

6,095

0.35

0.82

40,932

1.39

0.60

2,789

0.52

0.87

d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

2.0

Most prolific institutions
Russia's most prolific institution is the

world average of 1.0. Among Russia's

Russian Academy of Sciences, which

most prolific institutions, St. Petersburg

produces close to 10,000 publications

State University leads in the growth rate

per year. It is followed by Moscow State

of publications with an impressive annual

University with around 5,000 publica-

growth rate of 13.3%.

tions per year. Only the Joint Institute for
Nuclear Research has an FWCI above the

RAS
Moscow State University
St. Petersburg State University
fwci

RAS - Siberian Branch
Joint Institute for Nuclear
Research

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Saudi Arabia

SAUDI ARABIA
Saudi Arabia shows signs of strong growth in research, with two of its top
institutions showing publication growth of more than 40% CAGR. A large
proportion of its scholarly output is the result of international collaborations, which are also more impactful than the world average.
Saudi Arabia publishes 0.69% of the

Saudi Arabia itself (12%). Saudi Arabia

world's scholarly output and 0.52% of

publishes the most in the Natural Scienc-

the world's top 10% cited papers. It re-

es, but its research output in Engineering

ceives around 0.48% of the world's ci-

& Technology is the most impactful, and

tations and 0.92% of the world's down-

cited more than the world average.

loads. More citations to Saudi Arabia's
research come from the USA (13%) than

Headline statistics

44%

higher than world
average

Mobile researcher
population

Saudi Arabia's international collabora-

Over half of Saudi Arabia's researchers

tions account for 70% of its output, and

show transitory mobility, favouring short-

are impactful.

term assignments over long-term ones.

strong area

most prolific institution

Engineering & Tech

King Abdullah University

Saudi Arabia's papers in Engineering &

King Abdullah University of Science and

Technology are cited 37% more than the

Technology is a mid-sized university in

world average.

Saudi Arabia with a high FWCI of 1.93.
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Overall country or region outlook
Saudi Arabia makes up 0.4% of the
world's population; relative to this, it publishes a higher proportion of the world's
scholarly output, at 0.69%. It publishes
0.52% of the world's top 10% cited papers and receives, in total, 0.48% of the
world's citations. In terms of usage, Saudi
Arabia's scholarly output appears to be
downloaded more than cited since its papers receives 0.92% of the world's downloads. In the area of innovation, Saudi
Arabia's share of world's patents filed is
0.12%, and its share of patents granted
is 0.06%.

Global distribution of citations
Citations to Saudi Arabia's research come

pers make up 12% of its received cita-

mainly from prolific countries such as the

tions. Saudi Arabia is also cited by other

US (13%), China (11%), India (5.5%), and

European and Middle Eastern countries

the UK (4.3%). In many countries, re-

such as Egypt (3.9%), Germany (3.6%),

searchers tend to cite papers from their

Iran (2.7%), France (2.7%), and Italy

own countries preferentially; this appears

(2.5%).

to hold true for Saudi Arabia's research
since citations from Saudi Arabia's pa-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Saudi Arabia

Collaboration patterns
Over 70% of Saudi Arabia's research re-

pers make up 10% of its output and are

sults from international collaborations,

cited 42% less than the world average;

and these papers are cited about 44%

national collaborations are cited 36%

more than the world average for all col-

less than the world average and only ac-

laboration types. Other research collabo-

count for 4.4% of Saudi Arabia's schol-

ration types make up less than 30% of its

arly output.

scholarly output and are less impactful:
institutional collaborations make up 17%
of its output and are cited 30% less than
the world average; single-authored padistribution
of articles

single author
10.4%

national
4.4%

institutional
17.0%

international
70.4%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Saudi Arabia's researchers are largely

flow over outflow, suggesting that Saudi

mobile: 57% of them have published un-

Arabia has a good ability to attract re-

der foreign affiliations on a short term

searchers. 19% of Saudi Arabia's total

basis; 17% of its researcher population

researcher population are sedentary and

are inflow researchers who take long

have never published under an affiliation

term positions in Saudi Arabia, while only

outside of the country.

7% are outflow researchers who take up
long term assignments abroad. There is
an overall net increase in researcher in-

Saudi Arabia

Rest of the world

active researchers
14,223
outflow

7.2%

inflow

17%

transitory

57%

sedentary

19%
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Subject breakdown
Saudi Arabia is most prolific in the Natu-

than the world does and its papers are

ral Sciences; proportionally, it publishes

more impactful (cited 37% more) than the

almost half of its output in this area, which

world average. Saudi Arabia hardly pub-

is 25% more than the world does, and

lishes in the Humanities, and publishes

these papers are cited 21% more than

proportionally less than the world does in

the world average. In Engineering & Tech-

the Agricultural and the Social Sciences.

nology, Saudi Arabia publishes 6% more

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences

papers

rai

fwci

933

0.88

0.88

5,080

1.06

1.37

143

0.24

1.31

4,951

0.92

1.09

11,462

1.25

1.21

727

0.44

1.11

fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Saudi Arabia's top institutions published

exception of King Khalid University whose

between 360 (King Khalid University) and

FWCI is lower than the world average at

4,100 papers (King Abdulaziz University)

0.76, the remaining top institutions have

in 2014. All of them show positive growth

above average FWCI, including King Ab-

in terms of 2010-2014 papers, with King

dullah University of Science and Technol-

Abdulaziz University leading with the

ogy with a high FWCI of 1.93.

strongest growth at 63% CAGR. With the

King Abdulaziz University
King Saud University
King Abdullah University of
fwci

Science and Technology
King Fahd University of
Petroleum and Minerals
King Khalid University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Serbia

SERBIA
Serbia produces around 7,000 publications per year. These publications
have an FWCI that is close to the world average. Serbia's research focuses
on the Natural Sciences.
Serbia experiences a net inflow of researchers even though, in general, Serbia's researchers are not very mobile.
Around half of Serbia's active researchers belong to the sedentary group who
have never had a publication with a foreign affiliation.

Headline statistics
FWCI close to the
world average

Net inflow of
researchers

The FWCI of Serbia's publications is 0.91

Serbia benefits from international re-

in 2014, slightly below the world average.

searcher migration with a 10% net inflow
of researchers.

focus area

most prolific institution

Natural Sciences

University of Belgrade

Serbia produces the largest number of

University of Belgrade is the most prolific

publications in the Natural Sciences, and

institution in Serbia, producing around

its FWCI is also the highest in this subject

3,500 publications per year.

area.
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Overall country or region outlook
Serbia produces around 0.3% of the
world's publications. They attract 0.2% of
citations and 0.3% of downloads worldwide. Serbia's FWCI increased slightly in
the last five years, reaching 0.91, or only
9% below the world average, in 2014.

Global distribution of citations
12.4% of citations to Serbia's research

ing, or less research-intensive countries,

come from the country itself. The coun-

such as India, Poland, Turkey, Iran, and

tries that next cite Serbia's research

Brazil.

the most are a group of the most prolific
countries in the world, including the US,
China, Germany, the UK, Italy, France,
and Spain. Among Serbia's top citing
countries, there is also a group of emerg-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Serbia

Collaboration patterns
Around 40% of Serbia's publications

associated with an FWCI higher than the

involve international collaboration. This

world average (1.42).

percentage is not as high as many Western European countries but is similar to
some of the Eastern European countries.
Institutional and national collaboration
each comprises 25-30% of Serbia's publications. Among the four collaboration
types, only international collaboration is

distribution
of articles

national
25.4%

single author
6.6%

institutional
30.0%

international
39.2%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Serbia is a net inflow country (+10.2%) in
terms of researcher mobility. This means
that Serbia benefits from international researcher migration. Half of Serbia's active
researchers are sedentary, but there is a
sizeable group of researchers belonging
to the transitory category (35.3%) who
either stayed in Serbia or moved out of
Serbia for less than two years.

Serbia

Rest of the world

active researchers
12,086
outflow
inflow

3.2%
13%

transitory

35%

sedentary

48%
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Subject breakdown
Serbia produces the largest volume of
publications in the Natural Sciences
among the six subject areas. It also has
the highest FWCI in this subject area.
The Agricultural Sciences has the highest
level of research activity among the six
subject areas (58% more than the world
average).
subject area

papers

rai

fwci

664

1.58

0.67

1,867

0.98

0.78

170

0.71

0.92

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences

1,957

0.91

0.77

e Natural Sciences

3,820

1.04

0.90

510

0.77

0.63

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Serbia's most prolific institution is University of Belgrade, producing around 3,500
publications per year. This number is almost three times that of the second most
prolific institution: University of Novi Sad.
Except Vinča Institute of Nuclear Sciences, the other four prolific institutions have
an FWCI below the world average.
University of Belgrade
University of Novi Sad
University of Nis
fwci

University of Kragujevac
Vinca Institute of Nuclear
Sciences

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Singapore

SINGAPORE
Singapore is a small country with a sizable research base; its share of top
10% cited papers is large for its population size. Remarkably, its papers
across all subject areas are highly impactful, as are the top institutions in
the country.
Singapore publishes about 0.72% of

(16%), and other prolific countries such

the world's scholarly output and 1.1%

as the UK, Germany, and India. Its inter-

of the the world's top 10% cited papers.

nationally collaborative papers are highly

It receives around 1.2% of the world's

impactful: they are cited more than twice

citations and 1.0% of the world's down-

the world average and make up 60% of

loads. Citations to Singapore's research

its total scholarly output.

come largely from China (20%), the US

Headline statistics

60%

international collaborations

Mobile researcher
population

Singapore's internationally collaborative

Only 28% of researchers in Singapore

papers are highly impactful and are cited

are sedentary. Almost half are transitory

more than twice the world average.

and publish with overseas affiliations on a
short term basis.

Natural Sciences and
Engineering & Tech

Highly impactful
top institutions

Singapore publishes nearly 3/4 of its out-

4 out of the top prolific institutions in Sin-

put in these 2 areas, with FWCI of 1.9 and

gapore have FWCI of at least 1.8, mean-

2.0 respectively.

ing that they are cited over 80% more
than the world average.
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Overall country or region outlook
Singapore has a small population as a
city-state and island country, its population makes up less than 0.1% of the
world's population. Singapore invests
about 2.1% of its GDP on GERD and its
investment in research yields good results: it publishes 0.72% of the world's
scholarly output and about 1.1% of the
world's top 10% cited papers. Its papers
receive about 1.2% of the world's citations and 1.0% of the world's downloads.
Singapore's share of world patents filed
and granted, relative to other data shown
here, are lower at 0.2% each.

Global distribution of citations
Unlike many countries in which research-

from the high international collaboration

ers tend to cite their own country's papers

rate. Citations to Singapore's research

preferentially, self-citations from Singa-

come mainly from China (20%), the US

pore account for only about 8.5% of its

(16%), the UK (4.8%), Germany (3.9%)

received citations. This can be attributed

and India (3.5%). Singapore is one of the

among others to the smaller publication

countries that receive the highest propor-

volume from the country and a higher

tion of its incoming citations from China.

exposure to overseas research, as seen

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Singapore

Collaboration patterns
Almost 60% of Singapore's total schol-

put are collaborations across institutions

arly output is internationally collaborated;

in Singapore and they are still impact-

these papers have a higher impact than

ful, receiving 42% more citations than

all other collaboration types and are cited

the world average. Singapore's single-

more than twice the world average for

authored papers are the least impactful,

all collaboration types. Institutional col-

cited 11% less than the world average,

laborations make up 25% of Singapore's

and only account for 5% of Singapore's

scholarly output and are cited about 56%

scholarly output.

more than the world average for all collaboration types. Only 11% of the total outdistribution
of articles

single author
5.0%

national
11.4%

institutional
25.3%

international
59.9%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Most of Singapore's researchers are rath-

are inflow researchers who move to Singa-

er mobile: 46% of them show transitory

pore to take up long-term positions. Only

mobility and are researchers who have

28% of the total researcher population

published under overseas affiliations on a

have only published under a Singapore

short term basis. Researchers who move

affiliation. The mobile researcher popula-

across borders on a longer-term basis

tion can be arguably perceived as benefi-

make up a quarter of the researcher popu-

cial to Singapore as researchers expand

lation; 13.2% are likely to take up perma-

their research network and facilitate the

nent assignments abroad, while 12.7%

exchange of ideas with such movements.

Singapore

Rest of the world

active researchers
27,732
outflow

13%

inflow

13%

transitory

46%

sedentary

28%
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Subject breakdown
Singapore's research is impactful in all

In Engineering & Technology, Singapore is

areas in which it publishes. Singapore is

also comparatively more prolific than the

most prolific in the area of the Natural

world (30% more) and highly impactful,

Sciences; it publishes nearly half of its

as these papers are cited 99% more than

output in this area, which is 22% more

the world average.

than the world does, and these papers are
cited 86% more than the world average.

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

586

0.53

1.48

6,524

1.30

1.99

393

0.62

1.54

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences

4,390

0.77

1.72

11,804

1.22

1.86

1,754

1.00

1.44

fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Singapore's top institutions, based on

(Nanyang Technological University) to

papers published in 2014, are the Na-

8.8% (Singapore Management Univer-

tional University of Singapore (7,100),

sity). With the exception of the Singapore

National Technological University (5,300)

General Hospital, all top institutions have

and Agency for Science, Technology and

an FWCI higher than 1.8, meaning that

Research (A-STAR) (2,500). Except for A-

their papers are cited on average at least

STAR, all of them show positive growth in

80% more than the world average.

terms of 2010-2014 papers, from 1.9%
National University of Singapore
Nanyang Technological
University
fwci

A-STAR
Singapore General Hospital
Singapore Management
University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Slovakia

SLOVAKIA
Slovakia is a growing nation in research. The FWCI of its publications increased significantly in the recent five years, from below the world average
to 1.20 in 2014.
International and institutional collabora-

entary group is similar to the number of

tion are the two most important types of

researchers that belong to the transitory

collaboration for Slovakia. They also have

group.

a higher FWCI than the other two collaboration types. The number of Slovakia's
active researchers belonging to the sed-

Headline statistics

Growing FWCI

Crucial role of
institutional collaboration

Slovakia's FWCI increased significantly in

Institutional collaboration contributes to

the recent years, reaching 1.27 in 2014.

37.6% of Slovakia's publications.

Highest FWCI in
Natural Sciences

most prolific institution

Among the 6 subject areas, Slovakia has

The most prolific institution in Slovakia

the highest FWCI in Engineering & Tech-

is the Slovak Academy of Sciences, pro-

nology.

ducing 7,773 publications from 2010 to

Slovak Academy of
Sciences

2014.

world of research 

Overall country or region outlook
Slovakia has 0.1% of the world's population but produces 0.29% of the publications worldwide. The FWCI of Slovakia's
publications has increased significantly
in recent years, reaching 1.27 in 2014, or
27% higher than the world average.
Slovakia's publications are downloaded
relatively less frequently than the world
average, attracting only 0.17% of the
world's downloads.

Global distribution of citations
Slovakia's top citing countries are the US
(10.5%), itself (9.5%), and China (6.4%).
Unsurprisingly, the Czech Republic is
among the top ten citing counties of Slovakia. Poland and Russia also contribute
to a significant amount of citations to Slovakia's publications.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Slovakia

Collaboration patterns
Similar to many of the Eastern European
countries, Slovakia has a share of internationally collaborative publications that is
between 40% and 50%. Institutional collaboration also plays a crucial role in Slovakia's research, contributing to 37.6%
of the country's publications. These two
types of collaboration are associated with
a higher FWCI than the other types.

distribution
of articles

national
12.8%

single author
10.5%

institutional
37.6%

international
40.2%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Very small percentages of Slovakia's ac-

egory, who stayed in Slovakia or moved

tive researchers belong to the outflow or

out of the country for less than two years.

inflow categories: those who leave or enter the country permanently. The majority
of Slovakia's active researchers belong
either to the sedentary category, who
have not published with an affiliation outside of the country, or the transitory cat-

Slovakia

Rest of the world

active researchers
10,135
outflow

5.6%

inflow

6.4%

transitory

40%

sedentary

48%
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Subject breakdown
The majority of Slovakia's publications

highest activity index in Engineering &

belong to the Natural Sciences. It is also

Technology (33% higher than the world

a subject area in which the country has

average) and also the highest FWCI in this

an FWCI higher than the world average.

subject area (1.38).

Nevertheless, Slovakia's level of research
activities in the Natural Sciences is close
to the world average. Slovakia has the

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

573

1.28

0.67

2,668

1.33

1.38

259

1.02

1.05

d Medical & Health Sciences

1,269

0.56

0.83

e Natural Sciences

3,738

0.96

1.02

420

0.60

0.76

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Slovakia's most prolific institution is the

of Žilina shows the highest growth in its

Slovak Academy of Sciences. It produces

research output among the top five insti-

around 1,500 publications per year. The

tutions.

top five most prolific institutions of Slovakia all have an FWCI higher than the world
average of 1.0. The Technical University

Slovak Academy of Sciences
Slovak University of Technology
Comenius University
fwci

Technical University of Kosice
University of Zilina

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Slovenia

SLOVENIA
In some ways, Slovenia is similar to other Eastern European countries; a
sedentary researcher base, and mostly cited within the Eastern European
network of countries. In other ways, it is different: its level of international
collaboration, for instance, is higher than that of others.
Slovenia's strongest subject area is the
Natural Sciences. A key role is played by
University of Ljubljana, which produces
a larger volume of publications than the
rest of the top five institutions in the
country combined.

Headline statistics
GERD almost 3%
of GDP

connections

Slovenia ranks 11th highest GERD out of

Eastern European countries cite Slovenia

all countries with available data.

most heavily.

Benefit from international collaboration

most prolific institution

Eastern Europe

University of Ljubljana

International collaboration is the only col-

University of Ljubljana produces a larger

laboration type with an FWCI above the

volume of publications than the rest of

world average.

the top five institutions in the country
combined.
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Overall country or region outlook
Slovenia shows a comparable share of
around 0.2% of global publications, citations, highly cited articles, and downloads. Slovenia's GERD as a percentage
of its GDP is relatively high, at 2.8%,
ranking eleventh out of all countries with
available data. There is relatively little
patenting activity.

Global distribution of citations
After the US (11.5% of all citations to-

five a clear block of Eastern European

wards Slovenian publications are coming

countries: Slovenia, Belarus, Croatia,

from the US), Slovenia itself accounts

Serbia, and Slovakia, indicating a strong

for 9.4% of all incoming citations. China

local citation network.

is the third largest source of citations for
Slovenia, with 8%. If we look at the share
of citations relative to all outgoing citations from each country, we see in the top

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Slovenia

Collaboration patterns
The largest proportion of Slovenia’s publi-

nia's percentage of single-author publica-

cations is produced through international

tions is relatively high, ranking fifth out of

collaboration, the only collaboration type

all countries.

with a resulting FWCI above the world
average: 1.60, to be precise. All other
collaboration types are associated with
FWCI of well below the world average,
emphasising the importance of international collaborations for Slovenia. Slove-

distribution
of articles

single author
15.0%

national
17.8%

institutional
23.8%

international
44.8%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Slightly over half of all active Slovenia

stays in Slovenia. Slovenia has a larger in-

researchers have not published with an

flow of researchers than outflow.

affiliation outside of Slovenia. This is
the mobility category which has the lowest FWCI, below the world average. For
all other mobility types, FWCI is above
the world average, and the highest can
be found for visiting scholars with short

Slovenia

Rest of the world

active researchers
7,548
outflow

2.8%

inflow

5.0%

transitory

42%

sedentary

50%
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Subject breakdown
In absolute terms, Slovenia is most pro-

es. However, in absolute terms, the output

lific in the Natural Sciences (3,176 publi-

in these subjects is rather low. Therefore,

cations in 2014). This is also the subject

the Natural Sciences seems the subject

area with the highest FWCI of 19% above

area in which Slovenia is strongest.

the world average. In the relative sense,
Slovenia's activity appears to be focused
on the Humanities and the Social Scienc-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

389

1.12

1.00

1,399

0.90

1.12

353

1.80

1.01

d Medical & Health Sciences

1,363

0.77

1.13

e Natural Sciences

3,176

1.05

1.19

779

1.43

0.88

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Slovenia's most prolific university, Uni-

easier for smaller universities than for

versity of Ljubljana, produces a larger

larger ones, as a larger relative increase

volume of publications than all other four

can be reached more easily from a small

institutions in the top five collectively.

starting number. University of Primorska

The highest growth rate can be observed

is the only one in the top five with an FWCI

for University of Primorska, showing an

below the world average.

annual growth rate of over 10%. This is

University of Ljubljana
J. Stefan Institute
University of Maribor
fwci

University of Primorska
National Institute of Chemistry
Ljubljana

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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South Africa

SOUTH AFRICA
As the most research-intensive country in Africa, South Africa generated
more than 16,000 publications in 2014, or about 0.73% of the world's
total publications.
In contrast to the rest of the BRICS (Bra-

researchers have travelled and published

zil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa)

abroad. The country is also unique in its

countries, South Africa is very outward-

strong relative focus in the Humanities

looking and fosters strong global re-

and the Social Sciences.

search connections. A high percentage of
its total research output is international
collaborations, and a super-majority of its

Headline statistics
High levels of, and
returns on, international
collaboration

Highly mobile
researcher base

44.1% of all publications are interna-

More than 65% of active South African

tional collaborations, achieving an FWCI

researchers have published at least once

of 1.79.

with an affiliation outside of the country.

focus

most prolific institution

Humanities

University of Cape Town

South Africa has a strong relative focus

The University of Cape Town is South Af-

in the Humanities. It produces nearly four

rica's most prolific research institution,

times as much research in the Humanities

producing more than 2,400 publications

relative to the world.

in 2014.
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Overall country or region outlook
As the most research-intensive country in
Africa, South Africa invests about 0.8%
of its GDP every year in gross R&D expenditures. The country generated over
16,000 publications in 2014, or about
0.73% of the world's total. South Africa
accounts for proportionate shares of all
citations worldwide (0.68%), highly cited
articles (0.68%), and downloads (0.70%).
Furthermore, although the country does
not file many patents (0.08% of all patents filed worldwide), a higher relative
proportion of those patents are granted
(0.12% of all patents granted worldwide).

Global distribution of citations
The US accounts for 16.3% or almost

higher than expected, given Australia's

one out of every six citations to South

global baseline of research output.

Africa's research. South Africa itself accounts for 12.3%, followed by the UK at
7.6%, China at 5.0%, and Germany at
4.5%. Australia, another Commonwealth
country, accounts for 4.0% of all citations
to South Africa's research, which is much

percentage
of citations
low

high
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South Africa

Collaboration patterns
International collaborations are the most

put), which achieve an FWCI of 0.66 or

popular type of collaborations for South

34% below the world average.

Africa, constituting 44.1% of the country's total output. Similar to other countries, such collaborations achieve the
highest FWCI at 1.79, or 79% above the
world average. For reference, the next
most frequent are institutional collaborations (26.1% of the country's total out-

distribution
of articles

single author
18.3%

institutional
26.1%

national
12.7%

international
44.1%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
In contrast to the rest of the BRICS coun-

institution outside of South Africa. Such

tries, South Africa has a highly mobile

researchers have achieved an FWCI of

researcher base. More than 65% of all

1.92, or nearly twice the world average.

South African researchers have published
at least once with an affiliation outside of
the country. Moreover, 48.3% are categorized as transitory researchers, which
means they have spent two years or less
at either a South African institution or an

South Africa

Rest of the world

active researchers
20,992
outflow

8.2%

inflow

9.0%

transitory

48%

sedentary

35%
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Subject breakdown
Given the size of its research output,

of activity in the Agricultural Sciences,

South Africa produces more than 2.5

relative to the world average. South Afri-

times as much research in the Social Sci-

ca's research in the Medical & Health Sci-

ences than expected, and almost four

ences has the highest FWCI (1.51), more

times as much research in the Humani-

than 50% above the world average.

ties. Similar to other Sub-Saharan African
countries, South Africa has a higher level

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,822

1.63

1.03

b Engineering & Technology

2,634

0.52

0.98

c Humanities

2,505

3.95

1.03

d Medical & Health Sciences

4,848

0.85

1.51

e Natural Sciences

8,385

0.86

1.11

f Social Sciences

4,325

2.46

0.86

fwci
0.5

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The University of Cape Town is South Af-

of KwaZulu-Natal increased its output at

rica's most prolific research institution,

an especially high rate (14.0% CAGR).

producing nearly 2,400 publications in
2014. Each of the top five most prolific
institutions from South Africa grew their
output steadily from 2010 to 2014, outpacing the world growth rate. University

University of Cape Town
University of KwaZulu-Natal
University of the Witwatersrand
fwci

University of Stellenbosch
University of Pretoria

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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country or region profile

South Korea

SOUTH KOREA
Innovation is South Korea's strength: it makes 8.5% of the world's patent applications. These have a high success rate, resulting in South Korea
holding over 10% of the world's patents granted.
Despite holding less than 1% of the

a quarter show transitory mobility pat-

world's population, South Korea pub-

terns, and South Korea presents a small

lishes about 3% of the world's scholarly

net gain in terms of long term mobility.

output and highly-cited output, receiving

South Korea's strengths (prolificity and

roughly equivalent shares of citations and

impact) are in the Natural Sciences and

downloads. Although most researchers in

Engineering & Technology.

South Korea tend to be sedentary, over

Headline statistics

3.1%

10%

of world scholarly output

of world patent granted

and 2.8% of world highly-cited output.

from a highly successful 8.5% share of
world patents filed.

Natural Sciences and
Engineering & Tech

61%

South Korea's most prolific and impactful

and over 25% researchers displaying

fields.

transitory mobility patterns, with a small

sedentary researchers

net researcher gain (+4.5 percentage
points) in the long term.
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Overall country or region outlook
While South Korea holds less than 1%
of the world's population (0.69%), it has
comparatively larger shares of the world's
main research indicators, at around 3%
each. South Korea publishes 3.1% of the
world's scholarly output and 2.8% of the
world's highly cited output; it receives an
equivalent 3.2% of the world's citations
and an even higher share of the world's
downloads, at 3.6%. It is in innovation,
however, that South Korea is most impressive, filing 8.5% of world patent applications with a high success rate, resulting in a share of patents granted of more
than 10%.

Global distribution of citations
Unsurprisingly, South Korea receives the

from Japan and India in Asia, and Germa-

largest shares (about 15% each) of its

ny and the UK in Europe.

citations from prolific countries like the
US and China, and from itself. The rest of
its citation distribution is global and fairly
equally distributed amongst citing countries, with slightly higher shares coming

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country or region profile

South Korea

Collaboration patterns
South Korea's institutional and interna-

portion of single-authored papers, cited

tional collaborations account for over

43% less than the world average across

two-thirds of the country's output, and

collaboration types.

are cited at about 90% of the world average across collaboration types. More
than a quarter of the country's papers are
the result of international collaboration,
and they reach a high impact of over 60%
of the world average across all collaboration types. South Korea has a small prodistribution
of articles

single author
5.5%

institutional
36.0%

national
32.7%

international
26.6%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
The absolute majority (more than 60%) of

succession since 1996. Long term mo-

South Korea's researchers are sedentary,

bility in and out of South Korea is limited,

meaning that they have consistently only

with a small (4.5 percentage points) net

published under Korean affiliations since

gain in South Korea's proportion of inflow

1996. Over a quarter of South Korea's

researchers (8.9%) compared to its out-

researchers belong to the transitory mo-

flow proportion (4.4%).

bility class, which means that they have
published under both South Korean and
non-South Korean affiliations in rapid

South Korea

Rest of the world

active researchers
106,204
outflow

4.4%

inflow

8.9%

transitory

26%

sedentary

61%
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Subject breakdown
South Korea is most prolific and impact-

cal & Health Sciences, South Korea is

ful, absolutely and relatively compared

relatively as prolific and impactful as the

to the world, in the Natural Sciences, and

world.

Engineering & Technology. In these two
fields South Korea's research is cited
13% and 21% more than the world average across all subject fields. In the Medi-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

4,073

0.86

0.87

28,471

1.33

1.21

788

0.29

1.01

d Medical & Health Sciences

24,106

1.00

1.02

e Natural Sciences

46,247

1.12

1.13

3,383

0.45

1.07

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
South Korea's top institutions, by output,

55% more (Korea Advanced Institute of

published between 3,191 papers (Ko-

Science and Technology) and 21% more

rea Advanced Institute of Science and

(Yonsei University) than the world aver-

Technology) and 7,639 papers (Seoul

age. Sungkyunkwan University presents

National University) in 2014. All of them

the highest annual output growth among

show higher impact than the world av-

these institutes, at 5.9% 2010-2014

erage, with their output cited between

CAGR.

Seoul National University
Yonsei University
Korea University
fwci

Sungkyunkwan University
Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Spain

SPAIN
Spain is a research-intensive nation. The country gets higher than proportionate attention to its research: its world citation share and highly cited
article share are well above its world publication share.
Close to half of Spain's publications result
from international collaboration. They
have a high FWCI that is 79% above the
world average. Spain's most prolific institution is the Spanish National Research
Council (CSIC) that produces around
9,000 publications per year.

Headline statistics
High citation impact

Return to collaboration

Spain's publications have a high citation

The FWCI of Spain's internationally col-

impact. Its FWCI is 33% higher than the

laborative publications is 1.79, well above

world average in 2014.

that of the other collaboration types.

High level of activity

most prolific institution

CSIC

Spain has a high level of research activi-

Spain's most prolific institution is the

ties in the Agricultural Sciences (39%

Spanish

higher than the world average).

(CSIC).

National

Research

Council

world of research 

Overall country or region outlook
With 0.7% of the world's population,
Spain produces 3.2% of the publications
worldwide. These publications are cited
often: Spain receives 4.5% of the world's
citations, contributes to 3.7% of highly
cited articles worldwide and attracts
4.7% of the world's downloads. In 2014,
Spain's FWCI was 33% higher than the
world average.

Global distribution of citations
Spain's top three citing countries are itself (14.9%), the US (14.5%), and China
(7.6%). Spain's publications are cited all
over the world. Among the other top citing countries are Japan, South Korea, and
India in Asia, Australia in Oceania, Canada
and Brazil in the Americas, and many European countries.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country or region profile

Spain

Collaboration patterns
Close to half of Spain's publications are
co-authored with at least one international collaborator. These publications are
well cited, leading to an FWCI at 1.79 or
79% above the world average. National
and institutional collaboration each contributes to 21%-27% of Spain's publications. The FWCI of these two types of collaboration is around 1.0. Single-authored
publications have the lowest FWCI (0.50).
distribution
of articles

single author
7.4%

institutional
27.1%

national
20.9%

international
46.1%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
About half of Spain's active researchers

searchers either stayed in Spain or moved

are sedentary. That means that they have

out of Spain for less than two years.

not published with a foreign affiliation.
In this sense, Spain's researcher base is
not very mobile. In the meantime, there is
a group of researchers belonging to the
transitory category, consisting of 36.6%
of Spain's active researchers. These re-

Spain

Rest of the world

active researchers
139,338
outflow

7.0%

inflow

7.8%

transitory

37%

sedentary

49%
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Subject breakdown
Spain publishes most of its publications

FWCI in Engineering & Technology (1.44)

in the Natural Sciences and the Medical

and has an FWCI higher than or equal to

& Health Sciences. In most of the subject

the world average in all subject areas ex-

areas, Spain has a level of research activ-

cept the Humanities.

ity around the world average with exceptions for the Agricultural Sciences and
the Humanities. Spain has the highest

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

papers

rai

fwci

6,896

1.39

1.38

16,345

0.73

1.44

3,545

1.26

0.85

d Medical & Health Sciences

25,458

1.01

1.31

e Natural Sciences

45,701

1.06

1.39

9,335

1.20

0.99

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Spain's most prolific institution is the

of 1.0, in line with the high citation impact

Spanish

of Spain's general publications.

National

Research

Council

(CSIC), the largest public institution dedicated to research in Spain. It produces
around 9,000 publications per year.
Spain's top five most prolific institutions
all have an FWCI above the world average

CSIC
Universitat de Barcelona
Universidad Complutense
fwci

Universitat Autonoma de
Barcelona
Universidad Autonoma de
Madrid

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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country or region profile

Sweden

SWEDEN
Sweden collaborates internationally on over half of its scholarly output
(58%) and has quite a mobile researcher base, with 68% of Sweden's researchers publishing with an affiliation outside of Sweden in 1996-2014.
Its citation network reveals close ties to its neighbouring countries.
Sweden's best subject is arguably the

stitutions all show high citation impacts,

Medical & Health Sciences. Publications

Karolinska Institutet is the leading insti-

in this subject have the second highest

tute in terms of both output and impact,

FWCI of 1.77, it is the second largest by

with around 4,600 papers in 2014, cited

output and Sweden is proportionally more

over twice as often as the world average.

active (21%) in this subject than the world
average. While Sweden's most prolific in-

Headline statistics
High spending on R&D

connections

Sweden spent 3.4% of its 2012 GDP on

Sweden is cited relatively often by its

research and development, ranking 4th

neighbouring countries; Denmark, Fin-

among countries in this book.

land, and Norway.

strong area

49%

Medical & Health

Northern Europe

transitory mobility

Sweden is both relatively more prolific in

Sweden's researchers tend to favor short-

the Medical & Health Sciences (21%) and

term assignments abroad over long-term

more impactful (77%) than the world av-

ones (20%) or staying in Sweden (32%).

erage.
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Overall country or region outlook
Sweden has the fourth highest GERD
among the most prolific research countries or regions, and produces 1.4% of
the world's scholarly output. It receives
2.1% of the world's citations, 1.9% of
the world's downloads, and holds a 2.4%
share of the world's most highly cited articles.
Furthermore, Sweden shows fairly strong
patenting activity: its share of the world's
filed patents is just under 0.9%, and its
share of the world's granted patents is
just over 1.0%.

Global distribution of citations
Citations to Sweden's research are heav-

their own country's research preferen-

ily, though expectedly, skewed towards

tially. Similarly, China and Germany each

prolific countries such as the US (18.1%),

account for 6.4% of Sweden's incoming

the UK (7.0%) and Sweden itself (8.8%).

citations. However, Sweden receives a

The large publication outputs of the for-

higher share of its citations from neighou-

mer make it likely for a country to be cited

ring countries such as Denmark (1.8%),

by them, and researchers tend to cite

Finland (1.5%), and Norway (1.5%).

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country or region profile

Sweden

Collaboration patterns
Sweden's internationally collaborated pa-

tions, though not nearly as much as its

pers account for over 58% of its scholar-

international collaborations. Both types

ly output, and are cited about 99% more

have an average FWCI of 1.23.

often than the world average publication.
Single-author publications, on the other
hand, form the smallest share of Sweden's output, and are cited 17% less than
the world average. National and institutional collaborations in Sweden are more
impactful than its single-author publicadistribution
of articles

single author
7.8%

institutional
22.3%

national
13.6%

international
58.4%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
More than two-thirds of Sweden's re-

up a slightly lower share, they are more

searchers show some type of mobility.

impactful. Still, just over 30% of Swe-

For close to half of all researchers this is

den's researchers have only published

transitory mobility, meaning they move

with a Swedish affiliation since 1996,

abroad or to Sweden for a short period of

and they are less impactful than the more

time before returning. Outflow and inflow

mobile researchers.

of researchers each take up around 10%
of Sweden's researcher population. While
researchers from the latter category take

Sweden

Rest of the world

active researchers
62,875
outflow

10%

inflow

9.7%

transitory

49%

sedentary

32%
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Subject breakdown
In terms of FWCI, Sweden performs well

of 1.80. A close second is the Natural Sci-

in all subjects, including its smaller and

ences: Sweden does publish more in this

relatively less active subjects. However,

subject in absolute numbers of publica-

Sweden is particularly strong in the Medi-

tions, but its relative activity and FWCI

cal & Health Sciences: it produces 22%

are somewhat lower. Both are neverthe-

more of its publications in this subject

less above the world average, at 1.03 and

than the world average, and has an FWCI

1.53, respectively.

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences

papers

rai

fwci

2,263

1.04

1.54

b Engineering & Technology

7,315

0.75

1.53

c Humanities

1,056

0.86

1.80

d Medical & Health Sciences

13,405

1.21

1.77

e Natural Sciences

19,442

1.03

1.53

3,986

1.17

1.51

f Social Sciences
fwci
1.5

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Karolinska Institutet is the most prolific of

growth rate, on the other hand, is that

the top five institutions in Sweden (more

of Uppsala University, at 4.5% CAGR.

than 4,600 publications in 2014) and has

Goteborg University has the lowest 2014

the highest citation impact; its publica-

output (around 2,800 publications), but

tions are cited more than twice as much

achieves an FWCI of around 80% above

as the world average. However, it also

the world average, equal to that of Lund

has the lowest CAGR (2%). The highest

University and Uppsala University.

Karolinska Institutet
Lund University
Uppsala University
fwci

Royal Institute of Technology
Goteborg University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Switzerland

SWITZERLAND
Switzerland has a strong international focus: it collaborates internationally
on two-thirds of its total scholarly output, and has a very mobile researcher base. Only 15% of Switzerland's researchers publish exclusively with
Swiss affiliations.
While international collaboration is gen-

level, with nearly all subjects being cited

erally more impactful than other types

60% or more than the world average.

of collaboration, Switzerland's internationally co-authored publications have a
field-weighted citation impact of 2.14;
more than twice the world average. Switzerland is also very impactful on a subject

Headline statistics
Highly impactful international collaboration

85%

research mobility

Switzerland's publications with an inter-

A large majority of Switzerland's re-

national co-author have an FWCI of over

searchers show some type of mobility,

twice the world average.

with a majority being transitory (58%).

most prolific area

Medical & Health

High investments
in R&D

Switzerland is relatively more prolific in

Switzerland spent nearly 3% of its 2012

the Medical & Health Sciences, and its

GDP on research and development.

publications in this field are cited 86%
more than the world average.
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Overall country or region outlook
With 0.1% of the world's population,
Switzerland manages to produce 1.6% of
the world's scholarly output. This may be
due in part to Switzerland's high GERD:
almost 3% of its 2012 GDP was spent on
research and development. Switzerland
has a world citation share of 3.3%, and a
2.4% share of the world's top 10% most
cited articles, indicating a high quality of
research.
Switzerland's share of world patents
filed is relatively high, and nearly equal to
its share of world patents granted (both
around 1.7%).

Global distribution of citations
Nearly a fifth of all citations Switzerland

guage barrier between Germany and

receives come from the US (18.7%).

Switzerland likely facilitates knowledge

Other large shares come from Germany

exchange, thus making Germany the sec-

(8.1%), the UK (6.7%), and China (6.4%),

ond largest source of incoming citations.

but also from its own publications (7.6%).

Switzerland also receives a fair share of

While prolific countries are often a large

its citations from other neighbours such

source of citations, the lack of a lan-

as France (5.0%) and Italy (4.2%).

percentage
of citations
low

high
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country or region profile

Switzerland

Collaboration patterns
Switzerland collaborates, prolifically, in-

tions are cited over 30% above the world

ternationally: the majority of its publica-

average, with FWCI of 1.45 and 1.38,

tions (66.4%) have an international co-

respectively. Switzerland's single-author

author. This type of collaboration is also

publications are the only ones cited below

the most impactful: internationally collab-

the world average, by about 30%.

orated publications have an FWCI of 2.14,
more than twice the world average. Institutional collaboration and national collaboration are both less prevalent and less
impactful. Nevertheless, these collaboradistribution
of articles

single author
7.3%

national
8.9%

institutional
19.9%

international
66.1%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Switzerland's researchers are quite mo-

Switzerland before moving back, showing

bile: a mere 15% of the researchers have

transitory mobility.

not published with an affiliation outside of
Switzerland. While there is a reasonable
outflow of 15%, there is also an inflow
of researchers of over 12%, though the
latter have a slightly lower average FWCI.
The majority of Switzerland's researchers prefer short-term stays abroad or in

Switzerland

Rest of the world

active researchers
90,386
outflow

15%

inflow

12%

transitory

58%

sedentary

15%
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Subject breakdown
Switzerland's publications are highly im-

subject shares, and, to a lesser extent, on

pactful in all subjects. The lowest FWCI,

the Natural Sciences, where it produces

attained in the Social Sciences, is still

about 7% more than the world average.

58% above the world average. Switzerland's focus is on the Medical & Health
Sciences, in which it publishes 24% more
than one would expect based on the global

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

2,459

0.99

1.67

b Engineering & Technology

6,857

0.61

1.84

c Humanities

1,047

0.75

1.70

d Medical & Health Sciences

15,671

1.24

1.86

e Natural Sciences

22,978

1.07

1.83

3,381

0.87

1.58

f Social Sciences
fwci
1.5

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Switzerland's top five most prolific insti-

smallest output of the most prolific insti-

tutions have a scholarly output between

tutions, but it shows the highest CAGR, at

3,200 and 5,900 publications in 2014,

4.9%. While its average citation impact

all of which also achieve very high FWCI.

is the lowest among the most prolific in-

The highest citation impact is that of the

stitutions, it is still 84% above the world

EPFL; at 2.16 it is over twice the world

average.

average. The University of Bern has the

ETH Zurich
University of Zurich
Ecole Polytechnique Federale
fwci

de Lausanne (EPFL)
University of Geneva
University of Bern

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Taiwan

TAIWAN
Taiwan's research foci are in two main subject areas: the Natural Sciences
and Engineering & Technology, in which it is both prolific and impactful. Its
internationally collaborated papers are impactful; however, they make up
only a quarter of its scholarly output.
Taiwan publishes 1.6% of the world's

sedentary and this may be part of the rea-

scholarly output and 1.8% of the world's

son for the low proportion of internation-

top 10% cited papers. Taiwan's research

ally collaborated papers in Taiwan (25%

is cited by many prolific countries, expect-

of its scholarly output), even though these

edly a large proportion (15%) of its re-

papers are more impactful than other col-

ceived citations come from Taiwan itself.

laboration types.

The majority of Taiwan's researchers are

Headline statistics
international collaboration
% above world average
impact

63%

55

of sedentary researchers

Taiwan's international collaborations ac-

Taiwan's researchers tend to favour short-

count for 1/4 of its output and are highly

term assigments abroad (27%) over long-

impactful.

term ones (9.5%).

Natural Sciences and
Engineering & Tech

Positive FWCI for
top institutions

Taiwan publishes 43% and 27% of its

Academia Sinica is the 3rd largest insti-

papers in these areas, respectively, and

tution in Taiwan, based on papers pub-

they are more impactful than the world

lished, and has the highest FWCI and out-

average.

put growth.
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Overall country or region outlook
Taiwan spends approximately 3.1% of its
GDP on GERD and publishes 1.6% of the
world's scholarly outputs. It publishes a
slightly higher proportion of the world's
top 10% cited papers at about 1.8%.
From its research output, Taiwan receives
1.7% of the world's citations and 1.9% of
the world's downloads.
However, Taiwan does not appear to be
too active in the area of patents: it holds
only 0.02% of the world's patents filed.

Global distribution of citations
The citation distribution of Taiwan re-

(13.7%). Other prolific countries account

search is well balanced; citations to Tai-

for another 30% of the citations received

wan's research come from all over the

by Taiwan's research; these countries are,

world and are expectedly skewed to-

in decreasing order, India, the UK, Japan,

wards Taiwan. Specifically, citations to

South Korea, Germany, France, Italy,

Taiwan research come mainly from China

Spain, Canada, and Australia.

(16.4%), Taiwan itself (15.1%), and the US

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Taiwan

Collaboration patterns
Taiwan's scholarly output consists mainly

output. Papers resulting from other col-

of collaborations across institutions in

laboration types are cited less than the

Taiwan (37.3%) or papers co-authored

world average by 7% (national collabo-

within the same institution (32.5%). How-

ration type), 13% (institutional collabo-

ever, its internationally collaborated pa-

ration type), and 25% (single-authored

pers are the most impactful compared to

papers).

other collaboration types; these papers
are cited 55% more than the world average for all collaboration types, and make
up almost a quarter of Taiwan's scholarly
distribution
of articles

single author
6.7%

institutional
32.5%

national
37.3%

international
24.3%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Taiwan's researchers are rather seden-

Taiwan. However, this percentage is small

tary: 63% of them have only published

compared to the proportion of research-

under a Taiwanese affiliation. This aligns

ers with transitory mobility (27%) in Tai-

with the high proportion of nationally and

wan's researcher population. This means

institutionally collaborated papers seen in

that short-term assignments are more

the previous section. Taiwan's researcher

frequent than long-term relocations for

inflow is almost twice the size of its re-

Taiwan's researchers.

searcher outflow, indicating a likely overall brain gain, instead of brain drain, for

Taiwan

Rest of the world

active researchers
63,563
outflow

3.3%

inflow

6.2%

transitory

27%

sedentary

63%
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Subject breakdown
Taiwan is most prolific and impactful in

7% more than the world average. With

the Natural Sciences and in Engineering

the exception of the Humanities and the

& Technology, publishing 43% and 27%

Agricultural Sciences, Taiwan's papers

of its papers in these areas, respectively,

are generally impactful and are cited on a

which represents proportionally 11% and

par with the world average.

35% more than the world does. These papers are also respectively cited 6% and

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

1,793

0.72

0.99

15,262

1.35

1.07

592

0.42

0.97

d Medical & Health Sciences

10,833

0.85

1.04

e Natural Sciences

24,263

1.11

1.06

4,018

1.02

1.01

a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Taiwan's top five institutions each pub-

al Taiwan University) to -6.2% (National

lished between 2,200 (National Tsing

Chiao Tung University). All top institu-

Hua University and National Chiao Tung

tions have positive FWCI, meaning that

University) and 5,800 papers (National

they are cited, on average, more than the

Taiwan University) in 2014. With the ex-

world, from 7% more (National Cheng

ception of Academia Sinica (4.6%), all of

Kung University) to 49% more (Academia

them show negative growth in terms of

Sinica).

2010-2014 papers, from -1.1% (NationNational Taiwan University
National Cheng Kung University
Academia Sinica
fwci

National Tsing Hua University
National Chiao Tung University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Thailand

THAILAND
Thailand's research base is considered small to mid-sized, and is linked internationally; this, in turn, helps to spur its research and development. It
has a high proportion of international collaborations that are impactful and
cited above the world average.
Thailand publishes 0.51% of the world's

papers have the highest impact, com-

scholarly output, including 0.47% of the

pared to other collaboration types, and

world's top 10% cited papers. Citations

make up most of its total output. Thailand

to Thailand's research come from all over

publishes proportionally 73% more than

the world, including itself, and prolific

the world does in the area of the Agricul-

countries such as the USA, China, the UK,

tural Sciences.

and India. Its internationally collaborated

Headline statistics
international collaboration
% above world average
impact

37

Mobile researcher
population

Thailand's international collaborations ac-

Thailand's researcher population shows

count for 38% of its output and are highly

largely transitory mobility, with a positive

impactful.

net researcher inflow, indicating an overall brain gain.

focus area

strong area

Agricultural Sciences

Medical & Health

In the the Agricultural Sciences, Thailand

Thailand publishes 23% of its papers in

publishes proportionally 73% more than

this area; these papers are slightly more

the world does.

impactful than the world average.
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Overall country or region outlook
Thailand makes up 0.94% of the world's
population, publishes about 0.51% of the
world's scholarly output, and 0.47% of
the world's top 10% cited papers. It receives 0.42% of the world's citations and
0.52% of the world's downloads.
The shares of patents filed by, and
granted to, Thailand, are relatively low
at 0.07% and 0.02%, respectively, but
this is not unexpected given its smaller
research base.

Global distribution of citations
Thailand's research is cited by prolific

China, the UK, and India. Another third of

countries, and all over the world; its cita-

Thailand's citations come from a range of

tion distribution is expectedly skewed to-

countries including regional neighbours

wards Thailand which accounts for 10.8%

such as Japan, Australia, South Korea,

of its received citations. Countries whose

Malaysia, and Taiwan.

sizable share of citations cumulatively
form around a third of Thailand's received
citations (excluding Thailand), are the US,

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Thailand

Collaboration patterns
International collaborations tend to have

ed less than the world average from 43%

higher impact than other collaboration

(single-authored papers) to 24% (national

types, and for Thailand, its internation-

collaborations).

ally collaborated papers are the only collaboration type which are cited more than
the world average across all collaboration types (by 37%); these internationally
collaborated papers make up the largest
proportion of Thailand's scholarly output.
The remaining collaboration types are citdistribution
of articles

single author
8.0%

institutional
34.8%

national
20.4%

international
37.9%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
44% of Thailand's researcher population

researcher population and far exceeds its

are sedentary, which means that slightly

researcher outflow by 9%; this indicates

less than half of Thailand's researchers

that Thailand experiences a significant

have only published under a Thai affilia-

brain gain in the long run.

tion. Most of the remaining researchers
show transitory mobility and tend to publish under foreign affiliations on a short
term basis. Interestingly, Thailand's researcher inflow represents 13% of its

Thailand

Rest of the world

active researchers
16,116
outflow

4.1%

inflow

13%

transitory

39%

sedentary

44%
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Subject breakdown
Thailand publishes the most in the area

ricultural Sciences, Thailand is compara-

of the Natural Sciences, but its papers in

tively 73% more prolific than the world,

this area are less impactful than the world

but less impactful. In other areas such as

average. It publishes 23% of its output

the Social Sciences and the Humanities,

in the area of the Medical & Health Sci-

Thailand tends to publish a lesser propor-

ences, and these papers are cited slightly

tion of its output than the world.

more than the world average. In the Ag-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

1,362

1.73

0.80

b Engineering & Technology

3,883

1.09

1.02

196

0.44

1.19

d Medical & Health Sciences

3,829

0.95

1.05

e Natural Sciences

6,676

0.98

0.93

835

0.67

0.84

c Humanities

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Thailand's top universities published be-

institutions generally have close to world

tween 900 (Kasetsart University) and

average FWCI. Khon Kaen University,

1,700 papers (Chulalongkorn University)

with a smaller publication base, is grow-

in 2014. All of them show positive growth,

ing at the fastest rate of around 17% per

in terms of 2010-2014 papers, but at a

year, and its FWCI of 0.97 is just slightly

slower rate for the two larger universities.

below the world average.

Except for Kasetsart University, the other

Chulalongkorn University
Mahidol University
Chiang Mai University
fwci

Khon Kaen University
Kasetsart University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Tunisia

TUNISIA
Although Tunisia's researchers tend not to travel and publish abroad, the
country is still quite globally connected. About half of all publications are
co-authored with an international collaborator, and the country has a net
inflow of researchers.
Similar to its neighbor Egypt, Tunisia has
a low world publication share. However,
its relatively higher world download share
suggests that the country's research
draws strong interest, primarily from
countries across the Mediterranean, such
as France and Spain.

Headline statistics
High interest in
Tunisia's research

Relatively sedentary
researcher base

Tunisia accounts for 0.25% of all publica-

More than half of Tunisia's active re-

tions worldwide, and 0.29% of all down-

searchers have not published with an af-

loads.

filiation outside of the country.

Net inflow of
researchers

most prolific institution

University of Sfax

Tunisia experiences a net inflow of re-

The University of Sfax is Tunisia's most

searchers (+3.9%), which means that

prolific and impactful research institution

more researchers enter the country than

(1,052 publications in 2014 and an FWCI

leave it.

of 0.88 from 2010 to 2014).
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Overall country or region outlook
Tunisia has steadily increased the percentage of its GDP devoted to gross R&D
expenditures over the past decade, and
that investment is reflected in its comparative research footprint, which is proportionately larger than most other African
countries. Although Tunisia comprises
only 0.15% of the world population, the
country produced more than 5,600 publications in 2014, accounting for 0.25%
of the world's publications. Although Tunisia's research has not been cited as much
(accounting for only 0.14% of all citations
worldwide), it has attracted a lot of attention (0.29% of all downloads worldwide).

Global distribution of citations
14.8% of all citations to Tunisia's re-

than expected, accounting for 4.3% and

search come from Tunisia itself. The

4.0% of all citations to Tunisia's research.

countries that cite Tunisia next most frequently are France, China, and the US,
comprising 9.3%, 8.8%, and 8.1% of all
citations, respectively. Spain and India
also cite Tunisia's research at rates higher

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Tunisia

Collaboration patterns
About half of all publications from Tunisia are co-authored with an international
collaborator, and such collaborations
achieve an FWCI reaching the world average. However, all other types of collaboration for Tunisia achieve an FWCI of 0.51
or lower, or more than 49% less than the
world average.

distribution
of articles

single author
3.7%

institutional
32.0%

national
16.9%

international
48.8%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Relative to other countries in Northern Africa and the Maghreb, Tunisia has a somewhat sedentary active researcher base.
More than half have not published with an
affiliation outside of the country. However, Tunisia does experience a strong net inflow of researchers (+3.9%), which means
that more researchers come and stay in
the country than permanently leave it.

Tunisia

Rest of the world

active researchers
9,498
outflow

3.2%

inflow

7.1%

transitory

37%

sedentary

53%
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Subject breakdown
Relative to the world average, Tunisia
exhibits higher levels of activity in the
Agricultural Sciences (26% higher), the
Natural Sciences (26% higher), and Engineering & Technology (15% higher).
Moreover, across all subject areas, Tunisia achieves the highest FWCI in the Agricultural Sciences (0.92).
subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

papers

rai

fwci

479

1.26

0.92

1,960

1.15

0.79

31

0.14

0.63

d Medical & Health Sciences

1,321

0.68

0.64

e Natural Sciences

4,150

1.26

0.75

377

0.63

0.76

f Social Sciences
fwci
0.5

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Among Tunisia's most prolific research

rate (22.2% CAGR) over the past half-

institutions, the University of Sfax leads

decade, more than doubling its annual

in both the amount of research output

research output. The University of Tu-

(1,052 publications in 2014) and the

nis has achieved an even higher growth

impact of that output (FWCI of 0.88

rate (40.5%) and an equally strong FWCI

from 2010 to 2014). The institution

(0.88) from 2010 to 2014.

has also experienced a very high growth

University of Sfax
Tunis-El Manar University
University of Tunis
fwci

University of Monastir
Ecole Nationale d'Ingenieurs
de Sfax

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Turkey

TURKEY
Turkey is prolific in the Natural Sciences and the Medical & Health Sciences but most impactful in the area of Engineering & Technology. However,
it shows relatively low proportions of international collaboration and longterm international mobility.
Turkey publishes 1.5% of the world's

author papers or collaborations, within or

scholarly output and 0.97% of the world's

across institutions in Turkey, and 71% of

top 10% cited papers. Turkey's research

its researchers have published only under

is largely rooted within the country: the

a Turkish affiliation.

largest proportion of citations to Turkey's
research come from itself, 80% of Turkey's scholarly outputs are either single-

Headline statistics
l
international collaboration

20%

Highly sedentary
researcher population

1/5 of Turkey's scholarly outputs are in-

71% of Turkey's researchers have only

ternational collaborations, and are highly

published under a Turkish affiliation.

impactful.

Natural Sciences and
Medical & Health

Balanced top
institutions

Almost 70% of Turkey's scholarly output

The 5 most prolific institutions in Turkey

are in either the Natural Sciences or the

published between 1,400 and 1,900 pa-

Medical & Health Sciences.

pers in 2014, with slow or negative output growth.
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Overall country or region outlook
Turkey makes up 1.0% of the world's
population, and its researchers make
up 0.11% of that population. As a country, Turkey invests 0.92% of its GDP on
GERD, resulting in publishing a total of
1.5% of the world's scholarly output, and
0.97% of the world's top 10% cited papers.
Turkey receives 1.1% of the world's citations and 1.4% of the world's downloads.
In 2013, Turkey's share of world's patents
filed is 0.22% and its share of patents
granted is 0.14%.

Global distribution of citations
In many countries, researchers tend to be

received citations, while the UK, Iran,

more aware of their own country's papers

Germany, Italy, Spain, France, Brazil and

and cite them preferentially. This is the

Canada provide another 25% of Turkey's

case for Turkey: 17% of its received cita-

received citations, at 2-3% per country.

tions come from papers published by Turkey itself. The US (11.4%), China (9.7%),
and India (4.8%) together account for
slightly more than a quarter of Turkey's

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Turkey

Collaboration patterns
Compared to many countries, Turkey's

national and institutional collaborations

proportion of international collaboration

are the least impactful compared to other

is low, at about a fifth of its scholarly

collaboration types, and are cited 40%

output; internationally collaborated pa-

less than the world average. About 10%

pers are the only collaboration type cited

of Turkey's scholarly outputs are from a

above the world average for all collabora-

single-author and these papers are cited

tion types (46% more). National and insti-

32% less than the world average for all

tutional collaborations are more common

collaboration types.

in Turkey, each accounting for 35% of its
scholarly output; the papers from both
distribution
of articles

national
35.4%

institutional
35.1%

single author
10.3%

international
19.7%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Turkey's researcher population is pre-

population. This means that short term

dominantly sedentary: almost 71% of

assignments abroad are more frequent

them have only published under a Turk-

than long term relocation for Turkey's re-

ish affiliation. Turkey's researcher inflow

searchers. Combined with a high propor-

is about twice the size of its researcher

tion of sedentary researchers, Turkey's

outflow; however, these proportions are

researchers appear moderately mobile

small compared to that of researchers

with a low likelihood of emigration.

who show transitory mobility, and represent 22% of Turkey's total researcher

Turkey

Rest of the world

active researchers
58,876
outflow

2.2%

inflow

4.6%

transitory

22%

sedentary

71%
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Subject breakdown
Turkey publishes almost 70% of its schol-

pactful, as these papers are respectively

arly output in either the Natural Sciences

cited 44% and 35% less than the world

or the Medical & Health Sciences. Com-

average. In Engineering & Technology,

paratively, Turkey is more prolific than the

Turkey publishes 18% of its output, and

world in the Medical & Health Sciences

these papers are sightly more impactful

(32% more); it is on par with the world

than world average.

in the Agricultural Sciences, but less im-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

2,333

1.00

0.65

b Engineering & Technology

8,531

0.81

1.05

728

0.55

0.81

d Medical & Health Sciences

15,717

1.32

0.56

e Natural Sciences

17,506

0.87

0.94

f Social Sciences

3,065

0.84

0.89

c Humanities

fwci
0.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

1.5

Most prolific institutions
Turkey's top universities are evenly sized;

papers, from -2.5% (Ankara University)

they each published between 1,400 (An-

to +2.1% (Istanbul University). Except for

kara University, Middle East Technical

Middle East Technical University, the re-

University, Hacettepe University, and

maining top universities have FWCI lower

Gazi University) and 1,900 papers (Istan-

than the world average, being cited 11%

bul University). All of them show slow or

to 23% less.

negative growth, in terms of 2010-2014

Istanbul University
Hacettepe University
Gazi University
fwci

Middle East Technical University
Ankara University

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Ukraine

UKRAINE
Ukraine's profile is similar to that of other Eastern European countries: a
highly sedentary researcher base, mostly cited within a network of Eastern
European countries, showing relatively meager levels of international collaboration.
The subject focus within Ukraine lies in

sive annual growth rate of over 14%, and

the Natural Sciences and Engineering

an FWCI above the world average.

& Technology. Among the prolific institutions, the National National Science
Center Kharkov Institute of Physics and
Technology catches the eye: an impres-

Headline statistics
connections

Eastern Europe

High percentage of
single-author papers

Ukraine has strong ties to other Eastern

which are associated with the lowest

European countries.

FWCI at 80% below world average.

focus areas

Researcher mobility
mostly sedentary

Natural Sciences and
Engineering & Tech
in both absolute and relative terms.

which is associated with the lowest FWCI
at 60% below the world average.
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Overall country or region outlook
Ukraine published almost 9,000 publications in 2014, representing a global
publication share of 0.40%. Its citation
share, its highly cited article share, and
its download share are all lower than its
publications share.
Ukraine's patenting activity is relatively
infrequent, both in share of patents, as
well as in citations in patents of the scientific literature produced by Ukraine.

Global distribution of citations
The most dominant share of citations to-

tions compared to the total of the coun-

wards Ukraine is coming from its own pub-

try where the citation is coming from, we

lications (13.6% of all incoming citations),

see a clear proximity effect: the top five

followed by the US and China (11.2%

countries with the highest percentage of

and 7.2% respectively). Russia ranks re-

outgoing citations to Ukraine are Ukraine

markably high at fifth with 4.5%, as does

itself, Belarus, the Russian Federation,

Poland at ninth with 3.1%. Changing per-

Lithuania, and Bulgaria.

spective to analyze the proportion of cita-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Ukraine

Collaboration patterns
Ukraine ranks second among countries

age FWCI. However, the share of interna-

with the highest percentage of single-

tional collaboration is still relatively low,

author publications. It has less nationally

as is the return in terms of FWCI.

collaborative publications than singleauthor publications, which is concerning
because of the low FWCI associated with
single-author publications (in Ukraine's
case, 79% below world average). The
most frequent type of collaboration is international, with a 14% above world averdistribution
of articles

single author
16.8%

institutional
33.8%

national
12.5%

international
38.1%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
A majority of Ukraine's researchers show

countries with similar profiles to that of

no signs of mobility, having only published

Ukraine, come from the visiting scholars:

with affiliations from within Ukraine. This

over twice the world average.

group has an FWCI of 60% below the
world average. Ukraine sees more researchers leave than come in. More importantly, the researchers that leave have
a higher FWCI than the ones that come
in. The highest FWCI, as for many other

Ukraine

Rest of the world

active researchers
16,360
outflow

7.8%

inflow

5.5%

transitory

38%

sedentary

49%
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Subject breakdown
Both in absolute terms and a relative

above the world average. The Medical &

sense, Ukraine focuses on the Natural

Health Sciences, albeit much smaller in

Sciences and Engineering & Technology.

absolute terms, and a subject area with

The Natural Sciences is the most prolific

75% less activity, is shows the highest

subject area, with 7,340 publications in

FWCI, of 26% above the world average.

2014, whereas Engineering & Technology shows the highest activity focus: 47%

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences

papers

rai

fwci

280

0.45

0.52

4,094

1.47

0.49

113

0.32

0.55
1.26

800

0.25

7,340

1.37

0.56

673

0.69

0.29

fwci
0

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Among Ukraine's most prolific institu-

clearly produces much less than, for in-

tions, National Science Center Kharkov

stance, the Ukraine National Academy of

Institute of Physics and Technology clear-

Sciences, the most prolific institution in

ly stands out. Not only does it show an im-

Ukraine.

pressive annual growth rate of over 14%,
but it is the only institution in the top five
with an FWCI above 1.0, at 54% above
the world average. In terms of volume, it
Ukraine Natl Acad. of Sciences
Kyiv Natl Taras Shevchenko Univ.
Natl Science Center, Kharkov
fwci

Inst. of Physics & Technology
Kharkov National University
Natl Technical Univ. of Ukraine,
Kiev Polytechnic Inst.

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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United Arab Emirates

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
The UAE has a small, growing research base with two of its top five institutions showing more than 30% CAGR, based on 2010-2014 papers. A
large proportion of its scholarly outputs are the result of international collaborations, which are also more impactful than the world average.
The United Arab Emirates publishes

Arab Emirates' research come from the

0.13% of the world's scholarly output,

US (15%) and China (9.3%) than from the

and 0.14% of the world's top 10% cited

United Arab Emirates (6.6%).

papers. It receives around 0.09% of the
world's citations and, relatively, double
the amount of the world's downloads
at 0.19%. More citations to the United

Headline statistics
international collaborations
above world
average impact

researcher mobility

The United Arab Emirates' international

The United Arab Emirates' researchers

collaborations account for 65% of its out-

tend to favour short-term assignments

put, and are impactful.

abroad and are generally mobile (only

23%

57% transitory
13% are sedentary).

most prolific area

most prolific institution

Natural Sciences

Masdar Institute

The United Arab Emirates is most prolific

The fastest growing and most impactful

in the Natural Sciences with papers that

institution in the United Arab Emirates is

are cited on a par with the world average.

the Masdar Institute of Science and Technology with an FWCI of 1.78.
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Overall country or region outlook
The United Arab Emirates makes up
0.13% of the world's population, and produces about the same proportions of the
world's scholarly output and top 10% cited papers, at 0.13% and 0.14% respectively. The United Arab Emirates receives
around 0.09% of the world's citations,
and 0.19% of the world's downloads.
The United Arab Emirates' share of the
world's patents filed is low at 0.02%, and
its share of patents granted is even lower
at 0.01%.

Global distribution of citations
With a relatively small research base, ci-

tions include the UK (accounting for 5.7%

tations to the United Arab Emirates re-

of the United Arab Emirates' citations), In-

search come mainly from the US (14.9%)

dia (contributing about 4.1%), Germany,

and China (9.3%), before the United Arab

Canada, and Australia, each contributing

Emirates itself (6.6%). Other countries

between 3% and 3.7% of the total cita-

whose citations form a sizable share of

tions received by the United Arab Emir-

the United Arab Emirates' received cita-

ates.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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United Arab Emirates

Collaboration patterns
The United Arab Emirates' research is

cited 27% less than the world average;

highly skewed towards international col-

single-authored papers make up 11% of

laborations, with 65% of its scholarly out-

its output and are cited 47% less than

put of this collaboration type. Only papers

the world average; national collaborations

of this collaboration type are cited above

make up the smallest proportion at 4% of

the world average for all collaboration

the United Arab Emirates' output and re-

types, by about 23%. Other research col-

ceive 40% fewer citations than the world

laboration types are less impactful: insti-

average.

tutional collaborations make up 22% of
the United Arab Emirates' output and are
distribution
of articles

single author
11.4%

national
4.1%

institutional
22.3%

international
64.5%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
The United Arab Emirates' researchers

Emirates. Only 13% of the United Arab

are largely in the transitory group: 57%

Emirates' total researcher population are

of them have published under overseas

sedentary and have never published un-

affiliations on a short term basis, mirror-

der an affiliation outside of the country.

ing the state of international collaboration
in the country. The United Arab Emirates'
researcher inflow exceeds its researcher
outflow by 8%, suggesting an overall
net research inflow into the United Arab

United Arab Emirates
active researchers
4,028
outflow

11%

inflow

19%

transitory

57%

sedentary

13%

Rest of the world
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Subject breakdown
The United Arab Emirates are most pro-

these papers are cited 10% more than

lific in the Natural Sciences and Engi-

the world average. The United Arab Emir-

neering & Technology, publishing 43%

ates' outputs in most areas are cited on a

and 25% of its total scholarly output in

par with, or slightly more than, the world

these areas, respectively. In Engineering

average.

& Technology, it publishes proportionally 21% more than the world does, and

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences

papers

rai

fwci

119

0.61

1.08

1,064

1.21

1.10

75

0.68

1.10

715

0.72

1.05

1,819

1.08

1.02

463

1.51

1.00

fwci
1.0

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The United Arab Emirates' top institutions

and 52%, respectively, and the remaining

published between 200 (Petroleum Insti-

three institutions show negative output

tute of Abu Dhabi) and 500 papers (Unit-

growth. Masdar Institute of Science and

ed Arab Emirates University) in 2014.

Technology emerges as the fastest grow-

Except for Khalifa University and Mas-

ing, and most impactful United Arab Emir-

dar Institute of Science and Technology

ates institution with an FWCI of 1.78.

which show the highest CAGR at 30%

United Arab Emirates University
Masdar Institute of Science
and Technology
fwci

Khalifa University
American University of Sharjah
Petroleum Institute of Abu Dhabi

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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United Kingdom

UNITED KINGDOM
The United Kingdom (UK) has long held a leading position in the global research landscape. It is home to some of the most prestigious learned societies in the Sciences, the Social Sciences, and the Humanities, and has
produced some of the greatest thinkers of the last millennium.
UK research is highly collaborative: more
than half of its publications involve international collaboration. UK researchers
are also very mobile: 71% of the country's
active researchers have published with a
foreign affiliation.

Headline statistics

8.9%

of the world's
most highly-cited articles

Global citation
distribution

The UK's research is highly impactful; its

UK research is cited globally, and prefer-

share of highly cited papers is larger than

entially cited by African countries.

its share of papers.

Collaboration & mobility

Prestigious institutions

UK researchers are highly collaborative

The UK is home to many world-leading

and mobile.

universities, such as the University of
Cambridge and the University of Oxford.

world of research 

Overall country or region outlook
While the UK represents just 0.9% of
global population, it accounts for 9.5% of
downloads, 10.9% of citations, and 8.9%
of the world's most highly-cited articles.
The UK’s field-weighted citation impact, a
proxy for research quality, is 57% above
world average and growing.
Taken together, these statistics illustrate
how the UK punches above its weight as a
research nation.

Global distribution of citations
UK research is cited globally. Top citing
countries of the UK's research include the
US, China, Germany, and France. Several African countries in particular seem
to preferentially cite the UK, with more
than 20% of their citations going to UK
research.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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United Kingdom

Collaboration patterns
The UK's research is highly collaborative:
52% of the UK's publications involve international collaboration. This percentage
is comparable to other Western European
countries. UK international co-authorship
is associated with 47% greater FWCI
when compared to national collaboration,
and 10% greater for national co-authorship over institutional co-authorship.

distribution
of articles

single author
13.7%

institutional
20.8%

national
14.4%

international
52.0%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
The UK has a highly mobile researcher

of UK researchers moved into the UK and

population, with almost 71% of active

showed no indication of having left the UK

UK researchers in the period 1996-2014

since (the inflow group). The UK is there-

having published articles while affiliated

fore a net outflow country in terms of re-

with non-UK institutions. Around 13% of

searcher migration.

UK researchers moved out of the UK and
have not returned to the UK as indicated
by the countries listed in their published
articles (the outflow group), while 9.3%

United Kingdom
active researchers
311,109
outflow
inflow

13%
9.3%

transitory

49%

sedentary

29%

Rest of the world
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Subject breakdown
The UK shows above average activity
patterns for fields such as the Social Sciences, the Humanities, and the Medical
& Health Sciences. Its research is overall
highly impactful: the FWCI is around 50%
higher than the world average across the
board.

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities

papers

rai

fwci

9,237

0.94

1.60

26,894

0.61

1.47

9,378

1.68

1.62

d Medical & Health Sciences

59,553

1.18

1.64

e Natural Sciences

79,442

0.93

1.56

f Social Sciences

25,264

1.63

1.43

fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The UK is home to many of the oldest
and most prestigious institutions in the
world. University College London and
University of Oxford each produce nearly
10,000 publications per year. All top five
institutions have an FWCI higher than 1.7,
confirming their positions as some of the
world's leading universities.
University College London
University of Oxford
University of Cambridge
fwci

Imperial College London
University of Manchester

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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United States

UNITED STATES
The United States (US) is the most research intensive country in the world.
It spends 2.8% of its GDP on R&D, and it accounts for more than a fifth of
all publications and nearly two-fifths of all citations in the world.
The US produces relatively more re-

which produced more research in 2014

search in the Humanities, the Social Sci-

(20,830) than all but 24 countries.

ences, and the Medical & Health Sciences
than the world average. The country
boasts some of the world's top research
institutions, including Harvard University,

Headline statistics

Outsized impact

Modest levels of international collaboration and mobility

The US publishes 22% of the world pub-

The US has relatively modest levels of

lications but accounts for 31% of the

international collaboration and mobil-

world's most highly cited articles.

ity compared to other major research nations, especially in Europe.

focus area

most prolific institution

Medical & Health

Harvard University

High relative focus in the Medical & Health

Harvard University is the most prolific in-

Sciences. The US produces 25% more

stitution in the world, publishing more in

research than the world average.

2014 than entire countries did, such as
Denmark, South Africa, or Israel.

world of research 

Overall country or region outlook
The US is the most research intensive
country in the world. In 2014, it spent
$465 million, or 2.8% of its GDP, on research and development. Unsurprisingly,
although the country accounts for 4.5%
of the world's population, it produced
22% of the world's publications, amassed
38% of the world's citations and 29% of
the world's downloads, and was responsible for 31% of the world's most highly
cited articles.
Moreover, nearly one in every five patents
filed or granted in the world came from a
US inventor.

Global distribution of citations
As the world's largest producer of research, it is unsurprising that nearly a
third of all citations to the US' research
come from the US itself. The next most
frequent countries citing the US' research
are China at 8.3%, the UK at 6.0%, Germany at 5.5%, and Canada at 3.9%.

percentage
of citations
low

high
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United States

Collaboration patterns
Compared to other top research coun-

of 1.86, the highest of any collaboration

tries in the world, the US has a relatively

type for the US.

modest level of international collaboration, comprising 33.8% of its total output. This is partly due to the fact that the
country has such an outsized research
footprint, and researchers can find expertise and willing collaborators within the
country's borders. Nevertheless, international collaborations achieve an FWCI
distribution
of articles

single author
12.4%

institutional
28.2%

national
26.7%

international
33.8%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
For the same reasons that the US has

countries' sedentary researchers is com-

relatively modest levels of international

paratively lower than that of other mobil-

collaboration, the country's active re-

ity classes, the FWCI associated with the

searcher base is also more sedentary

US' sedentary researchers is quite high

(48.7%) than most European countries.

at 1.87 (compared to an FWCI of 1.88 for

This means that those researchers have

the US' transitory researchers).

never published with an affiliation to an
institution outside of the US. However,
while the FWCI associated with most

United States
active researchers
1,079,434
outflow

9.1%

inflow

7.7%

transitory

34%

sedentary

49%

Rest of the world
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Subject breakdown
Relative to the world average, the US

est in the Natural Sciences and the Medi-

produces comparatively more research

cal & Health Sciences (at 1.50 and 1.52,

in the Humanities (25% more), the So-

respectively, or 50% and 52% above the

cial Sciences (37% more), and the Medi-

world average).

cal & Health Sciences (25% more). The
FWCI of US' output in all subjects is well
above the world average, and it is high-

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

32,971

0.95

1.37

b Engineering & Technology 105,322

0.68

1.44

24,552

1.25

1.47

d Medical & Health Sciences 220,916

1.25

1.52

c Humanities
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences

284,693

0.95

1.50

74,666

1.37

1.34

fwci
1.0

2.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
The US is home to some of the world's

vard University (and its affiliated teaching

most renowned research institutions.

hospitals) stands out for its high annual

Its top five most prolific institutions all

research output (20,830 publications in

achieved FWCI higher than 2.0, which

2014, which is more than twice the level

means that the research they produce are

of the next most prolific institution in the

cited twice as much as the world average.

US).

Among such a distinguished group, Har-

Harvard University
University of Michigan
Stanford University
fwci

Johns Hopkins University
University of Washington

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Venezuela

VENEZUELA
Venezuela has a small research footprint, producing a little over 1,500
publications in 2014, or 0.07% of all publications worldwide.
Similar to other countries with low levels

country experiences a net outflow of re-

of research output, Venezuela's research-

searchers, meaning that more research-

ers co-author frequently with internation-

ers leave the country permanently than

al collaborators. A high percentage are

come and stay.

also transitory, meaning that they spend
two years or less abroad or in Venezuela.
Based on researcher mobility trends, the

Headline statistics
connections

Latin America

High level of international collaboration

Venezuela's research receives propor-

Nearly half of Venezuela's publications

tionately higher levels of citations from

co-authored with an international col-

Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, and Colombia.

laborator.

focus area

Agricultural Sciences

Highly mobile
research base

Venezuela has a high relative focus in the

About 3/4 of Venezuela's active research-

Agricultural Sciences. It produces nearly

er base has published at least once with

3 times as many articles in this subject as

an affiliation outside of the country.

the world average.
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Overall country or region outlook
Venezuela has a small research footprint,
producing a little over 1,500 publications
in 2014, or 0.07% of all publications
worldwide. For reference, the country
comprises 0.42% of the world's population.
Similar to its publication output, the country accounts for a small percentage of all
citations worldwide (0.06%), highly cited
articles (0.05%) and downloads (0.05%).
There is very little patenting activity.

Global distribution of citations
Similar to trends for most other countries,

ezuela's research is also cited at higher

the country that accounts for the highest

than expected rates by other Latin Ameri-

percentage of citations to Venezuela's

can countries such as Mexico (2.2%), Ar-

research is the US. The countries that

gentina (1.6%), and Colombia (1.6%).

account for the next most citations to
Venezuela's research are China at 6.6%,
Venezuela itself at 6.4%, Brazil at 5.4%,
the UK at 5.1%, and Spain at 5.1%. Ven-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Venezuela

Collaboration patterns
Nearly half of all publications by Venezuela are co-authored with an international
collaborator, and such collaborations attain an FWCI of 1.09, or 9% above the
world average. For reference, publications from every other collaboration type
achieve FWCI of 0.23 or lower.

distribution
of articles

single author
8.0%

institutional
28.1%

national
17.3%

international
48.8%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Nearly three-quarters of Venezuela's

ers (-2.8%), which means that more re-

active researcher base is mobile, which

searchers leave the country permanently

means they have published at least once

than come and stay.

with an affiliation outside of the country.
Over half (56%) are categorized as transitory, which means they have spent two
years or less inside of, or outside of, Venezuela. The country as a whole, however,
experiences a net outflow of research-

Venezuela

Rest of the world

active researchers
4,854
outflow
inflow

11%
8.2%

transitory

56%

sedentary

25%
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Subject breakdown
Venezuela produces the highest abso-

of activity in the Agricultural Sciences is

lute amount of research and achieves the

nearly triple the world average.

highest FWCI in the Natural Sciences and
the Medical & Health Sciences. However,
given the size of the country's research
output, and similar to other South American countries, Venezuela's relative levels

subject area

papers

rai

fwci

a Agricultural Sciences

299

2.87

0.47

b Engineering & Technology

314

0.67

0.66

30

0.51

0.38

d Medical & Health Sciences

520

0.98

0.70

e Natural Sciences

996

1.10

0.70

f Social Sciences

106

0.65

0.43

c Humanities

fwci
0

1.0

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Among Venezuela's five most research-

calculations more noisy and sensitive to

intensive institutions, the Universidad

change. The Instituto Venezolano de In-

Central de Venezuela was the most pro-

vestigaciones Cientificas achieved the

lific, producing 297 publications in 2014.

highest FWCI at 0.80.

All five have experienced declines in their
annual level of research output, though
their low levels of activity makes such

Univ. Central de Venezuela
Univ. Simon Bolivar
Univ. de Los Andes Merida
fwci

Instituto Venezolano de
Investigaciones Cientificas
Univ. del Zulia

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Vietnam

VIETNAM
Vietnam has a small and developing research base, having just three institutions with more than 50 papers published in 2014. A large proportion of
its scholarly output is the result of international collaborations, which are
also more impactful than the world average.
Vietnam publishes 0.15% of the world's

Vietnam itself (8.8%). Vietnam publishes

scholarly output and 0.13% of the world's

mostly in the Natural Sciences but its re-

top 10% cited papers. It receives around

search output in the Medical & Health Sci-

0.11% of the world's citations and 0.17%

ences and Engineering & Technology are

of the world's downloads. Citations to

impactful and cited more than the world

Vietnam research come more from the

average.

US (13%) and China (9.7%) than from

Headline statistics
Highly collaborative

most prolific area

Natural Sciences

Vietnam's international collaborations ac-

Vietnam is most prolific in the Natural

count for 70% of its output, and are cited

Sciences with more than half its output in

21% more than the world average.

this area, and a research impact on a par
with the world average.

strong area

Medical & Health

Small but growing
institutions

Vietnam's papers in the Medical & Health

Vietnam has 3 institutions that published

Sciences are cited 30% more than the

more than 50 papers in 2014, with all 3

world average.

showing positive output growth.
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Overall country or region outlook
Vietnam's population makes up 1.3% of
the world's population; however, it publishes only 0.15% of the world's scholarly output, and 0.13% of the world's
top 10% cited papers. It receives around
0.11% of the world's citations and 0.17%
of the world's downloads.
Vietnam's share of world's patents filed is
lower at 0.02%, and its share of patents
granted is 0.01%.

Global distribution of citations
Typically, researchers tend to be more

nam's received citations include the UK,

aware of their own country's papers, and

accounting for 5.4% of Vietnam's cita-

cite them preferentially. However, with

tions, Japan, France, and Germany, each

a small research base, citations to Viet-

contributing almost 4% of Vietnam's cita-

nam's research come mainly from the US

tions, and Australia and India, each mak-

(12.8%) and China (9.7%), before Viet-

ing up about 3.6% to 3.7% of Vietnam's

nam itself (8.8%). Other countries whose

citations.

citations form a sizable share of Viet-

percentage
of citations
low

high
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Vietnam

Collaboration patterns
Vietnam's research is highly skewed to-

less than the world average; institutional

wards international collaborations, with

collaborations make up 13% of its output

70% of its scholarly output resulting from

and are cited 31% less than the world av-

this collaboration type. These papers are

erage; single-authored papers are cited

cited about 21% more than the world av-

33% less than the world average and only

erage for all collaboration types. All other

account for 6.9% of Vietnam's scholarly

research collaboration types make up just

output.

30% of its scholarly output and are less
impactful: national collaborations make
up 12% of its output and are cited 24%
distribution
of articles

single author
6.8%

institutional
13.1%

national
12.1%

international
69.9%

fwci
world average fwci = .

size of bubble reflects article share

Researcher mobility
Vietnam's researchers are largely in the

research inflow into Vietnam. Only 24%

transitory group: 59% of them have pub-

of Vietnam's total researcher population

lished under foreign affiliations on a short-

are sedentary and have never published

term basis, mirroring the state of interna-

under an affiliation outside of Vietnam.

tional collaboration in Vietnam. Long term
assignments abroad, especially emigrations, are less likely; however, Vietnam's
researcher inflow exceeds researcher
outflow by 9%, suggesting an overall net

Vietnam

Rest of the world

active researchers
3,974
outflow

4.2%

inflow

13%

transitory

59%

sedentary

24%
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Subject breakdown
Vietnam is most prolific in the Natural Sci-

lesser proportion of its output than the

ences; proportionally, it publishes slighly

world, but its papers are more impactful

more than half of its output in this area,

(cited 30% more) than the world average.

which is 33% more than the world does,

Vietnam publishes 65% more than the

and these papers are cited on a par with

world does in the Agricultural Sciences,

the world average. In the Medical & Health

and these papers are cited on a par with

Sciences, Vietnam tends to publish a

the world average.

subject area
a Agricultural Sciences
b Engineering & Technology
c Humanities
d Medical & Health Sciences
e Natural Sciences
f Social Sciences

papers

rai

fwci

376

1.65

0.99

1,103

1.07

1.11

44

0.34

1.23
1.30

662

0.57

2,634

1.33

0.99

250

0.70

1.00

fwci
0.5

1.5

world average fwci = .
world average rai = .

Most prolific institutions
Vietnam's top institutions vary greatly

tutions show positive growth in terms of

in size: Nha Trang Pasteur Institute pub-

2010-2014 papers, at 14% (Hanoi Uni-

lished only three papers in 2014 while the

versity of Technology) and 19% (Vietnam

Vietnam National University published

National University). Vietnam National

300 papers in 2014. With the exception

University emerges as the largest and

of Nha Trang Pasteur Institute and Can

most impactful institution, with an FWCI

Tho University, the remaining larger insti-

slightly higher than the world average.

Vietnam National University
Hanoi University of Technology
Can Tho University
fwci

Nha Trang Pasteur Institute

cagr, publications

size of bubble reflects
volume of publications
from the institution
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Appendix A
Methodology

Year range
All analyses in this book are based on data
that range from 2010 to 2014, using the
most recent year consistently available to
us for each indicator. For any exceptions,

Methodology and rationale
Our methodology is based on the theoret-

please refer to Appendix B, “Year and
source of indicators per country”.

ical principles and best practices devel-

Article types

oped in the field of quantitative science

For all bibliometric analysis, only the fol-

and technology studies, particularly in

lowing document types are considered:

science and technology indicators research. The Handbook of Quantitative

→	Article (ar)

Science and Technology Research: The

→	Review (re)

Use of Publication and Patent Statistics

→	Conference Proceeding (cp)

in Studies of S&T Systems (Moed, Glänzel, and Schmoch, 2004) 1 gives a good

In bibliometric studies, these article

overview of this field and is based on the

types are generally considered to be arti-

pioneering work of Derek de Solla Price

cle types with scholarly content that has

(1978),2 Eugene Garfield (1979), 3 and

been peer-reviewed. That is, such article

Francis Narin (1976) 4 in the USA, and

types have been scrutinized by experts

John Irvine et al in the UK (1987) ,5 and

in the same field and were determined

in several European institutions including

by said experts to be suitable for publi-

the Centre for Science and Technology

cation. In contrast, our analyses exclude

Studies at Leiden University, the Nether-

document types such as letters, notes,

lands, and the Library of the Academy of

editorials, etc. that are also published in

Sciences in Budapest, Hungary.

journals and other serials titles, but are
not necessarily peer-reviewed.

The analyses of bibliometric data in this
book are based on recognised advanced

Subject classification

indicators (e.g., the concept of relative

All publications are divided into subjects

citation impact). Our base assumption is

according to the OECD’s Field of Science

that such indicators are useful and valid,

and Technology (FOS) Classification,

though imperfect and partial measures.

as described in the Frascati Manual – a

Their numerical values are determined

“Proposed Standard Practice for Surveys

by not only research performance and re-

on Research and Experimental Develop-

lated concepts, but also other influencing

ment”.6 In 2007 this classification was re-

factors that may cause systematic biases.

vised to better reflect changes in the sci-

In the past decade, the field of indicators

ence and technology area, such as newly

research has developed best practices

emerging technology fields and the ‘inter-

which state how indicator results should

disciplinarity’ of these and other research

be interpreted and which influencing fac-

fields.7 As it is possible for an article to

tors should be taken into account. Our

cover more than one subject, counts of

methodology builds on these practices.

publications per subject may add up to a
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greater number than the total publication
count of a country or region. See also: Appendix A, “counting publications”.

OECD  Field of Science and Technology (FOS) Classification
Agricultural Sciences

Medical & Health Sciences

Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries

Basic medical research

Animal and dairy science

Clinical medicine

Veterinary science

Health sciences

Other agricultural science

Natural Sciences

Engineering & Technology

Biological sciences

Chemical engineering

Chemical sciences

Civil engineering

Computer and information sciences

Electrical and electronic engineering

Earth and related environmental sciences

Environmental biotechnology

Mathematics

Environmental engineering

Physical sciences and astronomy

Industrial biotechnology

Other natural sciences

Materials engineering
Mechanical engineering

Social Sciences

Medical engineering

Economics and business

Other engineering and technologies

Educational sciences

Humanities

Law
Media and communications

Art

Political science

History and archaeology

Psychology

Languages and literature

Social and economic geography

Philosophy, ethics, and religion

Sociology

Other humanities

Other social sciences

1	Moed, H. F., Glänzel, W., & Schmoch, U. (Eds.). (2005). Handbook of Quantitative Science and Technology

Research. Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers. doi:10.1007/1-4020-2755-9
2	Price, D. J. de S. (1977). Foreword in Essays of an Information Scientist (pp. v–ix).
3	
Garfield, E. (1979). “Is citation analysis a legitimate evaluation tool?” Scientometrics, 1(4), 359–375.

doi:10.1007/BF02019306
4	Pinski, G., & Narin, F. (1976). “Citation influence for journal aggregates of scientific publications: Theory,

with application to the literature of physics”. Information Processing & Management, 12(5), 297–312.
doi:10.1016/0306-4573(76)90048-0.
5	Irvine, J., Martin, B. R., Abraham, J., & Peacock, T. (1987). “Assessing basic research: Reappraisal and

update of an evaluation of four radio astronomy observatories”. Research Policy, 16(2-4), 213–227.
doi:10.1016/0048-7333(87)90031-X
6	http://www.oecd.org/innovation/inno/frascatimanualproposedstandardpracticeforsurveysonresearch

andexperimentaldevelopment6thedition.htm
7	http://www.oecd.org/science/inno/38235147.pdf
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Counting publications

For this book we used a static version

All analyses make use of whole counting

(‘snapshot’) of Scopus as of May 1, 2015.

rather than fractional counting. For ex-

As articles of 2014 continue to be up-

ample, if a paper has been co-authored by

loaded to Scopus until mid-2015, the

one author from Algeria and one author

publication counts for 2014 may not

from Vietnam, then that paper counts

yet be 100% complete at the time this

towards both the publication count of Al-

snapshot was taken. Further increases

geria, as well as the publication count of

of absolute numbers of publications for

Vietnam. Total counts for each country

countries or regions and their institutions

are the sum of unique publications.

are therefore possible, but expected to be
small. Shares are not expected to be influ-

We acknowledge that “there is no fair
method to determine how much money,

enced by this.

effort, equipment and expertise each re-

Counting citations

searcher, institute or country contributes

All analyses of citation data (e.g. cita-

to a paper and the underlying research

tion shares, citation distribution, highly

effort. Dividing up a paper between the

cited articles, and field-weighted cita-

participating units is therefore to some

tion impact) make use of a 5-year citation

extent arbitrary. Our basic assumption

window (i.e. citations accumulated in the

is that each author, main institution and

period 2010-2014), unless otherwise in-

country listed in the affiliated addresses

dicated in Appendix B, “Year and source

made a non-negligible contribution. Each

of indicators per country”.

paper is therefore assigned in full to all
unique authors, institutions, and coun-

Self-citations

tries listed in the address heading.” (Tijs-

Self-citations are those by which an entity

sen & Van Leeuwen 2003) 8

refers to its previous work in new publications. Self-citing is normal and expected

The same publication may be part of mul-

academic behaviour, and it is an author’s

tiple smaller component entities, such as

responsibility to make sure their readers

the calculation of counts of publications

are aware of related, relevant work. For

in multiple subject areas. However, this

this book, self-citations at author level as

book de-duplicates all counts within an

well as institution or country level are in-

aggregate entity, so that a publication is

cluded in citation counts and the calcula-

counted only once even if it is included by

tion of FWCI.

several component entities. For example,
a Kenyan publication on the impact of in-

Citation distribution

creased corn production on pricing may

For the calculation of citation distribu-

be counted once towards the totals of

tions, the number of countries has not

Kenya’s output in Agricultural & Biologi-

been limited to the 77 prolific countries

cal Sciences and once towards Kenya’s

or regions in this book. Available citation

output in Economics, Econometrics & Fi-

data from all countries or regions in the

nance. However, this publication counts

world has been used to compute citation

only once toward the aggregate entity of

distribution. As with publications, the

all Kenyan publications.

analysis makes use of whole counting
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rather than fractional counting. In other

windows of months rather than years.

words, if an article co-authored by Brazil

While there is a considerable body of liter-

and China cites a US article, the US re-

ature on the meaning of citations and indi-

ceives 1 citation from Brazil and 1 cita-

cators derived from them,9 the relatively

tion from China.

recent advent of download derived indicators means that there is no clear con-

Highly cited articles

sensus on the nature of the phenomenon

In this book ‘highly cited articles’ refers to

that is measured by download counts.10

articles in the top 10% most cited articles

A small body of research has concluded

of all articles published and cited in 2010-

however that download counts may be

2014.

a weak predictor of subsequent citation
counts at the article level.11 In this book, a

Counting article downloads

download is defined as the event by which

Citation impact is by definition a lagging

a user views the full-text HTML of an ar-

indicator: newly-published articles need

ticle or downloads the full-text PDF of

to be read, after which they might influ-

an article from ScienceDirect, Elsevier’s

ence studies that will be carried out,

full-text journal article platform; views

which are then written up in manuscript

of an article abstract alone, and multiple

form, peer-reviewed, published, and final-

full-text HTML views or PDF downloads

ly included in a citation index such as Sco-

of the same article during the same user

pus. Only after these steps are complet-

session, are not included in accordance

ed can citations to the earlier article be

with the COUNTER Code of Practice.12

systematically counted. For this reason,

ScienceDirect provides download data

investigating downloads has become an

for approximately 16% of the articles in-

appealing alternative, since it is possible

dexed in Scopus; it is assumed that user

to start counting downloads of full-text

downloading behaviour across countries

articles immediately upon online publica-

does not systematically differ between

tion and to derive robust indicators over

online platforms.

8	Extended technical annex to chapter 5 of the ‘Third European Report on S&T Indicators ’; “Bibliometric Anal-

yses of World Science” by Robert Tijssen and Thed van Leeuwen, CWTS, Leiden University. ftp://ftp.cordis.
europa.eu/pub/indicators/docs/3rd_report_biblio_ext_methodology.pdf.
9	Cronin, B. (2005). A hundred million acts of whimsy? Current Science, 89(9), 1505–1509. Retrieved from

http://www.currentscience.ac.in/Downloads/article_id_089_09_1505_1509_0.pdf; Bornmann, L., & Daniel,
H.-D. (2008). "What do citation counts measure? A review of studies on citing behavior", Journal of Documentation, 64(1), 45–80. doi:10.1108/00220410810844150
10	Kurtz, M. J., & Bollen, J. (2010). “Usage bibliometrics”. Annual Review of Information Science and Technol-

ogy, 44(1), 1–64. doi:10.1002/aris.2010.1440440108
11	Moed, H. F. (2005). “Statistical relationships between downloads and citations at the level of individual

documents within a single journal”. Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology, 56(10), 1088–1097. doi:10.1002/asi.20200; Schloegl, C., & Gorraiz, J. (2010). “Comparison of citation and usage indicators: the case of oncology journals”. Scientometrics, 82(3), 567–580. doi:10.1007/
s11192-010-0172-1; Schloegl, C., & Gorraiz, J. (2011). “Global usage versus global citation metrics: The
case of pharmacology journals”. Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology,
62(1), 161–170. doi:10.1002/asi.21420
12	http://www.projectcounter.org/code_practice.html
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Counting patent applications,
and patents granted

charts: one sets the angles of the slices,

The patenting process can be divided into

lating the radius of each slice individu-

three distinct phases: filing an application

ally. This enables a visual representation

for a patent and its examination, the reg-

of two different indicators in a single pie

istration of a decision (granted or not), and

chart. A third indicator may be added by

the on-going payment of maintenance

using a colour scale for each of the slices.

fees to keep the patent in force. Data indi-

In this book the indicators are as follows:

and the other sets their areas, by manipu-

cating the volume of patenting activity in
two of these phases are used in this book:
patent applications and patents granted.

→	Angle represents a subject’s share of
a country’s total publication output.
The wider the angle, the larger the

It is tempting to attempt to calculate the
patenting "efficiency" of a given country

subject’s share of the country’s total
output.

by dividing the number of patents grant-

→	Radius represents a country’s relative

ed by the number of patent applications,

activity in a subject. The longer the

for example. However, given the variable

radius, the more a country publishes

length of time taken for the examination of

in this subject compared to the world

a patent application, phasing issues mean

average. See also: Appendix C, ‘Activ-

that any indicator derived in such a way

ity Index’.

could be somewhat misleading. Counts

→	
Colour represents field-weighted ci-

for patent applications and patents grant-

tation impact (FWCI). A gradual colour

ed are totals, aggregated across all fields

scale is used, wherein the darkest hue

of research and all sectors of R&D perfor-

represent higher FWCI values, and

mance. However, not all research fields

the lighter hue the lower FWCI values.

and sectors have the same propensity to
patent, so national patenting activities
may reflect national research field spe-

Figure 1  Spie chart of subject focus of

cialisation and industry focus.13

the Netherlands

Patent data in this book is taken from the
World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO),
and does not include United States Patent
and Trademark Office (USPTO), European
Patent Office (EPO), United Kingdom’s
Intellectual Property Office (IPO), or Japan Patent Office (JPO) data. Our measures of world patent shares for countries
whose patenting activity relies heavily on
these or other national patent offices may
therefore be slightly biased downward.

Spie charts
A spie chart 14 is a combination of two pie

a Agricultural Sciences b Engineering & Technology c Humanities d Medical & Health Sciences e Natural Sciences f Social sciences
fwci

1.5

2.0
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Measuring international
researcher mobility

a large proportion with relatively few ar-

The approach presented here uses Sco-

As such, it was assumed that they are

pus author profile data to derive a his-

not likely to represent career research-

tory of active author affiliations recorded

ers, but individuals who have left the re-

in their published articles and to assign

search system. A productivity filter was

them to mobility classes defined by the

therefore implemented to restrict the

type and duration of observed moves.

analysis to those authors with at least 1

ticles over the entire period of analysis.

article in the 5-year period 2010–2014
How are individual researchers unam-

and at least 10 articles in the entire peri-

biguously identified in Scopus?

od 1996-2014, or those with fewer than

Scopus uses a sophisticated author-

10 articles in 1996-2014, but at least

matching algorithm to precisely identify

4 articles in 2010–2014. After applying

articles by the same author. The Sco-

the productivity filter, the remaining set

pus Author Identifier gives each author a

of researchers was defined as active and

unique ID and groups together all the doc-

formed the basis of the study.

uments published by that author, matching alternate spellings and variations of

How are mobility classes defined?

the author’s last name and distinguishing

The measurement of international re-

between authors with the same surname

searcher mobility by co-authorship in the

by differentiating on data elements asso-

published literature is complicated by the

ciated with the article (such as affiliation,

difficulties involved in teasing out long-

subject area, co-authors, and so on). This

term mobility from short-term mobility

is enriched with manual, author-supplied

(such as doctoral research visits, sabbati-

feedback, both directly through Scopus

cals, secondments, etc.), which might be

and also via Scopus' direct links with OR-

deemed instead to reflect a form of col-

CID (Open Researcher & Contributor ID).

laboration. In this study, stays abroad of
two years or more were considered migra-

What is a researcher from (e.g.) Germa-

tory. Stays abroad of less than two years

ny?

were deemed transitory. Author nationali-

To define the initial population for the

ty is not captured in article or author data.

study, a country’s authors were identi-

Instead, migration patterns are based on

fied as those that had listed an affiliation

the country where an author first pub-

in said country on at least one publication

lished (for migratory mobility) or the coun-

(articles, reviews and conference papers)

try where they published the majority of

published across the sources included in

their articles (for transitory mobility). In

Scopus during the period 1996-2014.

individual cases, these criteria may result
in authors being assigned migratory pat-

What is an ‘active researcher’?

terns that may not accurately reflect the

The number of authors identified includes

real situation, but such errors may be as-

13	Pottelsberghe, B. Van. (2008). “Europe’s R&D: missing the wrong targets?” Retrieved from http://www.

bruegel.org/publications/publication-detail/publication/7-europes-r-and-d-missing-the-wrong-targets/
14

http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/~feit/papers/Spie03TR.pdf
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sumed to be evenly distributed across the

two years at a time but are predominantly

groups and so the overall pattern remains

based in another country (or countries).

valid. Researchers without any apparent

or

mobility based on their published affilia-

Researchers whose Scopus author data

tions were considered sedentary.

for the period 1996-2014 indicates
that they are based in another country

Migratory

(or countries) for less than two years at

→	
Outflow

a time but are predominantly based in

Researchers whose Scopus author data

Country X.

for the period 1996-2014 indicates that
they first published with an affiliation in

Sedentary

Country X and have subsequently migrat-

→	
Sedentary

ed from Country X to another country (or

researchers whose Scopus author data

countries) for at least two years without

for the period 1996-2014 indicates that

returning to Country X.

they have not published with an affiliation

or

outside of Country X.

Researchers whose Scopus author profile data for the period 1996-2014 in-

Note that due to the rounding of num-

dicates that they migrated to Country X

bers, the sum of each of these categories'

from another country (or countries) for at

share of a country or region’s researcher

least two years, and then subsequently

base may not add up to 100% exactly.

migrated to another country (or countries)
for at least two years.

Collaboration types
A publication is considered collaborative

→	
Inflow

when there is more than one author in the

Researchers whose Scopus author data

authorship byline in Scopus. We distin-

for the period 1996-2014 indicates that

guish between 4 collaboration types:

they migrated to Country X from another
country (or countries) for at least two
years without leaving Country X.
or
Researchers whose Scopus author data

→	
International collaboration, whereby
at least one co-author is affiliated
with an institution from a different
country or region.

for the period 1996-2014 indicates that
they first published with an affiliation in

→ National collaboration, whereby at

Country X, migrated from Country X to

least one co-author is affiliated with

another country (or countries) for at least

a different institution, but all authors

two years, and subsequently migrated

are affiliated with institutions from

back to Country X for at least two years.

the same country or region.

Transitory

→	
Institutional collaboration, whereby

→	
Transitory

all authors are affiliated with the same

Researchers whose Scopus author data

institution.

for the period 1996-2014 indicates that
they are based in Country X for less than

→	
Single author publications. These are

world of research 

technically not collaborations, and are
used as a baseline for comparison of
other collaboration types.
These collaboration types are mutually
exclusive. For example, if nine out of ten
authors are affiliated with the same institution and the same country, and one author is affiliated with an institution from a
different country, their publication is considered internationally collaborative.
Note that due to the rounding of numbers,
and to institutional collaboration across
international campuses, the sum of each
of these categories' share of a country or
region’s publication output may not add
up to 100% exactly.
SciVal institutions
For the selection of the top five most prolific research institutions in a country, this
book uses institution lists from SciVal. As
these institution profiles were — and continue to be — created manually, starting
with the most prolific ones, not all of the
world’s institutions have a profile in SciVal
at this moment. A number of small countries and regions, with relatively smaller
research institutions, may therefore appear to have fewer than 5 prolific institutions in this book.
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edging that a great deal of important literature in all fields (but especially in the
Social Sciences and the Arts & Humanities) is published in books, Scopus has

Data Sources

begun to increase book coverage in 2013
(89,000 books in June 2015). Currently,
Scopus already covers books published

Scopus is Elsevier’s abstract and cita-

by Elsevier, Springer, Wiley, Brill, De

tion database of peer-reviewed literature,

Gruyter, Woodhead, Karger, Oxford Uni-

covering 57 million documents published

versity Press, Edward Elgar, Maney, Intel-

in over 22,000 journals, book series, and

lect, IOS Press, Pan Stanford, University

conference proceedings by some 5,000

of California Press, Princeton University

international publishers. Reference lists

Press, Edinburgh University Press, Delft

are captured for 35+ million records pub-

University Press, Duke University Press,

lished from 1996 onwards, and the addi-

McGill Queens University Press, Project

tional 21+ million pre-1996 records reach

Muse (60+ UPs), OECD, and other pub-

as far back as the publication year 1823.

lishers.

Scopus coverage is multi-lingual and

For this book, a static version of the Sco-

global: approximately 15% of titles in

pus database was aggregated by coun-

Scopus are published in languages other

try or region. Subjects were defined by

than English (or published in both Eng-

OECD subject areas (see Appendix A for

lish and another language). The database

more details).

contains titles from more than 120 different countries and over 50 languages in all

A body of literature is available on the

geographic regions. Scopus covers ap-

limitations and caveats in the use of such

proximately 18,000 titles from Europe,

‘bibliometric’ data, such as the accumu-

10,500 from North-America, 3,300 from

lation of citations over time, the skewed

Asia-Pacific, 900 from Central and South

distribution of citations across articles,

America, and 400 titles from Africa.

and differences in publication and citation practices between fields of research,

Scopus coverage is also inclusive across

different languages, and applicability to

all major research fields, with 11,500 ti-

social sciences and humanities research.

tles in the Physical Sciences, 12,800 in

In the social sciences and the humanities,

the Health Sciences, 6,200 in the Life

the bibliometric indicators presented in

Sciences, and 9,500 in the Social Sci-

this book for these fields must be inter-

ences. Titles which are covered are pre-

preted with caution because a reason-

dominantly serial publications (journals,

able proportion of research outputs in

trade journals, book series, and confer-

such fields take the form of books, mono-

ence material), but considerable numbers

graphs, and non-textual media. As such,

of conference papers are also covered

analyses of journal articles and their us-

from stand-alone proceedings volumes (a

age and citation, provide a less compre-

major dissemination mechanism, particu-

hensive view than in other fields, in which

larly in the computer sciences). Acknowl-

journal article comprise the vast majority
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of research outputs. More information

www.oecd.org/sti/msti). A useful history

can be found on www.elsevier.com/solu-

of the development of the OECD’s R&D

tions/scopus.

statistics is available.15 Financial data are
given in constant US$ at current prices

ScienceDirect is Elsevier’s leading full-

and corrected for Purchasing Power Par-

text journal articles platform. With an

ity (PPP), allowing comparability over time

invaluable and incomparable customer

and between countries. Full-Time Equiva-

base, the use of scientific research on

lent (FTE) counts are used for all human

ScienceDirect.com

differ-

capital data in this book. The OECD’s

ent look at performance measurement.

Main Science and Technology Indicators

ScienceDirect.com is used by more than

is a biannual publication that provides a

12,000 institutes worldwide, with more

set of indicators that reflect the level and

than 15 million active users. The average

structure of the efforts undertaken by

click through to full-text per month is 67

OECD Member countries and nine non-

million. ScienceDirect contains more than

member economies in the field of science

13 million content pieces, 2,500 journals,

and technology. The indicators cover the

and 33,000 books. More information can

resources devoted to research and devel-

be found on www.elsevier.com/solutions/

opment, patent families, technology bal-

sciencedirect.

ance of payments, and international trade

provides

a

in R&D-intensive industries.
SciVal offers quick, easy access to the
research performance of 4,600 research

United Nations Organization for Educa-

institutions and 220 countries worldwide.

tion, Science and Culture (UNESCO) is

A ready-to-use solution with unparalleled

an international organization founded in

power and flexibility, SciVal enables its

1945, which has 195 Members and eight

users to navigate the world of research

Associate Members. UNESCO’s mission

and devise an optimal plan to drive and

is to contribute to the building of peace,

analyze their performance. More info can

the eradication of poverty, sustainable

be found on www.elsevier.com/solutions/

development, and intercultural dialogue

scival.

through education, the sciences, culture,
communication, and information. The

Organisation for Economic Co-operation

UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS) in

and Development (OECD) (www.oecd.

Canada is UNESCO’s official statistical

org) is an international economic organi-

agency. It produces global and interna-

sation founded in 1961 and representing

tionally comparable statistics on educa-

34 member countries. The OECD collects

tion, science, technology, culture and

internationally comparable data on re-

communication. In S&T, these cover na-

search and development and the data are

tional data on human resources and ex-

available in the Main Science and Technol-

penditure on research and development

ogy Indicators database (MSTI 2014/1;

(GERD). The UIS is the official UN statisti-

15	Godin, B. (2008) “The Culture of Numbers: Origins and Development of Statistics on Science, Technology

and Innovation” Project on the History and Sociology of S&T Statistics, Working Paper No. 40, Canadian
Science and Innovation Indicators Consortium.
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cal agency for the international collection

Israel, Japan, South Africa, South Ko-

of data in S&T and is the lead UN agency

rea, Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey, United

for elaborating statistical standards for

States (OECD)

developing countries, particularly in sci-

No data available: Algeria, Australia,

ence, technology, and innovation.

Bangladesh, Belarus, Brazil, Egypt, Hong
Kong, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Office

Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Latvia, Lebanon,

(WIPO) is a specialized agency of the

Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, New Zea-

United Nations that administers the intel-

land, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines,

lectual property and provides the world’s

Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, Tunisia,

largest database of 30 million patent doc-

Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, Venezue-

uments, including 2.2 million published in-

la, Vietnam

World

Intellectual

Property

ternational patent applications. More info
can be found on www.wipo.int.

Year and source of indicators

Publications
Year: 2014
Source: Scopus

Population

Citations

Year: 2012

Years: 2010-2014

Sources: UNESCO, except: Brazil (OECD),

Source: Scopus

Singapore (Singapore Department of Statistics)

Highly cited articles

No data available: Latvia, Philippines, Tai-

Years: 2010-2014

wan

Source: Scopus

GERD

Downloads

Year: 2012

Year: 2014

Sources: UNESCO, except: Argentina,

Source: ScienceDirect

Chile, Japan, South Africa, South Korea,
Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey (OECD)

Patents filed

No data available: Algeria, Australia,

Year: 2013, except: Taiwan (2012)

Bangladesh, Belarus, Brazil, Egypt, Hong

Source: WIPO, except: Taiwan (OECD)

Kong, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,

No data available: Latvia, Philippines

Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Latvia, Lebanon,
Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, New Zea-

Patents granted

land, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines,

Year: 2013

Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, Tunisia,

Source: WIPO

Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, Venezue-

No data available: Latvia, Philippines, Tai-

la, Vietnam

wan

Researchers

Researcher mobility

Years: 2012

Years: 1996 - present

Source: UNESCO, except: Argentina,

Source: Scopus

Canada, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, France,
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Appendix C
Glossary of terms

claims of the work citing it. The number of
citations received by an article from subsequently-published articles is a proxy of
the quality or importance of the reported
research.

Article, Paper, or Publication (unless oth-

Downloads are defined as either down-

erwise indicated) denotes the main types

loading a PDF of an article on ScienceDi-

of peer reviewed documents published

rect, Elsevier’s full-text platform, or look-

in journals: articles, reviews, and confer-

ing at the full-text online on ScienceDirect

ence papers.

without downloading the actual PDF.
Views of abstracts are not included in the

Article output for an institution or coun-

definition. Multiple views or downloads of

try is the count of articles with at least

the same article in the same format dur-

one author from that institution or coun-

ing a user session will be filtered out, in

try (according to the affiliation listed in the

accordance with the COUNTER Code of

authorship byline). All analyses make use

Practice 4.16

of ‘whole’ rather than ‘fractional’ counting: an article representing international

FWCI (Field Weighted Citation Impact) is

collaboration (with at least two different

an indicator of mean citation impact, and

countries listed in the authorship byline) is

compares the actual number of citations

counted once each for every institution or

received by an article with the expected

country listed.

number of citations for articles of the
same document type (article, review, or

CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate)

conference proceeding paper), publica-

is defined as the year-over-year constant

tion year, and subject field. Where the

growth rate over a specified period of

article is classified in two or more subject

time. Starting with the first value in any

fields, the harmonic mean of the actual

series and applying this rate for each of

and expected citation rates is used. The

the time intervals yields the amount in the

indicator is therefore always defined with

final value of the series.

reference to a global baseline of 1.0 and

1

CAGR (t0, tn) = (V (tn) / V (t0)) tn  t0  1

intrinsically accounts for differences in

V (t0): start value

types (reviews typically attract more cita-

tn  t0: number of years

as well as subject-specific differences in

Citation is a formal reference to earlier

and document types. It is one of the most

work made in an article or patent, fre-

sophisticated indicators in the modern

quently to other journal articles. A cita-

bibliometric toolkit.

V (tn): finish value

citation accrual over time, differences
in citation rates for different document
tions than research articles, for example)
citation frequencies overall and over time

tion is used to credit the originator of an
idea or finding and is usually used to indicate that the earlier work supports the

16	http://projectcounter.org/, http://usagereports.

elsevier.com/asp/main.aspx
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GERD (Gross domestic expenditure on re-

or invention, and the manufacture, use

search and development) is total intramu-

or sale thereof for a designated period of

ral expenditure on research and develop-

time. In this book we measure patents in

ment performed on the national territory

two stages of the patenting process:

during a given period.

→	Patents filed: the number of applications for a patent that have been filed

GDP (Gross domestic product) is an ag-

by Country X with a patent office, in

gregate measure of production equal

this case the World Intellectual Prop-

to the sum of the gross values added of

erty Office (WIPO).

all resident institutional units engaged

→	Patents granted: the number of pat-

in production (plus any taxes, and minus

ents issued by WIPO to Country X.

any subsidies, on products not included in
the value of their outputs). The sum of the

Publication output is the number of pub-

final uses of goods and services (all uses

lications per institution or country, which

except intermediate consumption) meas-

have at least one author affiliated to this

ured in purchasers' prices, less the value

institution or country. A publication which

of imports of goods and services, or the

is co-authored by authors from different

sum of primary incomes distributed by

countries thus counts towards the publi-

resident producer units.

cation output of each country.

Highly cited articles (unless otherwise in-

Publication share is the global share of

dicated) are those in the top-cited 10% of

publications for a specific institution or

all articles published and cited in a given

country expressed as a percentage of the

period.

total world output. Using a global share in
addition to absolute numbers of publica-

Institutional Collaboration in this book is

tions provides insight by normalizing for

defined as articles with at least two au-

increases in world publication growth and

thors listed in the authorship byline, all of

expansion of the field in question or the

which are affiliated with the same institu-

whole Scopus database.

tion.
R&D (Research and Development) is
International Collaboration in this book is

“creative work undertaken on a system-

defined as articles with at least two dif-

atic basis in order to increase the stock of

ferent countries listed in the authorship

knowledge, including knowledge of man,

byline.

culture and society, and the use of this
stock of knowledge to devise new appli-

National Collaboration in this book is de-

cations.” 17 Per the Frascati Manual, this

fined as articles with at least two different

includes basic research, applied research

institutions listed in the authorship byline,

and experimental development.

all of which are from the same country.
RAI (Relative Activity Index) is defined as
Patents are sets of exclusive rights grant-

a country’s share of its total article out-

ed by a governing body that give the hold-

put across subject field(s) relative to the

er exclusive rights to a process, design

global share of articles in the same sub-

world of research 
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ject field(s). For example, in 2014, France
published 46.6% of its articles in the Natural Sciences, while globally this subject
field represents 40.5% of all articles published. The Activity Index for France in the
Social Sciences in 2014 is therefore 46.6
/ 40.5 = 1.15. A value of 1.0 indicates
that a country’s research activity in a field
corresponds exactly with the global activity in that field; higher than 1.0 implies a
greater emphasis while lower than 1.0
suggests a lesser focus.
Researchers are “professionals engaged
in the conception or creation of new
knowledge, products, processes, methods and systems and also in the management of the projects concerned.” 18 This
definition includes members of the armed
forces who perform R&D, managers and
administrators engaged in the planning
and management of the scientific and
technical aspects of a researcher’s work,
and PhD students engaged in R&D.
R&D Intensity (GERD as a percentage of
GDP) is an indicator of an economy's relative degree of investment in generating
new knowledge.

17	http://www.oecd.org/innovation/inno/frascatimanualproposedstandardpracticeforsurveysonresearch

andexperimentaldevelopment6thedition.htm
18	idem
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